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Abstract
The present study investigates the effects of metacognitively-oriented reading strategies
instruction on performance in reading comprehension of first-year LMD students in the
Department of English at the University of Mentouri, Constantine. The strategies opted for
are guessing word meaning from its context and/or morphology, detecting main ideas and
finding their supporting details. Particular attention is given to this subject matter because
reading is the language skill most widely practised in the academic context, and thus
success with reading comprehension is of paramount importance for learners.
Comprehension, however, is not taught as such; it is rather tested via some questions that
follow the reading of a given passage. Therein lies the need for finding the instructional
methods which can best assist learners in improving their text understanding. Investigating
metacognitive reading strategies instruction is stimulated by the assumption that it can
make such an effective method. To check the abovementioned speculation, a questionnaire
is used to collect data about how much the students make use of comprehension strategies
in the reading of texts, and to target a number of them for training. Then, an experiment is
conducted under the pretest-posttest design. Participants are pretested, trained and
posttested to determine to what extent the treatment has helped them improve their
performance in reading comprehension. In addition, the student t-test is computed for
statistical analysis of the data. The findings indicate that the participants have improved in
both reading comprehension overall scores and instructed individual strategies (guessing
word meaning, main idea detection and finding details) subscores. This demonstrates the
pedagogical usefulness of metacognitively-oriented reading instruction and points out the
need for its implementation in reading classrooms.
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Introduction
Statement of the problem
A successful methodology for teaching reading is crucial for students of English
because reading with understanding is the one competency that underpins improvement in
all other language skills, particularly in an EFL setting. Indeed, Algerian learners of
English read more than they listen, speak or write. Yet, they receive little teaching in
reading comprehension procedures. Teachers at the University of Constantine have noticed
that, in different educational levels, 'teaching reading comprehension' is equivalent to
'testing reading comprehension'. As a result, learners display little awareness of what the
reading process and comprehension are all about. Teachers' concern, thus, should be
looking for the teaching methodology which results in more aware readers who
comprehend script independently and effectively. Reading instruction, for a lot of
researchers, equates training learners to implement strategies such as guessing word
meaning, identifying central concepts, detecting supporting details, summarising …etc
because they consider these strategies as efficient means for getting meaning from text.
'Metacognitive reading strategies instruction' or 'training with awareness' can meet
students' needs in this regard.
Aim of the study
The present study is motivated by the belief that training learners metacognitively in
using reading comprehension strategies to construct meaning is the best way to assist them
in becoming autonomous readers. Metacognitive reading strategies instruction entails
equipping learners with a repertoire of strategies, not only useful but also necessary for
comprehension to occur. This can be made possible thanks to raising learners’ awareness
to the range of the strategies available, how to implement them, why and when it is
profitable to use them abundantly.
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This research work is intended to investigate the potential good effects of metacognitive
reading strategies instruction, namely of guessing word meaning from its context and/or
morphology, detecting main ideas and identifying details on the learners’ comprehension
performance.
Research questions
The present study is conducted to answer two questions:
• Would metacognitively-oriented reading strategies instruction in guessing word
meaning from context and/or morphology, detecting main ideas and identifying
details help first-year LMD students at the University of Constantine improve their
overall performance in comprehension?
• Would such an instruction enhance learners’ abilities in each of these strategies in
isolation?
It is worthmentioning that the first question is central to this research work whilst the
second one is auxiliary.
Hypothesis
If first-year LMD students at the University of Constantine receive metacognitivelyoriented reading strategies instruction in guessing word meaning from context and/or
morphology, detecting main ideas and identifying details, they would improve their overall
comprehension scores as well as those scores specific to each individual strategy.
Tools of the investigation
At the outset of the study, a questionnaire is administered to a group of fifty five
students enrolled in first-year English at Mentouri University, Constantine, so as to collect
data about their state of affaire with regard to the use of reading comprehension strategies
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and to check if the strategies targeted for training are appropriate. Then, a pretest-posttest
experiment is carried out. The participants sit for the pretest, they receive metacognitive
training in guessing word meaning from context and/or morphology, detecting main ideas
and finding details, and finally they take the posttest. The results of the two tests are
compared and discussed. The findings are further statically analysed via the calculation of
the t-test.
Operational definitions of the terms of the study
In general, reading comprehension is said to be based either on text structure, reader’s
background knowledge or metacognition. The two first definitions make reference to one
source or another of this complex process, independently, while the last combines both of
them.
Reading comprehension, in this study, is identified as “the process of simultaneously
extracting and constructing meaning through interaction with written language.” (Snow,
2002: 11). The outcome of this interaction is exhibited in the amount of reading
comprehension gained. This is measured via participants’ scores in the TOEFL-format test
where multiple choice questions are used.
Similarly, controversy about readers’ consciousness of strategies and automaticity of
skills, when they apply them while reading, is apparent in many reading metacognition
research works. The present study draws on Paris et. al., (1991: 610f) definitions for these
terms. According to them, there is interchangeability between the two; when a strategy
“goes underground”, it is used automatically and then becomes a skill. Conversely, if a
skill makes surface or “emerges” and is used deliberately, it turns out to be a strategy
(ibid.). Therefore, the two terms are operationalised here as follows:
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Strategies: plans of action or operations readers choose intentionally and use consciously
to accomplish a given reading purpose (Paris et. al., 1991: 610f).
Skills: skills are strategies when they become internalised and thus are implemented
unconsciously or automatically (ibid.).
Structure of the dissertation
The present research work is organised in four chapters. The first two chapters feature
the historical overview relevant to reading and reading metacognition whilst the last two
chapters deal with the experimental work and its pertinent pedagogical implications.
Chapter one is divided into two sections. The first part reviews the literature on reading
definitions, models, types and drives. The second part surveys the theories of reading
comprehension and changeability therein. The major portion of this section examines the
different sources of comprehension variability as explained by metacognition theory.
Chapter two is also split into two parts. The first section outlines the main
interpretations given to metacognition, the ways to disassociate it from cognition and the
application of the theory to learning in general and reading in particular. The focus in part
two is on metacognitively-oriented reading strategies instruction. There is ample
discussion of its constituents and execution phases.
Chapter three corresponds to the field work. It gives a detailed account of the paths
followed in the conduct of the experimental work. It presents the sample involved, the
instruments employed and the materials utilised. It also comprises the analysis of the
findings the questionnaire and the experiment, the two data collection means, bring about.
Besides, it reports the results of the t-test statistical analysis computed to test the postulated
hypothesis.
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Chapter four, inspired from the discussion of the findings in the previous chapter,
includes some pedagogical implications for instructing reading in a metacognitive way,
exposes the limitations met in the course of this study and gives a few recommendations
together with some proposals for future research.
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Introduction
Reading as a language skill is accredited to be the most important one. That is why,, it
receives a great deal of research. Theorists and practitioners have tried to define reading, to
clarify its subsumed components, to find the impels lying behind, to analyse the
mechanisms and ways it is accomplished, and accordingly to suggest the best instructional
procedures for teaching this skill and bringing into being competent comprehenders of
print. These issues are raised in this chapter. The latter is composed of two parts. The first
section is concerned with reading whereas the second one features comprehension.
1.1 Part one: Reading
We devote the first part of this chapter to reading. We present its different definitions
and discuss the related prominent bottom-up, top-down and interactive models. We also
examine the reading types, specifically scanning, skimming, intensive and extensive
readings and delineate the drives originating them.
1.1.1 Reading definitions
Like any human mental and psychological activity, reading has been subject to a
mammoth debate. Every aspect pertaining to its meaning, development, importance in
language learning and teaching, has been thoroughly scrutinized through decades of
research. For instance, providing an accurate agreed on definition of the word ‘reading’ has
always been a source of controversy.
Smith (1985: 100), an outstanding figure in reading theories, asserts that giving a
specific definition to the term is merely not possible in fear of an “oversimplification” of
such a complex process as reading. Instead, he is inclined towards looking for a description
and an analysis of the word because it has a “multiplicity of meanings” depending on the
situation in which the reading event occurs. By “reading situation”, Smith intends three
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elements: what is being read (material), by whom (reader) and especially why or what for
(purpose). Readers of different intellectual abilities and cultural backgrounds can ‘read’ a
huge range of things starting from prose (texts, books …etc) moving to non-prose (maps,
road signs…etc) ending up with non-print (faces, eyes …etc), each in his own way (Smith,
2004: 179f). From all these factors, it becomes clear that reading in Smith’s vision goes
beyond the frontiers of the page to what he calls “reading the world”. The latter, Smith
(ibid., 2) explicates, refers to the person’s trials to comprehend any new experience by
relating it to all that he already knows.
Nuttall (1982: 2), another specialist in the field, is in concord with Smith. She maintains
that assigning reading a unique definition is not an easy task because there may be as many
interpretations as there are people. Nevertheless, she categorises the definitions usually
yielded to the term in three groups:
a. Reading signifies sounding out or vocalising letters and words.
b. Reading means identifying or recognizing words and their meanings.
c. Reading involves interpreting or making sense of print.
Here is a concise account of what reading stands for according to each conceptualisation.
1.1.1.1 Reading means pronouncing words
This view is clearly stated in Sergius words: “A letter is an element of sound articulated
by the voice” (in Kelly, 1969: 129). This has been the case during the classical and
medieval periods when the act of reading was bound to reading literature and the Bible out
loud (Kelly, 1969: 129). Comprehension, then, was thought to emerge automatically from
reading aloud (Gromer and Weiss, 1990: 9). Similarly, Carroll points out that reading “is
the activity of reconstructing […..] reasonable spoken messages from a printed text, and
making meaning responses to the reconstructed messages that would parallel those that
would be made to the spoken messages.” (1964: 62; in Allen and Corder, 1975: 157). For
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Carroll, the reader has, even, to react to print be the same way he does to speech. Viewing
reading from this alphabetic perspective is still credited in the form of “the phonemic
awareness” which enables the reader to figure out meaning by segregating, eliminating and
connecting sounds (Foertsch, 1998: 4). Eventhough this ability is stressed in promoting
decoding skills necessary for reading, it has been criticised for being insufficient for
successful understanding to occur. Moreover, its importance is apparent only in early
learning-to-read stages (ibid.).
1.1.1.2 Reading means recognising words
According to this view, a person becomes able to read when he masters the rules that
govern letter-sound relationships, and utilises them appropriately to recognise words (ibid.,
5). The criticism directed to “phonics”, however, claims that reading is a multifaceted
process which exceeds the knowledge of the phonological-orthographic correspondences.
The latter cannot be but one strategy towards skilled text processing (Eskey, 1988: 95). In
addition, reading is not that mere operation of translating spellings into their relevant
sounds; otherwise, Smith (1985: 102) argues, how reading non-print (eyes, faces, the
sky...etc) can be explained. This implies that there is a direct straightforward interpretation
of words’ meaning without stopping by the station of converting them into sounds.
Furthermore, Widdowson (1978: 217) confirms “letter-by-letter, or syllable-by-syllable,
or word-by-word reading, [….] is wrong.” and clarifies “When a good reader, is at work,
he does not look at letters, nor even at words, one by one, however quickly; he takes in the
meaning of two, three or four words at a time.”. Thus, meaning is not conveyed until all
the words of a phrase or a sentence are tied up together.
1.1.1.3 Reading means getting meaning from text
Reading, from this perspective, implies making meaning through activating relevant
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background knowledge, asking questions about the material at hand and setting potential
answers (Smith, 2004: 215f). According to Smith (1985: 103), the reader’s prior
experiences, intentions and expectations (non-visual information in the brain) are more
critical in reading than letters, words and sentences (visual-information) on the page.
Schema theory is what Smith is referring to here. Schemata are mental frames of all one’s
past life experiences stored in memory. These can be retrieved and called into play to
comprehend new events comprising reading. In their turn, new experiences are framed into
schemata to be activated and used to make sense of further situations and readings
(Chandler, 1995 online pages).
Grellet (1981: 7f) emphasises the role of schematic knowledge in “guessing” the
content of a text. She points out that if a reader uses all that he knows to predict the sense
of a passage, he will capture it successfully. Davies (1995: 1), on her part, affirms that
reading is a private mental activity requiring from the text processor to comprehend as well
as to respond to the writer’s message. Responding to print, as stated by Alexander and
Jelton (in Mokhtari and Reichard, 2002: 251), is displayed mainly through the adoption
and monitoring of suitable strategies. Learning from print, thus, appeals comprehenders to
be “strategically engaged in the construction of meaning” (ibid.). These operations range
from using phonics, to syntax, to semantics, to discourse to metacognition (Carrell and
Grabe, 2002: 342).
Gromer and Weiss (1990: 7) confirm that constructing meaning is at the heart of
reading. They add that to be successful in this construction, the reader has to interact with
the text elements using his past knowledge along with a sense of decision making; i.e., the
reader has to gain awareness of when he succeeds or fails to understand, and how he can
repair comprehension breakdowns.
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It can be noticed that each definition above deals with one aspect or another of the
reading process. However, there is a ‘spongy’ description that absorbs the good out of
them all. It is Marinak, et. al.,’s (1997: 2):
Reading is a dynamic process in which the reader
interacts with the text to construct meaning. Inherent in
constructing meaning is the reader’s ability to activate
prior knowledge, use reading strategies and adapt to the
reading situation.

This conception of reading seems to be impressive and sound. That is the fact because it
encompasses all the perspectives from which reading has been seen. It accounts for
Gromer and Weiss’s interaction with text to construct meaning and monitor
comprehension relying on Smith’s import of background knowledge, Davies’s responses to
the reading event in Alexander and Jelton’s strategic way, utilising Carrell and Grabe’s
diverse operations including Grellet’s guessing strategy. Based on these interpretations,
theorists have investigated how a person learns to read, reads and understand print.
Consequently, numerous reading models have emerged.
1.1.2 Models of the reading process
Gromer and Weiss (op. cit., 77) give a broad definition of the word “model” by stating:
“A model is a theoretical elaboration, an informed representation that allows stimulating
the functioning of complex processes.”(1) Accordingly, but more specifically, an
information processing model of 'reading' is an attempt to visualise the theoretical
assumptions about the nature of this activity; mainly what happens in the eyes and the
brain of the person who is reading graphic display (Davies, op. cit., 57).

(1) My translation of : “Un modèle est une élaboration théorique, une représentation formalisée qui permet de
stimuler le déroulement de processus complexes.’’
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So, it may be characterized as “an attempt to explain by analogy how information from
print is taken in and transformed into meaning” (ibid., 191). Researchers have tried to
construct such imitations in varying ways depending on their underlying beliefs about
reading and learning to read. Broadly speaking, there are three influential models of the
reading process: the bottom-up, the top-down and the interactive.
1.1.2.1 The bottom-up model
The bottom-up model has been presented by figures like Gough (in Davies, 1995: 5760). It sees reading as a mere operation of decoding script. The reader, in a consecutive
gradual way, connects the printed shapes with the sounds they stand for moving from the
bottom up till the top. That is, he combines smaller units into larger clusters: letters into
words, words into phrases and sentences, sentences into paragraphs and paragraphs into
idea units and text as a whole. At last, Comprehension takes place after vocalising every
bit of the text elements (Orasanu and Penney, 1986: 1).
Lynch and Hudson (1991: 129) differ from Orasanu and Penney in the fact that
comprehension is not the end product of the process. It is rather built in the same gradual
fashion as reading. They assert that the bottom-up reading is the “exact identification of
letters, words, and ultimately sentences […] while building comprehension from letter to
word to phrase to sentence”.
Either comprehension is reached ultimately or constructed progressively, for this
outside-in view, the text is the only responsible for the reader’s comprehension and
responses (Smith, 2004: 234). Perceiving reading in this way implies that learning to read
is a matter of mastering decoding skills through rehearsal and drills. Comprehension is
hardly given any attention and is limited to understanding the main ideas of a selection
(Orasanu and Penney, op. cit., 2).
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Reading, in this manner, turns out to be not only a displeasurable but also a painful act.
A bottom-up reader, who focuses his attention on each constituent of the text separately,
overloads his short-term memory to the extent of being unable to assemble them again to
build meaning. Consequently, he fails to comprehend and loses both interest and
enjoyment (Lynch and Hudson, op. cit., 219). Furthermore, such scrutiny over the smallest
units of data decreases the reader’s alertness to any other sources of information, viz.
grammar, semantics and discourse (Davies, 1995: 60). On his part, Smith (1985: 50f) has
criticised the importance this model gives to phonics by drawing attention to “the fallacy of
phonics”. He argues that spelling-to-sound correspondences are not “one-to-one” but rather
"too complex" and thus not easy neither to teach nor to learn, which makes of decoding
one means for a further goal: comprehension. In fact, the latter lies at the core of a new
representation of reading: the top-down model.
1.1.2.2 The top-down model
The top-down model is a completely challenging description of the traditional bottomup model. It comes to reflect the psycholinguistic view of information processing which
has been pioneered by Goodman (Eskey and Grabe, 1988: 223). Like its predecessor, the
top-down design predicts that the reading activity is carried out in steps in a successive
way, yet on the other way round.
Davies (op cit., 58) provides a clear explanation on how reading proceeds from a topdown direction when stating that the reader utilises the text as a whole: its layout, title and
genre to hypothesise about its content. To check the correctness of these predictions, he
progresses throughout print from paragraphs, to separate sentences, to isolated words, to
disconnected letters. As a result, the initial guess is confirmed, adjusted or completely
rejected leaving room for a new hypothesis to be established. In this course of meaning
building, it is necessary for the inside-out reader to call upon his past knowledge of the
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world and language (Dubin and Bycina, 1991: 197) because he is deemed the only
responsible for understanding what is being read (Smith 2004: 233). To the top-downer
theorist, teaching reading should guide the learner to develop communication and
comprehension skills to grasp the author’s ideas, rather than to promote decoding abilities
(Orasanu and Penney, 1986: 2).
Albeit this model has been more successful in analysing the reading process, it has been
accused, Davies (op.cit.) admits, of overemphasising the role of prediction based on prior
knowledge and almost neglecting all the other details a printed page offers to its processor,
mainly perceptual and decoding skills. This very criticism becomes more severe when
considering the case of second or foreign language learners who cannot cope with written
messages without bottom-up processing skills (Eskey and Grabe, 1988: 223-225).
Investigating each model apart, researchers have found out a number of weaknesses that
make any of them fail to explain what reading really is. Thus, they have come up with a
realistic conclusion “You can’t have one without the other” (Persson, 1994: 09). For this
reason, they have suggested a third alternative: the interactive model.
1.1.2.3 The interactive model
The interactive model is a compromise between the two previous models. It strikes a
“balance” among orthographic, lexical, syntactic, semantics and schematic processes
employed during reading (Eskey, 1988: 94). Its proponents explicate that the reader can
make use of both bottom-up and top-down sources of information in a simultaneous
selective way to get the sense of a passage. Integration of lower and higher order reading
processes is important because whenever the reader faces a deficit in a given source, he can
make resort to the other ones available (Persson, op. cit., 13).
The way the interaction takes place is made lucid in Dubin and Bycina’s (op. cit.)
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characterization of this model. They propose the following: the brain receives stimuli to
meaning from the shapes on the page via the eyes and attempts to relate them to the
already stored information in his long term memory. In view of the link between recent and
old data, guesses about the writer’s message are set up. Then, they are submitted to
examination of evidence as further reading goes on; they are partially or completely
proved, totally disproved or only refined.
As far as reading instruction is concerned, the interactive model is very good at
sensitising learners to the utilisation of all means on hand for the sake of meaning making
(Hartman, 2001a: 36). In this scope, the teacher is a guide who provides adequate
environment for students to develop a set of communicative, cognitive, and metacognitive
strategies necessary for proficient reading (Orasanu and Penney, 1986: 3).
Despite the fact that this model has been criticised for offering no display about how so
divergent sources of knowledge interact, it is considered a good alternative to its
predecessors because it has succeeded to compensate for their deficits (Davies, 1995: 65).
All in all, we can say that the three models are similar in considering reading as a
process which begins with a visual stimulus to be treated using different operations and
information sources in order to reach comprehension (ibid., 74). Still, they differ in the
import each of them puts on a particular source as being the starting point of the process
(Persson, 1994: 9). In Harmer’s (2001: 201) metaphorical way, this difference is analogous
to “the difference between looking at a forest, or studying the individual trees within it.”
On our part, we have designed the following figure to illustrate these models more
explicitly:
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Text
Idea units
Paragraphs
Sentences
Phrases
Words
Letters

Figure 1: Models of the reading process.
The diagrammatical illustration of the reading models above illustrates how they
function. They are comparable to a flight of stairs. There is one-headed arrow leading from
one stair, up or down, to another in a linear way. A bottom-up processor treats text
information bit by bit starting from the first (letters) up to the last step (text). A topdowner, conversely, begins from the final stair (text) down to the first (letters). Both of
them, however, must respect the direction of the arrow. A reader, processing text in an
interactive fashion, is not restricted by such path of action. He is allowed to handle the text
taking as a starting point any step in the stairway. That is why,,, there is a two-headed
arrow authorising the move from any step to any other one. A reader can ‘jump’ from the
bottom to the top; i.e., from overall to meticulous information units (and vice versa) as
long as comprehension is the ultimate goal.
Regardless of their dissimilarities, reading models have been constructed with the
intention to gain insights into this complicated process, exemplify how it is performed, and
explain readers’ espousal of various reading types.
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1.1.3 Types of reading
Reading types are the various behaviours adapted by the reader during the reading
activity. They are categorised according to the speed and concentration which, in their turn,
are dictated by the purpose the person has in mind when approaching a piece of writing
(Davies, 1995: 136). Broadly speaking, four reading styles are delineated in the literature:
skimming, scanning, intensive and extensive reading.
1.1.3.1 Skimming
Skimming is a quick selective reading to get the gist of a selection. Here, the reader is
concerned with finding out what the text is about; for this reason, he moves his eyes
rapidly throughout the page selecting only few parts to read (Grellet, 1981: 84). The latter
are the beginnings and the endings of passages where the main points are generally
summarised (Baudoin et. al., 1997: 70).
1.1.3.2 Scanning
Scanning is a quick unfocused reading where the reader searches for a particular detail
such as a name, a date, a number …etc (Wallace, 1980: 27). Baudoin et. al., (op.cit., 22)
advise to follow some steps when scanning a text for a specific bit of information:
•

the reader limits the targeted datum clearly, before starting looking for it,

•

he uses an appropriate source,

•

he lets his eyes run over the print skipping all unnecessary words, and

•

he stops only at the information needed and picking it up without going beyond.

1.1.3.3 Extensive reading
Extensive reading is a slow careful reading of long selections like books or novels for
global comprehension (Davies, op.cit., 137). It is performed for entertainment in a relaxed
manner. It is very useful for promoting the reader’s vocabulary stock, automatic word
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identification and knowledge of the language and world in general (Harmer, 1991: 135f).
1.1.3.4 Intensive reading
Unlike extensive reading, intensive reading is concentrated and less relaxed. It concerns
shorter texts and aims at attaining learning goals (Harmer, 2001: 204). This implies that
reflection upon the material and its contents is applied to reach detailed understanding and
meet the predetermined study goals.
Harmer (ibid.) also draws attention to the fact that the four reading types may be
practised concomitantly during the same act of reading. For instance, a student may browse
a magazine for an article, scans the article for an item, and then decides to read it all
intensively with deep meditation. This change of behaviour is due to the reasons lying
behind engaging in reading; that is to say, the way a person reads is dictated by his drives.
1.1.4 Reading drives
Reading drives are the reasons that urge people to read. Rivers and Temperly (1978:
187) describe them as being the “normal uses of reading” and list many such motives.
Harmer (1991: 182) prefers to group them into two broad categories he names “reading for
usefulness” and “reading for interest”. Within the same scope, Grellet (1981: 4) proposes
that people read driven either by the need to get information or experience pleasure.
1.1.4.1 Reading for usefulness
Reading for usefulness is motivated by two objectives. The first purpose is to get the
information for its sake, e.g. reading the newspaper to be acquainted with the current
events. The second one is to know a piece of information to employ it in performing a task.
A typical example is reading a machine manual to make it work (ibid.).
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1.1.4.2 Reading for interest
'Reading for interest' and 'reading for pleasure' are equivalents. People read novels,
poems, or magazines to satisfy an inner desire to do so. They are not looking for
information, but rather for enjoyment be it intellectual or emotional (Smith, 2004: 179).
Harmer (1991: 182) notes that reading for usefulness and interest categories are not
necessarily mutually exclusive. Reading a history book, in the course of study, can evoke
the student's delight and satisfaction.
From the discussion raised in this section, it can be said that reading is comprehensively
identified as “…a specific instance of good strategy use and information processing, which
involve a number of cognitive components in interaction” (Pressley et. al., 1998: 47). In
other words, activities such as automatic letter and word recognition, lexical and syntactic
processing consolidate with prior knowledge activation and hypotheses forming to give
birth to comprehension. The operations the text processor implements count on his purpose
form reading. Nonetheless, whatever drives any reader to engage in a reading act, the
ultimate outcome is comprehension; i. e., we read to comprehend.
1.2 Part two: Reading comprehension
Various definitions are yielded to reading comprehension. In this section, we elucidate
the definitions based on text, reader and metacognition. Likewise, there are as many ways
of comprehending script as there are readers. These can be associated to the reader’s
personal attributes, text features, task requirements and socio-cultural contexts. We expose
here the factors lying at the root of variability in comprehension.
1.2.1 Comprehension definitions
Persson (1994: 14), from her extensive account of research in reading comprehension,
concludes that comprehension has been defined through:
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a. Theories based on text structure.
b. Theories based on reader’s knowledge structure or scheme theory.
c. Theories based on metacognition.
1.2.1.1 Text-based theories
For the advocates of this outlook, meaning is dispersed in the shapes printed on the
page and the reader’s task is merely to recollect it (Chandler, 1995 online pages) because
comprehending is the allied skill to reading (Widdowson, 1978: 77). Examples of such
theories, as listed by Persson (1994: 16) are: story grammar, case grammar, propositional
analysis, cohesion and structural analysis of prose. All of which claim that the structure or
the organisational pattern of the text (causation, comparison, narration, description…etc) is
the key to understanding the writer’s ideas. When ‘the grammar’ is obvious; the text has a
lucid structure, coherent ideas, clear message and the like, comprehension is immediate
and considerable. Otherwise, there is a lack therein (ibid.). Here lies the weakness of this
view, comprehension is not always possible by means of familiarity with the language and
text aspects only; it does involve some ‘pre-existing’ knowledge of the world as well
(Cook, 1989; in Harmer, 2001: 199f). Consequently, the reader becomes the centre of a
new comprehension conception which shakes text-based theories to their foundations. This
is 'schema theory'.
1.2.1.2 Reader-based theories
Comprehension cannot be born from a passive script; it needs an active processor who
creates it (Smith, 1985: 103). Assumptions based on reader’s knowledge structure are
labelled ‘schema theory’, as mentioned earlier in this chapter. It focuses on the reader’s
knowledge of the language, text features and the world as a whole to understand a passage
(Persson, op. cit., 14f). Comprehension occurs through relating new situations and
information in the text to those already existing in the brain. The novel data is,
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subsequently, assimilated and added to previous schemata with or without modifying them
(Smith, 2004: 13). Schema theory has been criticised for its over reliance on the reader’s
past knowledge and its negligence of the text role in the comprehension process. Nuttall
(1982: 10), plausibly, thinks of comprehension to be a ‘co-operative task’ which stands
halfway between the text and the reader. Allen and Corder (1975: 167) support Nuttall’s
idea when arguing that understanding comes out from interaction between the various
characteristics of text, reader and context. Additional strong evidence is provided by
Persson (1994: 19) who insists that even if text grammar and human knowledge structure
dissent in the point of focus (text or brain); they are ‘complementary rather than contrary’.
Combination of text and cognitive variables is found in a recent trend in reading
comprehension research called 'metacognition'. The latter seems to be able to uncover
some of the secrets of this complex process.
1.2.1.3 Theories based on metacognition
For Witting (1987; in Persson, 1994: 10), to be an engaged reader, one has "to
understand everything" about the process of comprehension. In other words, some reading
metacognition is indispensable. Actually, a skilled reader is someone who is acquainted
with phonology, linguistics, metalinguistics as well as how understanding, memory,
reading strategies and cognition in general operate to allow comprehension to take place.
This is so because reading comprehension is both ‘search for meaning’ (on the page) and
‘construction of meaning’ (in the reader’s brain) (Persson, op. cit., 10 and 19).
Snow (2002: 11) shares Persson’s viewpoint by confirming understanding to be “the
process of simultaneously extracting and constructing meaning through interaction and
involvement with written language.”. But, she extends interaction to encompass -in
addition to text and reader- the 'activity' or 'task' required from the reader and the 'socio-
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cultural context' where comprehension arises. Snow (ibid., 11f) mentions that context,
reader, text and activity are mutually influenced by one another. On the one hand, the
context ‘determines’ the three other elements; on the other hand, readers’ experience with
different texts and activities shape the larger context where reading is being performed.
To summarize the above trends, Chandler (1995 online pages) provides a good
illustration taking the form of the following continuum:
__________________________________________
Objectivist

Constructivist

Subjectivist

meaning is entirely
meaning is entirely ---------- meaning is interplay -----------------interpretation
between text and reader
in text
‘transmitted’

‘negotiated’

‘re-created’

---------------------------------------------------reader as less ‘passive’, more ‘active’
_________________________________________________
Figure 2: locus of meaning in the reading of texts (From Chandler, 1995 online pages)
As suggested by the continuum, the locus of meaning differs. From an objectivist
standpoint, the role of the text is of paramount importance since it works as a meaningcontainer via which the writer transmits his message to a passive receiver (the reader).
Subjectivists, on the contrary, emphasize the power of the human brain in interpreting a
selection’s sense. Meaning, in reality, neither totally emerges from objectivism nor
subjectivism; it resides midway between the two. Meaning grows thanks to the negotiation
held between the writer’s representative (the text) and the reader in a dialogical way.
The Constructivist approach to learning supports such a model. Constructivism stresses
the fact that readers have to reflect upon themselves, their abilities and deploy all available
means to construct comprehension. This helps the employment and growth of
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metacognitive knowledge and regulation, which explains the close relationship between
reading metacognition and constructivism (Donndelinger, 2005: 241f). Yet, neither all
learners from text self-cogitate the same way nor they do implement text processing
operations with the same competence to reach the same level of comprehension.
Variability in comprehension, therefore, ensues.
1.2.2 Variability in reading comprehension
As discussed formerly, any achievement in comprehension is due to the interface
among a number of elements. The outcome of this interplay is not unique. Indeed, there
may be as many outcomes as there are readers, texts, tasks and contexts, which results in
variations in comprehension.
1.2.2.1 Variability in readers
Variability in readers is dependent on the readers’ linguistic, cognitive, affective and
metacognitive attributes and capacities (Snow, 2002: 13). Examples of these types of
knowledge are acquaintance with vocabulary, syntax, semantics and discourse features of
the language (linguistic); concepts about memory, attention, inference and visualizing
abilities (cognitive); awareness of one’s self-efficacy, weaknesses and strengths, interest
and motivation (affective), and broad perception of what reading is, how people learn to
read and what the various effective comprehension strategies are (metacognitive). Snow
(ibid.) points out that the use and state of these dispositions are not stable. They rely on the
task and text under consideration and change with every reading act. For example, in one
occasion, the reader can improve his fluency, vocabulary, linguistic or discourse
knowledge, and he may alter his self-concept or interest in another circumstance.
Inconsistency in readers is attributed to their dissimilar characteristics which, in their turn,
vary following the cultural, social, and economic context.
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1.2.2.1.1 Socio-cultural influences
Different socio-cultural contexts give birth to different readers. Every individual
interprets the world including print the way he finds his family members, neighbours and
community do it. Transmission of knowledge by means of social interactions explains why
Snow (2002: 20) sees literacy and learning as ‘cultural and historical activities’ and makes
her reckon that the socio-cultural and economic context is deemed an important source of
variation in readers. Evidence shows that social class supports or hinders performance of
students in schools. For instance, a middle class student is likely to be more successful in
his adaptation to school rules than his lower-class counterpart. Likewise, a child who
grows up in a family of eager readers is probably to become a competent reader himself,
which may not be the case of a child who comes from a family devoting little importance
to the activity of reading (ibid.).
1.2.2.1.2 Group differences
When differentiating group membership from socio-cultural context, Snow (ibid., 21f)
intends factors like income, race, ethnicity and language which lead to variations in
readers’ competences. Learners coming from lower-class families perform poorer than
those coming from upper-class families because they are less exposed to books and literacy
activities for economic and financial reasons. Another good example is the group of second
or foreign language learners whose literacy development is affected by their shorter
vocabulary stock, the age at which they start learning English, the type of language they
are exposed to and the support provided by home, school and society (ibid.). When
applying this to the Algerian educational setting, it is noticed that English speaking
learners outperform their French speaking peers in the English class activities and
standardised tests. This is due to the fact that they had the opportunity to study English at a
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very early age (9 years old) and thus benefited from more exposure to English. Not only
whole groups differ, indeed, members among the same group diverge as well.
1.2.2.1.3 Inter-individual differences
The relationship between levels of performance and individual capabilities is a
recognised source of variation in comprehension results. Discrepancy in readers'
engagement and interests in reading is referred to as inter-individual differences (Snow,
2002: 22f). These can be detected as a consequence of comparing how different people
think and accordingly act. Baker and Brown (2002: 358) provide typical examples of
personal distinctive cognitive traits when pointing out that individuals may be dogmatic or
flexible, closed or open-minded, cognitively field-dependent or independent, reflective or
impulsive, motivated or not…etc. Snow (op. cit.,) adds two more factors that count for
between-people dissimilarities. The first is linked to knowledge of the language
vocabulary, syntax, structure, linguistic and discourse dimensions; the second is related to
comprehension itself; i.e., knowing about the cognitive and metacognitive strategies along
with their deployment. It is true that quality in performance varies from one reader to
another, but it is also evident that the same person acts differently.
1.2.2.1.4 Intra-individual differences
This type of variations takes place within the same person and is displayed in the
irregular acquisition of the reading skill and achievements in the reading activities (Flavell,
1987; in Manning, 1991: 22). The same individual assimilates some abilities better and
faster than others, and performs more successfully in some tasks than in others. This is due
to changes in the reader’s involvement, text and task features. It amounts to the fact that
motivation, strengths and weaknesses’ patterns cannot be but unpredictable in such a
variety of reading situations (Snow, op. cit., 23f).
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To sum up what has been said about variability in readers, I have thought of the figure
below.

Figure 3: Layers of variability in readers
The figure has four concentric circles. Each loop is broader than the preceding one. At
the heart, the smallest circle appears containing intra-individual or personal inner
differences; then comes the second layer which shows inter-individual or between-people
dissimilarities. Moving outside, there is the third stratum which displays group differences.
Finally, the largest circle exhibits differences in the entire socio-cultural context. Different
readers, still, may have the common point of processing texts for optimal understanding.
Texts, which themselves, vary in features.
1.2.2.2 Variability in texts
According to Brown et. al., (1986: 51-53), comprehension depends, to a large extent, on
text characteristics. Snow (2002: 14 and 22) upholds that the reader uses the surface code
(words and sentences) along with the text base (ideas and meaning) to build
comprehension. She considers the agreement between the text features and the reader’s
characteristics the real salient determinant of successful understanding. Furthermore, Snow
(ibid., 25) categorises material variability in relation to many elements:
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•

Genre: narrative, descriptive, expository or persuasive.

•

Structure: rhetoric, cohesion and coherence.

•

Media form: textbook, hypertext, advertisement etc.

•

Degree of easiness or difficulty: vocabulary, syntax, sentences and idea units.

•

Content: the various mental and cultural representations dictated by the context.

•

Degree of engagement for specific audience.

•

Activities the reader wants or is wanted to do.

Snow (ibid., 24-26) sheds light on the impact of the relationship between text, reader,
activity and context on comprehension. For instance, context with its practices determines
the appropriateness of the selected material for a given readership. Likewise, the choice of
tasks must match the reader’s age and dispositions so that comprehension is possible; some
activities are more suitable for a particular reading situation than others. Therefore,
activities also provide another explanation for variability in comprehension outcomes.
1.2.2.3 Variability in activity
Snow (2002: 26f) uses ‘activity’ interchangeably with ‘instruction’ and describes it as
the act the reader performs using some strategies to achieve some goal. Yet, she stresses
the role of internal and external purposes in activity variability. Self-generated goals
engage the person in reading different sources (books, novels, instruction manual …etc)
for knowledge or enjoyment whilst externally-imposed objectives (usually by the teacher)
involve him in responding to tasks such as answering given questions or writing a book
report. Consistently with the predestined goals, the reader employs specific mental
processes via which he constructs meaning. A number of these operations are unconscious
and used automatically such as word recognition whereas others, like comprehension
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monitoring, require more awareness and attention on the part of the reader. Goals and
operations together lead to some outcomes or "comprehension consequences".
The latter are changes in readers’ behaviours. They can be: immediate or long-term,
depending on the goals set before instruction. More explicitly, comprehension outcomes
are either observed on the spot or felt in the long run. Examples are, in that order, a good
understanding of the material under study and improved capacity in self-regulating further
readings. Because both types of consequences are of paramount importance, any informed
instruction should incorporate them equally. Hence, pedagogically minded responsibles
must take care of instruction and variability therein if they hope to produce astute learners
from print (ibid.).
1.2.2.4 Variability in context
Instruction, or what happens in the classroom, is the most important context where
reading and learning to read take place. It enables the exchange between teachers and
learners to shape readers’ purposes, processes, responses and consequences (Hacker,
1998a: 157). Snow (2002: 16) acknowledges the role of home, family, neighbourhood and
the entire society in this operation and contends that social interactions “with more expert
peers and adults” gives birth to literate people. She also explains that the economic and
socio-cultural environment is made up of five elements: who the reader is, how, when,
where and why he is going to perform the reading act.
The effects of the economic side are reflected in the quality of reading instruction which
leads to successful or failed development of learners’ comprehension abilities. It cannot be
denied that well-financed schools, where diverse reading materials and technological
equipments are available, produce more skilful comprehenders than poorly-funded schools
do. Besides, comprehension processes react to the socio-cultural setting. Ethnicity,
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community beliefs, school practices, classroom membership and organization make of
comprehension a "cultural activity" (ibid., 28).
To wrap up what has been said hitherto about variability in comprehension
achievements, an essential fact can be deduced. Albeit variability in comprehension is
attributed to four elements: reader, text, activity and context, the human factor appears of
supreme importance. As observed, the personal characteristics are heavily referred to
within each of the remaining factors. Actually, the reader's affective traits, cognitive
dispositions and metacognitive skills form the axis around which variability in texts,
activities and contexts revolve, creating variability in reading comprehension altogether.
Since comprehension is an interactive process, any reading act should be followed by
the reader’s reaction(s) to the text’s contents. These responses are also named reading
stances.
1.2.3 Reading comprehension stances
A stance, as maintained by Marinak et. al.,(1997: 17), is the standpoint the reader
comes up with and the position he holds at the end of a reading act. Readers of all ages and
abilities react to what they read, but their responses differ following the material’s
difficulty and their personality traits. Nevertheless, every reader makes one or more of the
reading responses listed below.
•

Initial understanding: the initial response a reader makes is getting the gist or the
overall theme of the passage.

•

Developing interpretation: the text processor starts to study the author’s ideas, infer
meaning, draw conclusions and interprets information in his own way.
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•

Responding personally: the reader responds emotionally to text by relating what
has been read to his personal life, and then expressing his feelings about it by
stating if he finds the text interesting, boring, unrealistic...etc

•

Responding critically: at this stage, the reader can judge and criticise the ideas of a
selection after reflecting upon them in a neutral objective way, which implies the
text processor has a certain level of professional ability in appreciating literary
elements such as imagery, sarcasm and symbolism.

All in all, to respond in any of the above ways a reader must grasp, to one extent or
another, the passage contents. Comprehension, thus, is not unique. It is in motion between
surface, elaborate, very refined and extremely deep understanding conditional on the
reader’s, material, task and context characteristics.
Conclusion
As seen in this chapter, despite the diversity in reading theories, researchers have tried
to compromise about what it signifies by bracketing together the itemised definitions in an
inclusive one where reading equates meaning-making by means of interaction between the
reader's background knowledge and text constituents. Likewise, they have integrated the
viewpoints on how it operates biologically and psychologically by offering the interactive
model which is a combination of the bottom-up and the top-down models.
They have made the same for comprehension. The speculation based on metacognition
stands halfway between schema and text theories, and explains how the factors linked to
reader, text, task and context are responsible for changeability in comprehension. For the
import it bears on reading and comprehension, metacognition is examined in the following
chapter.
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Introduction
Metacognition is relatively a novel concept over which there is an intense controversy.
The questions debated are related to defining metacognition, identifying its components,
determining its role in learning and instruction, and uncovering its impact in study skills.
This chapter, with its two sections, deals with some of these issues. The first part exposes
how metacognition is interpreted and how it intervenes with learning and reading while the
second one searches the field of metacognitive instruction, especially as it applies to
reading strategies instruction.
2.1 Part one: Metacognition
Psychologists and educationalists agree that metacognition is central for learning in
general, and reading in particular. In this section, we clarify the meaning of the term,
illustrate its most important taxonomy, and draw distinctions between metacognition and
cognition. In addition, we cast light on what reading metacognition is via depicting the
many elements which it entails.
2.1.1. Definition
Metacognition, like reading, has not been an agreed upon phenomenon. The corpus of
literature devoted to this concept is full of divergences about its definition and components.
To begin with, theorists and practitioners admit not only the label to be “fuzzy”
(Livingston, 1997 online pages) but also the topic to be “intriguing” (Matlin, 2003: 175).
Many causes lie behind. Metacognition relative novelty causes its fuzziness which is
exhibited in the wide range of terminologies utilised to denote the same underlying
thoughts (op. cit.). Dickson et. al., (1998: 298) support this claim. They argue that
metacognition has been used as a “blanket term” to refer to many theoretical views and
empirical practices distinct in the aspects researched, the activities dealt with and the
outcomes aimed at. In fact, labels such as metamemory, self-regulation, executive control,
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monitoring, self-management and others have been used to designate metacognition. More
confusing is the fact that these expressions are sometimes used interchangeably, other
times, distinctively in the literature.
Furthermore, the diversity in its origins accounts for its intrigue. Since Flavell’s -the
founding father of the concept- coinage of the term, it has been subject to various
understandings by investigators belonging to different disciplines such as psychology,
education and social sciences (Hacker 1998a: 2). These variations, according to Noẽl
(1991: 7), are due to Flavell’s initial description of the concept, which is confusing and can
be open to many interpretations. Likewise, metacognition is difficult to expound because
there is disagreement among researchers about which knowledge and activities can be
described as metacognitive and which cannot. More to the point, it is hard to distinguish
metacognition from cognition (Hacker, op. cit.) as there is no obvious cut between what
makes a thought, a feeling, or an activity cognitive or metacognitive (Flavell, 1979; in
Livingston, 1997 online pages). Flavell himself construes metacognition as being:

…one’s knowledge concerning one’s own cognitive processes and products
or any thing related to them, e.g. the learning-relevant properties of
information ant data [………]. Metacognition refers, among other things, to
the active monitoring and consequent regulation and orchestration of these
processes in relation to the cognitive objects or data on which they bear,
usually in the service of some concrete goal or objective.
(Flavell, 1976: 232; in Persson, 1994: 22)

In this way, Flavell views metacognition as both the knowledge a person has about the
mental processes involved in understanding the world, and the regulation of these
processes. Manning (1991: 22) explains that by "cognitive processes", Flavell denotes all
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mental, perceptual, affective and motor operations performed by the human being;
examples are, respectively, knowledge one has about her learning processes, understanding
abilities, learning preferences and writing as a mechanical action. This definition has been
interpreted and altered by researchers according to their field of inquiry, understanding of,
interest in and goal from studying metacognition. This is reflected in the emphasis they put
over one aspect of metacognition or another (Dickson et. al., 1998: 296). Indeed, there is a
school of thought that approaches metacognition as the knowledge one has about self and
others as “cognitive actors” who perform strategic activities (Paris, et. al., 1991: 609).
Another paradigm perceives metacognition as monitoring and self-regulating cognitive
enterprises (Garner, 1992; in Smith 2004: 250). Focus has also been placed on the affective
aspects of self-efficacy, self-esteem and motivation as being recognised determinants of
metacognition (Borkowski, et. al., 1987; in Dickson et. al., 1998: 297).
More recently, there is an increasing reconcilement among investigators that a sound
definition should be inclusive involving all these aspects joint (Hacker, 1998a: 11).
Research documented that “thinking about thinking” becomes the common expression
synonymous with metacognition (Koda, 2005: 211; Matlin, 2003: 176). Hacker (op. cit.,
3), for instance, contends “…basic to the concept of metacognition is the notion of thinking
about one’s own thoughts.” and explains that this thinking concerns what one knows, does
or feels. Koda (op. cit.,), on his part, elucidates “Cognition of cognition refers to learners’
understanding and control of their own thinking and learning.” Anyway to comprehend
intensely what is meant by metacognition, talking about its taxonomies is inevitable.
2.1.2. The taxonomy of metacognition
The Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary defines the entry taxonomy as “the
scientific process of classifying things” or “arranging them into groups” (2000: 1385); this
eases comprehension, particularly of confounding notions such as metacognition. The
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earliest taxonomy of metacognition is Flavell’s, (Manning, 1994: 22). Later on, proxies
have been created. Schraw (2001: 3) presents one that can be described as comprehensive
and agreed upon by most of the contemporary researchers who consent that metacognition
includes two fundamental components: knowledge and regulation of cognition.
2.1.2.1 Knowledge of cognition
In Paris and Winograd (1990; in Hacker, 1998a: 11) terminology, knowledge of
cognition is labelled “self appraisal”; it designates all that an individual knows, how he
comes to know it, and when and why this knowledge can be submitted to application.
Winne and Hadwin (1998: 250) have expanded this definition by avowing that knowledge
of cognition goes beyond awareness about self to include mankind mental processes
through which understanding is accessed and knowledge is developed. Hartman (2001a:
34f) restricts this knowledge to the battery of strategies a person uses to comprehend the
world and thus entitles it “strategic knowledge”. Knowledge of cognition can be one of
three types: declarative, procedural or conditional.
2.1.2.1.1 Declarative knowledge
Declarative knowledge indicates the factual information a person has accumulated in
long term memory about the world around him; more specifically, this data is related to the
“about” things, oneself, and what the strengths or weakens one’s performance (Gourgey,
2001: 232). Hartman (op. cit.) recognizes declarative awareness to be the requisite
knowledge to performing tasks.
2.1.2.1.2 Procedural knowledge
Procedural knowledge stands for the person’s understanding of processes and methods
to be applied for performing different tasks (Kluwe, 1982; in Hacker, 1998a: 8) which
implies knowing “how” to do things (Schraw, 2001: 4). Procedural knowledge usually
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takes the form of strategies and heuristics utilised for the actual execution of a specific task
(Hartman, op. cit.).
2.1.2.1.3 Conditional knowledge
Equivalent of “contextual knowledge”, conditional knowledge is the “…awareness of
the conditions that dictate choices, such as what strategies to use and when it is appropriate
to use them” (Bauserman, 2005: 167). Put simpler, it is knowing “when” and “why” to
apply declarative and procedural types of knowledge, and transfer them over a variety of
situations and tasks (Hartman, 2001a: 4 and 34). In other words, conditional knowledge is
associated with the application of one’s awareness of personal characteristics, task features
and strategies under different conditions and in various learning contexts.
2.1.2.2 Regulation of cognition
Paris and Winograd (1990; in Hacker, 1998a: 8) prefer to name regulation of cognition
“self-management”, Hartman (2001b: 150) opted for “executive management strategies”
and Schraw (op. cit., 4) chooses the label “regulatory skills” to designate the activities,
decisions and measures someone takes to gain control over his performance in a given
task. Regulating performance starts before indulging in the task, stretches out along its
execution and continues after it is ended because it involves planning, monitoring and
evaluating activities (ibid.). Davidson and Sternberg (1998: 48) add that owing to these
activities the student becomes a sensible problemsolver who can identify learning setbacks
and choose the necessary strategies to overcome them.
2.1.2.2.1 Planning
To plan means to select the best strategies which fit the task demands and assist the
person in the fulfilment of his goals (Bauserman, op. cit.). Planning has to deal with the
most efficient management and allocation of suitable sources such as time and attention for
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optimal performance (Schraw, op. cit., 5).
2.1.2.2.2 Monitoring
Monitoring stands for the ongoing periodic checks of comprehension progress (or
breakdown) and the resultant awareness of one's performance level in a task while
executing it (ibid.). Following this observation, one can take corrective actions; i.e.,
employ fix-up strategies to surmount the obstacles preventing him from accomplishing his
goals (Bauserman, 2005: 167f)
2.1.2.2.3 Evaluating
Evaluating activities engage the person in judging his ability to assimilate data, appraise
a task and draw conclusions about his competence to perform a specific task (ibid.). The
task executor attempts to answer questions about how well he has done, what helps or
hinders his performance and how he can benefit from this evaluation to better future tasks’
execution.
Research documents that both components of metacognition (knowledge and regulation
of cognition) are interrelated (Schraw, 2001: 5). For example, a good deal of declarative,
procedural and contextual knowledge of reading strategies increases learners’ use of selfregulation. Similarly, self-regulated learning results in more organised, larger amount and
higher quality of acquired knowledge.
According to us, the taxonomy presented above can be converted into the following
flow chart.
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Metacognition

Knowledge of cognition
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the ‘how’
aspect of
cognition

Regulation of cognition

Conditional
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the ‘when and
why’ aspects
of cognition

Planning

Monitoring

Evaluating

activities

activities

activities

Figure 4: The taxonomy of metacognition

An appraising look at the variations in metacognition theories leads to the conclusion
that they do not shake to the foundations its initial conceptualisation. Over nearly four
decades, metacognition has basically meant “knowing about knowing” and sensibly
drawing on this knowledge for improving future performance through self-regulation. Still,
deviations have arisen from the import given to one manifestation or another of that
“thinking about thinking”. Stress is set on awareness, regulation or the affective side of this
construct (Dickson et. al., 1998: 323).
The difficulty in researching metacognition is caused by the abundance of
‘terminologies’ used to designate metacognition or an aspect of it (Livingston, 1997 online
pages). Indeed, what was initially called ‘metamemory’ has been altered to
‘metacognition’, ‘self-regulation’ or ‘self-control’. Equally, ‘metacognitive knowledge’
becomes synonymous with ‘self appraisal’, ‘strategic knowledge’ and the latest widespread
‘cognition about cognition’. Moreover, ‘metacognitive experience’ gets to be the
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equivalent of ‘self-management’, ‘regulatory skills’, ‘executive management strategies’
and ‘regulation of cognition’ at last not least. Such changeability requires a high sense of
vigilance from investigators to avoid inconsistency in terminology in their works.
Clarifying labels’ significance and establishing relationships and boundaries between
their referents, as done so far, is indispensable for a good comprehension of the concept,
which is basic for the present study. Similarly, it is important to differentiate metacognition
from cognition.
2.1.3 Metacognition versus cognition
Cognition, according to Matlin (2003: 2), refers to all mental activities a human being
carries out to acquire, store, transform, and use information, including metacognition. In
fact, a lot of researchers acknowledge that it is not easy to describe what makes the two
notions distinct because what is considered cognitive in a situation is viewed metacognitive
in another (Hacker, 1998a: 2). For example, metacognitive strategies, in the context of
reading are identical to the perceiving and reasoning cognitive ways of thinking (Dickson
et. al., 1998: 298). An illustration of this is self-questioning during reading. This strategy is
cognitive in case the questions posed are meant to comprehend the text (e.g. why a
character in a story acts in a given way) or metacognitive if they are intended to monitor or
repair one’s comprehension of text (e.g. what to do to uncover the meaning of unknown
lexical item). Herein, however, resides one way to separate cognition from metacognition.
One should take in consideration “how the information is used” (Livingston, 1997 online
pages), exactly as it is clarified by the example above about self-questioning strategy.
A further way to disassociate cognitive and metacognitive processes is established by
Hartman (2001a: 34f) who terms the former “the workers” and the latter “the bosses”. He
explicates that the latter decide about and instruct the intellectual activities needed to fulfil
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a task and the former execute them. That is so because cognition is involved in the actual
performance of an endeavour whilst metacognition is used to comprehend how it is
accomplished (Schraw, 2001: 3). That is, in order to merit to be categorised as
metacognitive, there should be a sense of “second-order perspective of brain functions”
(Persson, 1994: 20) where knowledge “…is actively used in a strategic manner to ensure
that a goal is met.” (Livingston, op. cit.). It is hard to differentiate between the two notions
because the same brain performs both. It would have been easier to do so if there had been
two brains in human beings, one specialised in performing cognitive activities and the
other in metacognitive ones. But, as it is put by Livingston (ibid.), the way knowledge is
exploited makes the difference. To make the point in the area of reading, the learner’s
conscious intentional use of his knowledge of a given strategy, its usefulness, steps and
circumstances of application to comprehend and fix-up comprehension problems elevate
this knowledge from first-order (cognitive) to second-order (metacognitive) level.
With a clear mind about what metacognition compared to cognition embodies,
researchers have taken advantage of it in many disciplines, viz. mathematics, physics,
medicine and literacy. The following section discusses the relevance of metacognition to
learning in general and reading in particular.
2.1.4 Metacognition in learning
When applied to learning, metacognition refers to “…the knowledge and control the
child has over his or her own thinking and learning activities including reading.” (Baker
and Brown, 2002: 353). So, to be metacognitively-oriented the learner should be aware of
what the cognitive processes involved in studying are, and how to control them for the best
performance possible. Noẽl (1991: 8) makes special reference to knowing how memory,
comprehension and problem-solving abilities operate and can be regulated. Metamemory,
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metacomprhension and metaresolution of problems are, correspondingly, how she prefers
to describe such types of metacognition.
Caverley (1997, online pages), on his part, declares the learner effective if he develops
knowledge about the four learning cornerstones: learner, material, task and strategy, and
about the way they are interwoven in the same learning situation. Davidson and Sternberg
(1998: 54-58) claim that such awareness is essential since the metacognitive knowledge
and experiences one acquires and goes through enable him to overcome obstacles and to
enhance his performance in further learning situations. Still, it does not suffice; selfregulation is vital for efficacy in learning. This involves activities like planning, selecting
strategies, monitoring comprehension and evaluating one’s performance in diverse learning
tasks (Anderson, 2002 online pages).
2.1.5 Metacognition in reading
A great deal of research has been consecrated to dismasking the role of metacognition
in comprehension and how to promote it. A lot of experts advocate that metacognition is
imperative to reading texts because it facilitates greatly comprehension (Backer, 2002: 77;
Israel, 2007: 2f), and that lack therein lies behind difficulties and even failure in reading
comprehension (Hartman, 2001a: 33). On account of this, teaching metacognition in
conjunction with reading strategies for fostering comprehension becomes very important
for reading instruction (Backer, 2008; Pressley, 2002b). Randi et. al., (2001: 22) state that
reading metacognition is “thinking about the cognitive processes involved in reading.”;
Gourgey (2001: 19) believes this thinking to take the form of metacognitive “awareness”
and “control”. Each cluster of actions is depicted in details in the next sections.
2.1.5.1 Metacognitive awareness in reading
Metacognitive awareness in reading entails the reader’s efforts to become
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knowledgeable of the four variables involved in any reading event: reader, text, task and
strategy, along with the understanding of the interplay between them (Caverley, 1997
online pages) in order to deploy this knowledge for enhancing comprehension outcomes
(Winne and Hadwin 1998: 285). This takes as to talking about the tetrahedral model of
reading which has been specified by Brown (in Persson, 1994: 24) in figure 5 below.
CHARACTERISTICS OF LEARNING

Bypass capacity / imitations,
Activate available knowledge,
Reason by analogy

CRITERIAL TASKS
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Strategies, rules, procedures
Monitor comprehension,
Macrorules

L

Gist vs. Verbatim recall
Generalised rule use,
Resolving ambiguities,
Following instructions

NATURE OF MATERIALS

Text structure, Cohesion,
Logical content,
Author’s explicit cues

Figure 5: Model of interrelated factors involved in a learning situation
(Brown, 1982; in Persson, 1994: 24)
(L = learner)

According to this model, the reader needs to be aware of his abilities and limitations as
text information processor, task demands, material features and comprehension strategies
available. In this way, he can handle the material under consideration efficiently by
adopting the appropriate behaviours for the attainment of the required goals.
The four types of knowledge can be illustrated as follows: while taking a reading test a
learner ponders “I’m better at guessing words meanings (self), so I’ll start answering
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vocabulary questions (task). The text is informational it contains many specialist terms
(material); it is better to try morphological context first (strategy) it may help best in
guessing at word meaning.” To explicate what metacognitive awareness in reading exactly
involves, the itemised discussion of every variable in the tetrahedral model (figure 5) is
necessary.
2.1.5.1.1 Reader factors
As aforesaid, the reader has to be conscious of his own text processing characteristics
such as flexibility, thoughtfulness, interest, culture, abilities and limitations (Hartman,
2001a: 42). He needs not only to mount up awareness of these factors per se, but also of
how they affect succeeding with print and how this knowledge can be used to adjust one’s
behaviours depending on the situation (Brown et. al., 1986: 64). The use of background
knowledge by astute readers to digest new information and the failure of their poor mates
to do so is a case in point (Donndelinger, 2005: 243). As the person matures and grows
older, he becomes more aware of his strengths and weaknesses as a reader and makes more
capital of this awareness in learning from text (Caverley, op. cit.). The factors of
background knowledge, word recognition, vocabulary development and affective qualities
have received special attention for their vital role in success with reading.
2.1.5.1.1.1 Background knowledge
Schemata (see chapter one) are responsible for a great deal of reading with
comprehension. Linking what one comes to know while reading with what he already
knows affects positively comprehension (Stanovich et. al., 1996: 16f). If there is sufficient
schematic knowledge unleashed when reading novel passages, understanding is most likely
to take place. The opposite is true. When past knowledge of a topic is restricted or not
activated, there is a high probability of comprehension failure (Wray, 2004: 14). That is
why,, teaching students to build their knowledge bases and engage them before and during
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reading is such an important issue deserving a lot of teachers and students’ time and energy
(Baker and Brown, 2002: 375).
2.1.5.1.1.2 Word recognition and vocabulary development
Whereas ignorance or poor identification of lexical items hampers comprehension,
automatic word recognition enhances comprehension proficiency because “words are the
labels assigned to represent ideas and concepts” (Marinak et. al., 1997: 29). Equally, the
impact of vocabulary knowledge on comprehending script is obvious. The larger the
reader’s vocabulary stock is the more understanding is accessible (Duke and Pearson,
2002: 218). Tankersley (2005: 110) confirms that employing comprehension strategies at
word level to speculate about new words meaning is characteristic of metacognitively
aware readers as fluency liberates the mind for constructing meaning. Thus, training
students in to recognise vocabulary items and define them should make a crucial part of
educated reading instruction. Phonemic awareness, dictionary use, context clues and word
analysis are methods to attain this objective (Duke and Pearson, op. cit.).
2.1.5.1.1.3 Affect
Learners’ affective states contribute widely in the processing of text; self-concept,
affective self-regulation, motivation, interest and attitude towards reading all are necessary
for competence in comprehension. Research in the field of metacognition and its relation to
reading comprehension provides ample evidence that these factors foster reading
comprehension, particularly when they are positive; i.e., when the reader possesses good
self-concept, high interest and motivation, he can appreciate better the materials he reads
(Dickson et. al., 1998: 316-318).
2.1.5.1.2 Task factors
Tasks or specific reading goals require the person to be aware of what reading actually
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is (decoding or meaning making) as well as what the innumerable reading purposes are
(Pressley, 2002b: 304). Showing a good perception of the reading process assists learners
from text in adopting the most suitable strategies to comprehend it. For example, believing
understanding is the ultimate goal of reading leads readers to approach text via reasoning,
predicting and prior knowledge activation rather than decoding and vocalising the words
on the page (Persson, 1994: 22). By analogy, bearing in mind that achievement in reading
is associated with strategy use urges readers to select and implement such operations
flexibly in response to task demands. Scanning a text to locate a detail versus its
meticulous reading for criticism exemplify the adjustment of one’s rate according to the
intended goal (Carrell and Grabe, 2002: 234). It can be concluded that the reading purpose
dictates the behaviours to be undertaken to meet it. Reading tasks differ from situation to
situation, so it is recommended to teach learners to adopt the right actions in response to
these changes (Winne and Hadwin 1998: 287).
2.1.5.1.3 Text factors
Text factors represent those features of the material that affect readers’ understanding
and use of processing strategies; knowing about such characteristics is a salient part of
reading metacognition (Brown et. al., 1986: 49). Metacognitive knowledge about texts
involves many elements. They concern the text type (expository or narrative) and the
corresponding aspects, viz. structure, syntax, vocabulary and visual aids, clarity of the
author’s intentions, arrangement of ideas, familiarity with and interest in the topic
(Marinak et. al., 1997: 12). Because ignorance of such factors results in poor
comprehension performance, learners should be sensitised to text difficulty, importance,
contextual constraints and textual anomalies (Hacker, 1998b: 148).
2.1.5.1.3.1 Text difficulty
Research has proved that immature readers are incapable of recognising if a text is easy
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or hard to grasp, readable or not because they fail to detect intact texts from disordered
ones. Acquainting learners with the factors lying ahead (syntax, semantics, text
organisation) is a required form of metacognitive knowledge to aid them become
accomplished script comprehenders (Brown et. al., op. cit., 58).
2.1.5.1.3.2 Text importance
The reader has to distinguish between the main and trivial ideas of a selection and to
identify the relative importance of different text elements. A body of research has recorded
that even college students find it difficulty to outline some selections’ ideas; from here
stems the necessity to teach them how to discriminate between central and supporting
information to grow into effectual readers (Wagner et. al., 2001: 49).
2.1.5.1.3.3 Text structure
Text structure is a good source for constructing meaning and increasing understanding
(Marinak et. al., op. cit.). This implies that students need to be taught the different ways in
which an author organises his ideas to take advantage of it in amplifying their
comprehension (Duke and Pearson, 2002: 211). It is the instructor’s role to inform learners
of the two general types of text: narrative and informational. Through “story grammar”
elements (setting, characters, initiating event, conflict/goal, major events resolution and
theme or moral) the teacher instructs the first type (ibid., 212). Teaching the second,
however, is more complex and demanding. Informational texts have more than one
predominant structure; they can be developed by means of description, enumeration,
sequential/chronological order, contrast and comparison or cause/effect relationships.
Readers have to be acquainted with all of them via using graphic organizers including the
organizational pattern, author’s purpose, major ideas and supporting details (Marinak et.
al., 1997: 20-28).
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2.1.5.1.3.4 Textual anomalies
The presence of inadequacies and weaknesses in text must be detected by its reader
because it signals his alertness and competency in monitoring and evaluating
comprehension. Ignoring or overlooking contradictions in the same sentence, paragraph,
text parts (sentences that are inconsistent with prior or subsequent ones) or in the build of
the selection as a unitary body is characteristic of novice readers (Brown et. al., 1986: 57).
Training readers to be more awake to those anomalies betters widely their detection
abilities of falsehood and inconsistency in texts and thus increases comprehension (ibid.).
2.1.5.1.3.5 Contextual constraints
Relying on context, which is one basis of meaning-making, readers hypothesise about
the content of the text. Context may sometimes be restricting. Only good language users
are aware of such restrictions and consequently can spot and correct any semantic or
syntactic violations (Brown et. al., ibid., 52f). A core of studies has shown that good
readers spontaneously correct decoding, grammatical, and semantic errors. For instance,
when running across a word which does not convey meaning in its context, astute readers
replace it by another one more appropriate while their less competent peers continue
reading without realising the problem. So, good readers check their understanding of text
and take corrective actions whenever a difficulty emerges (Marinak et. al., op. cit., 55-57).
2.1.5.1.4 Strategy factors
A great deal of research on reading metacognition has been devoted to comprehension
strategies: what they are, how theorists have come to know about them, how to teach, learn
and implement them, and what role they play in successful reading. In broad terms, Oxford
Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (2000: 1336) ascribes the following definition to
‘strategy’: “a plan that is intended to achieve a particular purpose”. This purpose can be
linked to life in general or learning in particular. In the scope of learning, Rubin (1987: 19;
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in Koda, 2005: 205) points out that strategies are “any set of operations, steps, plans,
routines used by the learners to facilitate the obtaining, storage, retrieval and use of
information.”. Clarifying their nature, Chamot and El-Dinary (1999: 319; in Koda, 2005:
205) declare them to be “mental procedures that assist learning and that occasionally can
be accompanied by overt activities”. Though strategies are hidden operations occurring in
the brain, they are sometimes revealed through explicit actions taken by the reader, e.g.
reading aloud when a text portion becomes difficult.
Narrowing, yet again, the definition of strategy from learning to reading, Davies (1995:
174) appoints it is “a physical or mental action used consciously or unconsciously for the
purpose of facilitating text comprehension and/or learning”. Koda (2005: 205), on his part,
characterises reading strategies by “…three core elements: deliberate, goal/problemoriented, and reader-initiated/controlled.” To make Koda’s categorisation more lucid, it
can be said that a reading strategy is an intellectual action generated and managed by the
reader in order to meet a desired aim or solve a problem faced during the reading event; for
example, among the wide range of reading strategies available, the reader plans to device
an outline of the selection being read in order to reach global as well as detailed
comprehension. To produce a good outline, the text processor can use this strategy in
isolation or combine it with other strategies depending on the reading situation.
Literature on reading strategies has been accumulated; Davies (op. cit., 51) sums up,
thanks to collecting data from two sources:
1. Observable readers’ behaviours which are reported by researchers such as marking
text, pausing, rereading…etc.
2. Behaviours that cannot be observed directly but which are either reported by the
reader himself or deduced by the researcher.
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Consistent with the data provided by these two means, there have been many
classifications of reading strategies types. The commonest one, Nist and Holschuh (2000:
75) specify, is that which groups them into three broad categories: cognitive, metacognitive
and affective.
2.1.5.1.4.1 Cognitive strategies
As broadly defined by Garner (1988; in Nist and Holschuh, 2000: 75) cognitive reading
strategies are mental activities that aid someone in acquiring, comprehending, storing,
transforming and using knowledge he gains while learning. Matlin (2003: 308) lists many
cognitive reading processes. These can be recognizing letters and words, using working
memory to digest a word or a sentence, retrieving information from long-term memory
when needed, making recourse to imagery to understand script; i.e., constructing mental
images of the scenes and situations met during reading a passage, and consulting,
modifying or building schemata to process it.
2.1.5.1.4.2 Metacognitive strategies
Metacognitive operations are related to all knowledge one possesses about his cognitive
activities and their regulation. Nist and Holschuh (op. cit.,) clarify this type of reading
strategies as being “…the ability to detect errors or contradictions in text, knowledge of
different strategies to use with different kinds of texts, and the ability to separate important
from unimportant information.”. They also involve planning for, regulating and revising
the actions undertaken during reading to reach as much comprehension as possible
(Schmitt, 2005: 104). Metacognitive knowledge and control are viewed by Alderson
(2000: 41), among a lot of other psychologists, as an explanation of the difference between
good and poor readers as well as the basis of students’ autonomous text processing. That is
why,,, he appeal for their incorporation in reading instruction.
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2.1.5.1.4.3 Affective strategies
The affective component of reading strategies concerns the students’ effort to reach the
most positive self-image or self-schemata and avoid any negative ones. 'Affective
influences' motivate learners for more self-awareness and regulation in order to make
optimal benefit from learning and strategy use (Nist and Holschuh, 2000: 81).
Text comprehension is influenced by affect in different ways. First, motivation, which
is the person’s interest in the text, accounts for deeper text processing and more
information gains (ibid.). Second, learners’ beliefs about learning in general and from text
in particular make them decide how to set about a given passage. They do not approach a
science text in the same way as a short story; there are specific strategies to be
implemented to digesting data from each type of texts. (Chambliss, 1994; in Nist and
Holschuh, 2000: 81).
Put briefly, metacognitive knowledge reflects the awareness of oneself as a learner
from print, variations in reading tasks and goals, text features, and the broad range of
comprehension strategies. It represents only one half of reading metacognition. The other
half is the metacognitive control of the reading event.
2.1.5.2 Metacognitive control in reading
Armbruster (2002: 49) asserts that high achieving students are metacognitively-oriented
students who actively assume responsibility of their learning from text (reading). The
metacognitive control aspect in reading embodies energizing the metacognitive knowledge
of self, text, task and strategy (as explained above) so that the reader can monitor and
orchestrate the interplay between them to direct the reading act towards success (Griffith
and Ruan, 2005: 4). Its constituents are: planning beforehand how to approach a reading
task, monitoring one’s online understanding, taking corrective measures to overcome
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occurring difficulties and evaluating performance (Schmitt, 2005: 104). Many researchers
claim that self-regulation in reading is completed the way portrayed below.
At the out set of any reading task, good readers analyse it by setting goals, planning and
preparing how to make them true; they preview the material, predict its contents, activate
their prior knowledge by reflecting upon what they know (or not) about how to accomplish
the task, and accordingly decide which behaviours to adopt in order to process text
successfully. During reading, they confirm or disconfirm their initial predictions, engage in
regular checks of how well they are understanding the passage, and revise strategy
effectiveness for goal attainment so that if a problem rises they remediate it via
implementing the suitable compensatory strategies such as rereading. They also match up,
organise and coordinate the several strategies they are implementing. After a task is
accomplished, they judge how well they have performed and evaluate their advance so as
to regulate further readings (Winne and Hadwin, 1998: 279-287).
Growing research argumentation is in favour of introducing self-regulation in models of
reading comprehension since it is undoubtedly one of its forerunners (Baker, 2008: 74). It
is worthmentioning that self-regulating comprehension exceeds the management of
cognitive resources to the other reading process determinants like time, attention, interest,
attitudes, motivational orientation and engagement (Griffith and Ruan, 2005: 6).
Metacognition in reading with its awareness and control components “...enables one to
use knowledge strategically to perform most efficiently.”(Gourgey, 2001: 18). Showing the
interplay between both aspects, Cromley (2005: 199) confirms that little knowledge of
strategies results in low governing of the process. Poor control, in its turn, leads to meagre
strategic knowledge base.
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2.2 Part two: Metacognitive reading instruction
This section addresses the question of metacognitively-oriented instruction. It attends to
how metacognition as applied to literacy instruction looks like. Focus, however, is on the
teaching of the reading skill. It features the contents and steps of metacognitively-oriented
reading strategies instruction and how it can find actual expression in the classroom.
2.2.1 Metacognition in instruction
With respect to the introduction of metacognition in instruction, there have been
opposing opinions. A lot of educationalists perceive metacognition as an abstract concept
whose teaching is not possible and argue that metacognitive skilfulness cannot be
developed but through age and experience (Israel, 2007: 1). Many other instructors find it
challenging to introduce metacognition in their syllabi (Dowhower, 1999: 673).
The situation gets harder in the area of reading as many other complexities arise. Lots
of reading teachers reject the implementation of metacognitive instruction because it
conflicts with their traditional teaching methods where read, read and read principle is
followed. They believe students would become good readers on their own if allowed a
great deal of reading. Let alone that metacognitive teaching is time-consuming and
labour-demanding (Pressley, 2002a: 21). When adding to this the existence of an endless
list of cognitive and metacognitive behaviours on which learners can be trained, it
becomes unrealistic to believe in the applicability of such instruction (Hayes, in Baker
and Brown, 2002: 382).
The answers to these claims come from authorities in reading metacognition like
Flavell, Baker, Brown, Garner, Pressley and Cromley, to name only a few. Flavell (1985)
and Garner (1990) (in Hartman, 2001a: 35) maintain that children do practise some basic
forms of metacognitive thinking and learning since the age of 5 or 7, which instruction
can refine and enhance throughout all the learning process stages from kindergarten to
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university (Baker 2005: 75) provided that the right instructional practices are employed
(Baker and Brown, 2002: 382). The latter are not unavoidably revolutionary like tutors
who resist metacognitive instruction think. Teachers are not obliged to follow the hybrid
model related to this type of instruction. This model is based on the combination of both
teacher-led and student-led interactions. Studies have demonstrated that either the first or
the second (teacher or student-centred) approaches are, equally, fruitful (Baker, 2008:
75), particularly if the strategies taught are selected on the basis of learners’ problems
diagnosis and needs analysis (op .cit.).
There is a huge bulk of experiential studies which have left no doubt that
metacognition in instruction is not only feasible but also desirable (Flavell, in Israel,
2007: 5). Dickson et. al., (1998), from their review of literature, have concluded that the
relationship of metacognition to reading is manifested in different ways:
•

Metacognitive knowledge of self as reader, task demands, strategy use and text
features is associated with good comprehension of print.

•

Self-regulation during reading is known to be linked to higher comprehension levels.

•

Motivation facilitates reader’s implementation and benefit from metacognitive
knowledge and self-regulation during reading, resulting in increased comprehension.

•

Metacognitive instruction of text processing strategies is strongly correlated with
ability in reading comprehension.
The latter is the variable which has received much attention of researchers for its impact
on comprehension improvement and the implications it bears on reading instruction (ibid.).
Experimental evidence has been accumulated since the 1970s that metacognitivelyoriented instruction is a very efficient method (Persson, 1994: 37; Marinak et. al., 1997: 8).
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2.2.2 Metacognitively-oriented reading strategies instruction
Metacognitively-oriented reading strategies instruction departs from the conviction that
“if adequate performance depends on the application of a set of rules, and these rules can
be specified exactly, then it should be possible to design instructional routines that
introduce the uninitiated to this possibility” (Baker and Brown, 2002: 375).
“If adequate performance depends on the application of a set of rules,…
There is ample research evidence that text comprehension requires the use of an arsenal of
strategies readers need to be aware of, know how to use, and do use frequently (Paris et.
al., 1991: 610-615). Tankersley (2005: 110f) supports this vein of studies when asserting
that readers will give up and stop reading at once if they have no knowledge of
comprehension strategies. Conversely, when they apply them, they can reach satisfactory
understanding. As a result, Paris et. al., (op.cit., 624) conclude that reading is strategic, and
that strategic reading is typical of skilled readers.
…and these rules can be specified exactly …

Ethnographic studies, interviews, case studies, analyses of classroom discourse, thinkalouds, verbal protocols, experiments and observation of classroom practices have supplied
educators and reading teachers with an inventory of comprehension strategies known for
their impact on enhanced text understanding (Pressley, 2006: 57-59).
…then it should be possible to design instructional routines that introduce the uninitiated to this
possibly.”

Experimental research in strategy instruction affirms that study and reading strategies “can
be trained and such training can be durable and generalizable” (Baker and Brown, op. cit.,
382), and that this teaching leads to satisfying gains in comprehension (Cromley, 2005:
195) and memorisation of print (Pressley, 2002b: 298), and that to be successful any
methodology should be characterised by a metacognitive tendency (Israel, 2007: 3)
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Two questions with respect to metacognitive reading strategies instruction are very
important to answer. The first question concerns content (strategies and the bulk of
knowledge relevant to them) to be instructed and the second one is about the required
instructional practices.
2.2.2.1 Content
Many experts in reading metacognition have suggested divergent lists of strategies to be
taught; nevertheless, all of them intersect in most of the following behaviours:
•

Setting a purpose for reading.

•

Skimming and previewing.

•

Activating prior knowledge.

•

Predicting text content while reading.

•

Differentiating key concepts from trivial one.

•

Using context to clarify an ambiguity or determine a word meaning.

•

Inferring or interpreting text at more than the literal meaning; i.e., reading between,
and beyond the lines.

•

Constructing mental images.

•

Asking questions about text content.

•

Rereading segments of text recognised important or difficult for deeper
comprehension.

•

Monitoring comprehension and detecting comprehension failures.

•

Deploying compensatory strategies to rectify comprehension breakdowns.

•

Summarizing.

•

Using graphic organizers, viz. flow charts, networking, mapping and outlining.

•

Varying reading speed and adjusting reading rate.
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•

Evaluating the material read in terms of content, style, tone ...etc.

•

Thinking about using the information presented in the text in future learning cases.

•

Making notes.

(Mokhtari and Reichard, 2002; Pressley, 2002, 2006).

Manzo and Manzo (1990: 103f) explicate that these behaviours can be categorised as
before, during and after-reading strategies whilst Israel (2007: 6f) prefers to classify them
as planning, monitoring and evaluating strategies. The first three strategies belong to the
planning strategies group and are applied before the reading of a selection is started. The
three last strategies are evaluating strategies performed after the reading act is over. In the
middle are monitoring strategies the reader employs while reading print. Regardless of
their categorisation and nature (cognitive or metacognitive), each of the abovementioned
strategies can be subject to metacognitive instruction.
For the purposes of the current study, we will provide only the definitions of the
strategies targeted for instruction:
- Guessing word meaning from context: context is defined as "…the words and ideas
that surround a particular word or phrase to help express its meaning" (Chelsa, 2000: 41).
When coming across a novel word, the reader should examine the sentences which are
around it for hints that may help him find out what it means.
- Guessing word meaning from its morphology: the reader should analyse the parts
forming up the unfamiliar word (root, prefixes and suffixes) by thinking about their
meanings and then joining them together to end up with an explanation of this lexical item.
This strategy works better when combined with context clues (Baudoin et al., 1997: 9).
- Detecting main ideas: to detect the main ideas of a passage, the reader has to look for
sentences which have the following characteristics:
"1. They say something about the subject.
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2. They make an assertion about the subject.
3. They are general." (Chelsa, op.cit., 65)
This is so because, in a main idea, the writer tries to convey, in general terms, what he
thinks about a given topic. He also attempts to convince his readers by providing
arguments and proofs to hold up his claim.
- Finding details: details are "supporting ideas [which] serve as “evidence” that the main
idea is valid or true." (Chelsa, 2000: 78). In other words, the writer proves that the general
idea he is communicating is right via supplying the necessary fine points and facts.
Schmitt (2005: 103) provides a lucid description of the many types of informational
data readers need to be acquainted with in order to become strategy users. She represents
them in the following diagrammatic way:

DECLARATIVE
KNOWLEDGE

SELF
CHARACTERISTICS

CONDITIONAL
KNOWLEDGE

TASK
CHARACTERISTICS

PROCEDURAL
KNOWLEDGE

TASK-RELEVANT
STRATEGIES

Figure 6: Relationship of types of metacognitive knowledge to self,
task, and strategy variables. (from Schmitt, 2005: 103)

As far as the strategy variable is concerned, declarative, procedural, and contextual
knowledge, respectively, refer to what a specific strategy is, how to implement it, and
when and why to use it. Any informed strategy training should incorporate all three forms
of metacognition (Carrell et. al., 2001: 232-238).
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2.2.2.1.1 What the strategy is
The learner must be made aware of what is required from him to apply a specific
strategy thanks to a full description of the strategy, its features, and the steps to be followed
in its execution (Pressley et. al., 1998: 45). Israel (2007: 6) refers to this kind of data as
‘the knowledge function of metacognition’.
2.2.2.1.2 How to use the strategy
As comprehensive as the definition of a strategy may be it does not suffice for its
fruitful application. A demonstration of how it is implemented in actual reading instances
is indispensable. This is achievable by means of think-aloud explanations of the online
employment of the strategy in question (Cromley, 2005: 198). Verbal clarification turns
around the diverse subcomponents of the strategy and how they operate together as a
whole to problemsolve a reading complexity (Winograd and Hare, 1988; in Carrell et. al.,
2001: 233). ‘Procedural function of metacognition’ is the label Israel (op. cit.) gives to this
mass of information.
2.2.2.1.3 When to use the strategy
An important part of the metacognitive teaching of reading strategies entails raising
learners’ awareness to the appropriate times and conditions under which the carrying out of
the inculcated behaviour is needed (op. cit., 234). The circumstances of use are made
clearer and clearer by establishing comparisons; on the one hand, between the arrays of
potential strategies applicable in a particular situation; on the other hand, between
occasions of good and bad strategy use (Pressley et. al., op. cit., 46).
2.2.2.1.4 Why to use the strategy
It is central to draw the learner’s attention to the rationale behind the selection of a
strategy for instruction, its value, and its utility in improving reading comprehension
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(Schraw, 2001: 8). When completely informed about the ways in which the taught
behaviours will be useful for them, learners as well as teachers will find it easier to shift
control of strategy use from the latter to the former (Winograd and Hare, 1988; in Carrell
et. al., 2001: 234). The ‘when’ and ‘why’ of strategy instruction is what Israel (2007: 6)
calls ‘executive function of metacognition’.
2.2.2.2 Methodology
In addition to the knowledge which forms the core of the metacognitively-oriented
reading strategies instruction, research has recorded parameters and guidelines for training
that is effective. The commonest teaching model is the one where explicit instruction,
modelling, coached practice, gradual release of responsibility to trainees and feedback, are
the motive powers (Hacker, 2001a: 39; Pressley, 2002a: 19).
2.2.2.2.1 Explicit instruction
In a preliminary informative step, the teacher tries to help learners construct knowledge
about the introduced strategy through explicit explanations and overt descriptions of what,
how, when and why a strategy aids in text understanding (Armbruster, 2002: 53). Studies
have shown that explicitness and directness in instruction rise students’ awareness of the
taught behaviour (Baker, 2002: 82) and result in their success not only in applying the
strategy but also in comprehending the text being read (Hartman, 2001a: 40).
2.2.2.2.2 Modelling
While reading a selection the teacher demonstrates or models the targeted strategy via
thinking aloud about every step necessary for its application (Dickson et. al., 1998: 326).
For instance, during instructing trainees to identify the main idea of a passage the teacher,
after reading outloud the passage,
-

thinks outloud about which sentence tells something about the subject,
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-

thinks outloud about which sentence is the most general and works as an covers all
other sentences in the passage, and

-

thinks outloud about which sentence is an assertion that needs evidence.

Modelling should be extensive expanded on a number of varying authentic reading
materials.
2.2.2.2.3 Guided practice
Students must be allowed enough opportunities for practising the new behaviour
because teacher’s best explanations and modelling can never replace their personal
involvement in strategy use (Cromley, 2005: 198). In early stages, ‘expert scaffolding’ or
teacher’s help with actual application of the strategy is supplied on ‘as needed basis’; that
is, whenever the teacher realises that learners need assistance to implement the learnt
operation, he intervenes. Besides, the teacher guides them to see for themselves and
comprehend better the conditions where the strategy is employed (Pressley et. al., 1998:
49). Scaffolding is provided via prompts, questions, remainders, re-explanations and
further modelling, especially of confusing steps in the application of the strategy (Dickson
et. al., 1998: 327). Furthermore, the trainer has to encourage the learners to think aloud so
that he is given an idea on how well they perform (Dowhower, 1999: 679).
2.2.2.2.4 Interaction
Interaction is a highly important feature of metacognitive reading instruction. It is
exhibited in the hybrid model. Teacher-students and students-students discussions about
the instructed strategy lend a hand in operating it then and there. They also aid in
transferring it to other comparable situations and adapting its use in response to diverse
circumstances, mainly those dissimilar with the initial situations where the strategy has
been first met and applied (Backer, 2008: 75).
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The most effective interaction is based on the content of the reading passage used as a
medium of strategy use and not the contrary (Pressley et. al., op. cit., 52). Stated
differently, teachers should be alert as not to give precedence to strategy use over text
content processing; the ultimate goal of strategy instruction is to aid learners from text to
become more accomplished comprehenders (Backer, 2002: 83).
2.2.2.2.5 Feedback
Feedback on students’ responses is indispensable to show them to what extent they have
grasped the strategy implementation, and how useful the strategy is to them to understand
text by relating success with print to strategy use. It has to be stressed at all stages of
instruction (Cromley, 2005: 198). ‘Constructive failure’ is the best feedback; it helps
learners visualise ‘why’ they are wrong so that they can fix-up errors in strategy use on the
spot and avoid them in the future (Hartman, 2001b: 153). Research has also proved it has
to be ‘personalized’ in line with learners’ performance through praising for achievements
and encouraging to overcome weaknesses (Dickson et. al., 1998: 329).
2.2.2.2.6 Transfer of responsibility to learners
The teacher, gradually, withdraws his support and leaves more room to students’
contributions and control of strategy utilisation. Through rehearsal with diverse reading
situations, the learners master both practical and theoretical aspects of the strategy
application (Baker, 2005: 74) and become able to put into action the strategy
independently. When they reach the point where they can explicate to others (teacher and
peers) which strategy they are implementing and why, they turn into good strategy users
(Israel, 2007: 5). For this to have effect, the teacher should allow a great deal of the class
time to reflecting on, discussing and elucidating the value of the learnt operation in
enhancing comprehension (Schraw, 2001: 8). Thinking aloud supports learners feeling in
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‘ownership’ of the learnt strategy (Baker, 2002: 85) and homework leads to internalisation
and automaticity in using the strategy (Hartman, op. cit., 159).
2.2.2.2.7 Phases of metacognitively-oriented reading strategies instruction
Israel (2007: 11-14) divides metacognitively-oriented reading strategies instruction
explained above into three phases, she presents in the pyramidal figure below.

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Phase 3
Continuous practice
and experience.
Strategy activated
automatically.
Able to explain text
to others.

Phase 2
Students practice strategy
Repeated rehearsals in
collaborative or individual setting

Phase 1
Teacher introduces strategy
Repeated modeling of strategy for students through
read-aloud and think-aloud examples

Figure 7: Phases of Metacognitively-oriented Reading Instruction (from Israel, 2007: 11)

As observed, at the bottom of the pyramid, there is the teacher who introduces the
strategy via the presentation of factual information about the strategy utilisation,
procedure, steps and instances of use passing through modelling and think-aloud
clarification. Once declarative, procedural and contextual types of knowledge are grasped,
learners are urged to perform the strategy on their own either collectively or individually
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while reading as many texts varying in type, topic, complexity and length as possible. The
teacher’s role is, now, to scaffold and assist them with strategy practice if they need so.
When sufficient coached practise is supplied, free practice follows. At this stage of
instruction, learners become autonomous in strategy employment. They have already
internalised the strategy and take advantage of it without their teacher’s prompts.
Furthermore, they can verbalise the inner progression of the strategy implementation and
render them overt so that they can be subject to peers’ and teacher’s feedback.
Conclusion
As complex and controversial as metacognition is, it has been submitted to scrutiny
which has proved to the conclusion that metacognitive knowledge and regulation are
central to learning and reading. It cannot be denied that awareness of human thinking and
comprehending processes assists greatly in superior performance. Such awareness, in the
reading field, is best ascertained through the implementation of metacognitive instruction.
How metacognitively-oriented reading strategies instruction raises the learners' awareness
to the variety of text processing strategies, and what kind of training it subjects them to
give them chances to upgrade their reading comprehension achievement, as it has been
confirmed by numerous studies.
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Introduction
The present study is based on the assumption that metacognitively-oriented instruction
in the comprehension strategies of guessing word meaning from its context and/or
morphology, detecting main ideas and finding details is of assistance for learners in
improving their text understanding. To examine this hypothesis, a field work is organized
and held through four periods or stages. At the beginning, a questionnaire is administered
in an attempt to explore the ground; i.e., to see whether the learners for whom this study is
intended do actually use reading comprehension strategies or not, to analyse their needs,
and accordingly to target some comprehension strategies for instruction. The findings of
the questionnaire are reported and commented here. Next, an experiment is carried out
following the pretest-posttest design. Thus, the participants sit for the pretest to measure
their comprehension level. Then, during the treatment period, they are metacognitively
trained in utilising the abovementioned strategies to enhance their comprehension of texts.
After that, they complete the posttest to determine to what extent the expected
improvement in their performance has taken place. Lastly, the results are further
statistically analysed by computing the t-test.
In this chapter, in-depth description of the researcher’s path in conducting the
experimental work is provided. Human sources as well as material elements, specifically
population and participants, methods and procedures, data collection tools and results are
presented and discussed here.
3.1 Research methodology
3.1.1 Design
The theoretical frame within which this study is carried out is the trend of educational
psychology labelled “constructivism" (see chapter one) which favours a metacognitivelyoriented comprehension strategies instruction to give birth to autonomous effective
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readers. Hence, based on the literature, the researcher argues that students who receive
metacognitively-oriented training in the reading comprehension strategies of inferring
word meaning from context and/or morphology, detecting main ideas and finding details
would increase their reading comprehension. In investigating the influence of the
independent variable (IV) (the metacognitive training in employing the abovementioned
comprehension strategies) on the dependent variable (DV) (learners’ performance in
reading comprehension), the repeated measures or pretest-posttest design is adopted, for
two reasons. First, it is considered an appropriate experimental design for the nature of the
topic under consideration; thanks to it the effects of differences in participants’
characteristics are completely controlled as the same subjects take part in the pre and post
tests. Second, its implementation is easy and fits highly the researcher-teacher position.
Since the experiment is conducted within the module of “Methodology”, the researcher
finds it difficult to assign a control group; the controls are going to be deprived of
instruction in some strategies (guessing from context and word analyses) which are part of
their actual syllabus.
The pretest-posttest design, however, is accused of bearing a biasing factor; any
improvement in comprehension performance may be attributed to the fact that the same
subjects complete two similar tests, one before and another after the intervention on the IV.
On account of this, stems the necessity for a statistical test to validate the results of the
experiment. Consequently, the t-test is computed.
3.1.2 Participants
The participants in the present study are selected out from the large population of the
first-year LMD students of the English Department at Mentouri University in Constantine,
Algeria, during the academic year 2007-2008. This sample makes up two groups the
researcher is teaching the module of “Methodology”. Initially, the sample consists of 55
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students (46 female and 9 male students), but later on 5 of them have been discarded
because they have not sit for the posttest; so, remains 50 learners whose distribution of sex
is: 43 female and 7 male students. They form the actual sample of the study which has
been present, more or less, throughout the different stages of the experiment. It is
worthnoting that they belong to the same age group ranging from 18 to 20 and come from
different regions of the Algerian East with approximately the same educational background
where they have been studying English for 5 years at least.
The learners who participate in this study are chosen because they are the researcher’s
students. She teaches them “Methodology”, a module which allows carrying out the
experiment in favourable conditions because it comprises a unit of lectures about teaching
effective reading. Moreover, first (not second or third) year LMD students are selected
since it is preferable to exploit early stages of university education to implement
metacognitively-oriented comprehension strategies instruction; learners are more likely to
respond and grasp better what, how, when and why these strategies are utilised (Baker and
Brown, 2002: 375).
3.1.3 Instrumentation
3.1.3.1 The questionnaire
This study starts with the use of an open questionnaire which includes seven items. It is
intended to survey the participants' actual situation with regard to the use of
comprehension strategies. Drawing on the information it provides, the researcher selects a
set of strategies for training.
3.1.3.2 Reading tests
Two tests are used in this study. A pretest is administered prior to the beginning of the
treatment and a posttest following it. Both constitute two excerpts from the TOEFL
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Reading Comprehension Test available in Gear and Gear (1996). The TOEFL-format test
has been chosen because it is:
- a standardized test intended for EFL students like ours’,
- a world wide spread reliable test,
- easy to administer and correct, and
- an appropriate test that matches the sample population’s (first-year LMD students)
intermediate level.
3.1.3.3 Experimental tasks
The intervention in this research work comprises different tasks and texts to be handled
by students. Some of them concern word-attack strategies; the others text-attack
operations. Accordingly, the researcher has constructed a unit on reading divided into one
theoretical and one training part. Informational data and exercises for practice are
excerpted from a diversity of sources, namely Baudoin et. al., (1997), Wallace (1980),
Wagner et. al., (2001), Boke (2004), Chesla (2000), and from first-year LMD
'Methodology', ‘Langue de Spécialité’ and ‘Culture de la Langue’ syllabuses.
3.1.4 Procedures
3.1.4.1 The Questionnaire: Exploring the Ground
There is a general proclamation among teachers at the Department of English, at
Mentouri university, that students do not display high awareness of what the reading
process and comprehension strategies are all about; owing to which, they show low reading
comprehension performance. It is also presumed that reading comprehension in the preacademic and academic education is not taught as such, but rather tested via some
questions that follow the reading passage. The researcher’s humble experience in teaching
at different levels (2 years at middle school, 4 at secondary school and 3 at university)
supports these conclusions. Yet, the latter need to be confirmed via a more reliable
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scientific means other than observation solely. An exploration of the students’ state of
affaire is conducted before the actual embarkation upon the present study. It takes the form
of a seven-item questionnaire administered to 55 students who represent the initial sample
population. Before indulging in the discussion of the questionnaire results, one finds it
indispensable to clarify the reasons, rationale and sources of this tool.
The questionnaire is used to corroborate (or not) the aforementioned observations, and
to see to what extent the researcher has been successful in selecting the comprehension
strategies to be dealt with during the experiment. Specifically, these are inferring the
meaning of unfamiliar words using contextual and/or morphological clues, detecting main
ideas and finding details which support them.
The rationale behind choosing to study the strategy element (and not another one among
the elements constituting the reading act: text, reader or task discussed in chapter 2) is
dictated by comprehension strategies’ close relationship and considerable impact on
comprehension amount and level (Pressley et. al., 1998: 46) especially for second and
foreign language learners (Mokhtari and Reichard, 2002: 249), and because many experts
believe that to overlook to teach learners comprehension strategies is simply “…to neglect
to show them ways of reaching reading.” (Singhal, 2001 online pages). In more specific
terms, the above listed comprehension strategies are opted for the reason that research has
attested them to be vital for students to learn and use in order to grow into autonomous
effective comprehenders of script (Brown et. al., 1986: 357; Pressley, 2002b: 295),
especially in second and foreign settings like ours (Singhal, op., cit.).
The authorities in reading metacognition like Baker and Brown (2002), Baudoin et. al.,
(1997), Block and Pressley (2007) and Israel (2007) all concur that distinguishing
important from less important information while reading a passage is a basic strategy
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highly recommended to be learnt and implemented by readers. They also argue that
examining an unknown word’s context and/or parts (stem and affixes) is a very useful way
to guess its sense, mainly for ESL/EFL readers.
As far as the source from which the seven-item questionnaire is constructed, it is
Mokhtari and Reichard’s Metacognitive Awareness of Comprehension Strategies
Inventory (MARSI). The researcher formulates questions considered at the heart of her
study. She prefers the open to the fixed-choices questionnaire because it is more suitable in
brainstorming the participants to engender the necessary data for this research work. As a
matter of fact, the researcher, in the academic year 2006-2007, planned to carry out a
correlative study investigating the relationship between the students’ metacognitive
awareness, perceived use of comprehension strategies and their actual performance. In that
study, she used the MARSI (appendix A). It was delivered to the fifth (1/5) of the
population (112 students), at that time. The results were not only striking but also
statistically unsatisfactory and questionable.
Students’ means showed that they were all metacognitively aware of and users of
reading metacognitive strategies. Conversely, the students’ scores in the reading test were
very low. This noticeable mismatch between learners’ means in the MARSI and scores in
the reading test could not suggest but that the inventory findings were unacceptable not to
say totally rejected.
As a result, the researcher has decided to conduct an experimental design in the present
study. Nonetheless, she has picked up some statements from the MARSI and altered them
into interrogations to allow students to yield free answers without being influenced by the
alternatives provided by the MARSI; students’ choices suggested that they were tempted
by its form to tick the best answers (see appendix A). All in all, for these reasons and after
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the changes brought in a few of Mokhtari and Reichard’s inventory items the researcher
has adapted the seven-item questionnaire to make it fit for the specific purposes of this
research work.
3.1.4.1.1 Presentation of the questionnaire
The participants are required to answer seven questions pertaining to the behaviours
they are accustomed to before, during and after reading. In addition, some identifying
information is required. Respondents have to state their age, if they are repetitive or not,
and whether they have been English speaking pupils in the pre-academic education or not
(appendix B). This to check that the group is homogeneous as far as these characteristics
are concerned: age, educational background and experience in learning English. Checking
group homogeneity is important so that extraneous variables of personal differences among
participants are controlled. In other words, to make sure, from the outset, that they depart
with similar characteristics and thus any improvement in their performance can be
attributed to the IV or metacognitive training.
3.1.4.1.2 Administration of the questionnaire
In a usually held class meeting, the researcher has administered the seven-item
questionnaire to the sample population following the steps aligned next:
•

she clearly explains to students what they have to do, states the purpose of the
questionnaire and tells them that there are no right or wrong answers. So, their
responses should be completely free and honest since they are going to form the
basis for designing a set of lectures on reading for them,

•

she tells them they can say “I don’t know” or “no idea” if they have no answer to a
given question,

•

she distributes the copies and asks students first of all to fill in the identifying
information spaces (name/ repetitive or not…),
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•

she explains each of the 7 questions of the questionnaire,

•

she draws their attention to the importance of answering as frankly as possible
since they are not going to be rated for correct or incorrect responses,

•

she encourages them to ask any question or request any clarification helping them
to respond to the questionnaire truthfully either before or during its completion, and
finally

•

she collects the subjects’ sheets for study and analysis, after allowing them all the
time necessary for answering the questions.

3.1.4.1.3 Discussion of the questionnaire findings
Many conclusions relevant to the present study can be drawn from the learners’
responses to the questionnaire. The most important thing the questionnaire made evident is
that the extremely high means scored in the MARSI by their predecessors of 2006-2007 do
not stem from the actual utilisation of comprehension strategies, but rather from the
suggestive choices which invite students to tick the best ones. As a fact of matter, the
learners’ responses to the questionnaire reveal some of their secrets.
First of all, the notion of comprehension strategies’ use before, during and after reading
is quite vague and confused with reading habits if not absent. When asked (question 1)
what they do prior to starting actual reading, the majority of students (43.39%) reply by
choosing an interesting book and a quiet spot; 18.86% of them report to get ready by
focusing and concentrating on what they are about to read; 26.41% of the surveyed
students prefer to do nothing and just to read the material from cover to cover. The only
pre-reading strategy reported to be used by 37.73% of them is previewing the material via
glancing at its title, cover, writer’s biography, or references. Some of them prepare a
sandwich or a drink!
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In the while reading period (question 2), almost all of the sample population (92.44%)
report to make recourse to concentration and slow careful silent or loud reading, very few
(15.09%) tend to use good strategies such as rereading, imagery or note-taking. Few others
take the snack or drink the tea or coffee they have prepared before diving into reading!
After completing a reading act (question 6), learners report to try remembering
information met in the passage (90.75%) or to learn it by heart (24.52%); others, try to
summarise the text (30.18%) or take notes (09.43%); the rest prefer to do nothing or
practise sport, watch TV or listen to music, or go to bed or out!
When studying the results mentioned above, one can deduce that there is a confusion on
the part of learners between comprehension strategies, which are mental operations meant
to facilitate reading with understanding (e.g. previewing and rereading) and reading habits
which are personal routines that make the reading experience more enjoyable (e.g. the
choice of a book and quiet spot). It is noteworthy that the distinction between notetaking
and summarising, as explained by learners in replying to the questionnaire, seems to be
blurred.
As far as the text clarification operations are concerned (question 3), to problemsolve
comprehension difficulties, the students use heavily the dictionary (37.73%) or rely on a
more knowledgeable source be it a person, a reference or the internet (32.07%). Both
represent 69.80% of the sample population. Those who remain (30.20%) practise
rereading, skipping the troublesome part or simply giving up reading!
The case of encountering difficult words (question 4) is not very distinct from that of
meeting ambiguous parts of the text. The dictionary, here again, seems to be ‘the magic
tool’ to cope with this situation. It is used by 86.79% of the informants. Those who do not
use a dictionary (22.64%) ask someone else for the meaning of the unknown item. Still,
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there are several students (24.52%) who implement good strategies like trying to guess
from context what the new word stands for and very few (05.66%) who decide to skip it
categorically and read ahead. No one among the surveyed learners makes reference to
using word parts to predict its meaning.
To question 5 which is concerned with distinguishing mains idea from their support, the
students show very little awareness of the ways via which the reader can differentiate
between levels of importance of information or the hierarchy the writer chooses to arrange
his ideas. 45.50% of them state they ignore how to make this difference. 20.75% maintain
that main ideas are repeated through out the passage taking in more space and time than
details. 11.32% know that main ideas are more general than their support and that the latter
explain, clarify and complete the former. 16.98% think that central concepts are reflected
by either the title or the number of paragraphs, which, in reality, is not always true
especially if the title is ironic, one idea is developed via various paragraphs, or one
paragraph contains more than one main idea. The others (05.35%) either ‘reread or
concentrate’ to differ them. Rereading and concentrating cannot be but helpless in this
case. This implies that learners are in need of more reliable and successful operations to
accomplish such an important task for reading comprehension as discriminating between
the text's central and peripheral concepts.
Though question 7 has been explained at many occasions in response to students’
requests to clarify it, it seems it has been confused with after-reading strategies. It is a
general question about what students as readers need to do in an attempt to effectively
comprehend what they read. The analysis of the responses show, here again, that (41.50%)
of the students seek the aid of an outside source: someone else or the dictionary. 16.98%
of them reread the material more slowly and carefully, which can be a while-reading
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strategy not a healthy behaviour to be practised regularly in order to increase one’s chances
in reading with comprehension. 15,09% of the learners do not know what to do or do
nothing to comprehend better and the same percentage, another 15, 09%, talk about
seriousness and concentration which tend to be much more habits than reading strategies.
Moving from partial to more global analysis, one can wrap up the results of the
questionnaire in the following points:
•

The dictionary is the trusty friend that accompanies students on their journey
through a printed page.

•

Concentration, also, forms an answer to all seven questions raised in the
questionnaire. Both concentrating and using dictionary appear under each answer
from question 1 to 7 without exception. Congruent with concentration is the
students’ search for a quiet environment which helps it and thus comprehension to
occur (question 1 through up to 7).

•

Requesting help from someone by asking him directly questions on the meaning of
a word or a portion of the text, or just seeking her opinion on a given passage seems
to be a reliable means for learners in three cases: when facing a problem making
sense of a word or a part of the text (questions 3, 4), finishing the reading act
(question 6) or seeking to improve one’s comprehension of script in general
(question 7).

•

The ‘I don’t know’ and ‘I do nothing’ phenomena are reported in responding to
four questions (that is questions 3, 5, 6 and 7). However, the most important
percentage of ‘I don’t know’ cases is related to question 5 because many of the
respondents ‘don’t know’ how to distinguish main ideas from their support.

•

Good comprehension strategies are not totally absent from students practices at any
of the reading phases (before, while and after). Previewing, rereading, guessing
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from context, skipping difficult words, predicting text main ideas from its title,
notetaking, summarizing, asking questions about a reading topic and making
further readings to comprehend it better are successful comprehension strategies,
unfortunately, practised by a small number of them.
•

Rereading is the most widespread fix-up strategy among students. They reread to
guess meaning of unfamiliar words and passages during the reading act, or after it
is over (question 3, 4, 5, 6, 7), but sometimes they reread in inappropriate situations
as in response to question 7 where it would be more convenient for them to read
more material than to reread again the same text.

•

No reference is made to guessing meaning from word analysis (stem and affixes),
and there is very little reference to the remaining strategies chosen for the training
in this study.

Based on the above outcomes of the questionnaire, some conclusions are possible to be
drawn:
•

Students are dependent on outside sources other than their own abilities. They rely
heavily on the assistance of a dictionary, another person, another reference or the
internet.

•

Some personal habits like concentration and quiet are confused with actual
strategies.

•

A lot of students are not aware that they can ‘learn to do something’ to improve
their reading performance instead of limiting themselves with ‘I do not know’ or ‘I
do nothing’ phenomena.

•

The comprehension strategies selected as the core of this study, guessing from
contextual and/or morphological clues, distinguishing between main ideas and
details, are not put into action by the majority of the students which implies they
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need some training in their use. Therefore, the researcher’s choice of such strategies
particularly disassociating most important ideas from finer points and word analysis
(stems and affixes) proved to be very convenient with learners’ requirements.
•

Some good comprehension strategies mentioned above, e.g. rereading and guessing
from context are used by a minority of students thus generalizing benefiting from
them via instruction is a highly recommended objective.

3.1.4.2 The pretest: measuring students’ reading comprehension
At the outset of the treatment, the subjects have completed a reading comprehension
test extracted from the TOEFL standardised test (appendix C). The test consists of an
average length passage followed by ten multiple-choice questions, each with four
alternatives, the entire test measures global (overall idea), detailed (supporting ideas) and
vocabulary (word meaning) levels of comprehension.
In a regular session, the participants have sat for the test. They have read the passage
and selected the right option in answer to each question. They have accomplished the test
individually and silently in approximately 60 minutes after which their copies have been
gathered for correction and later analysis.
3.1.4.2.1 The pretest results
The scores obtained by the fifty participants in the pretest are reported in table 1. This
table shows all the scores arranged from the lowest to the highest along with their
corresponding frequency and relevant number of correct answers.
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Table 1: The pretest scores, their frequency and the number of correct answers
Scores

Frequency

02

04

01

04

13

02

06

13

03

08

07

04

10

03

05

12

10

06

Nº of correct answers

Knowing that each correct answer is scored on 2 points, it becomes clear that the table
above displays that the lowest score in the pretest is 02 out of 20. It is obtained by four (04)
participants who, then, have answered correctly to only one question out of ten. More than
half of the participants (26) have scored either 04 or 06 which means that they have not
reached more than 02 or 03 right answers. Eight (08) of the participants have been
successful in providing 04 correct answers. Those who remain (13 subjects) have shyly
reached or exceeded the frontiers of the average correct answers. Three (03) of them have
provided 05 correct responses and ten (10) realised 06 correct replies.
The picture gets clearer and clearer in percentages of participants and their
corresponding percentages of comprehension as presented in table 2 below.
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Table 2: The percentages of participants and comprehension in the pretest
Percentage of participants

Percentage of comprehension

08%

10%

26%

20%

26%

30%

14%

40%

06%

50%

20%

60%

00%

70%-100%

Table 2 demonstrates that the great majority of the participants representing 74% of the
sample have realised from 10% to 40% of text comprehension in the pretest. 26%,
however, have been slightly better by reaching the comprehension level of 50% or 60%.
No participant has gone beyond 60% of text comprehension which makes this percentage
the limit score of the pretest.
Stated differently, the pretest scores and percentages of comprehension suggest that the
participants belong to one of two categories: poor or average readers. Poor readers are
low-achieving subjects who have got less than half (10% - 40%) of text understanding
whereas middle-achieving subjects, who arrived at 50% or 60% of comprehension, are
classified as average readers. None of the participants can be categorized as a good reader
with 70% or more level of comprehension.
3.1.4.3 Treatment: training tasks
The participants in the present study have received training in a number of word-attack
and text-attack strategies, as called by Nuttall (1982). These operations are guessing the
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meaning of a word from its context and/or its morphology (stem and affixes), detecting
main ideas, and finding details. The treatment period has lasted nearly for (9) weeks with
an average of (3) sessions per week; that is, a total of (26) sessions, each lasts one hour
thirty minutes (1h 30mn) approximately. These lectures are divided into two periods which
cover theory and practice: 'the metacognitive knowledge (MK) and immediate practice
period' and 'the overall-practice period'. What follows is a detailed account of how the
treatment has taken place.
3.1.4.3.1 Metacognitive knowledge and immediate-practice period
The first phase of the intervention entails the introduction of the 'MK' (the what, how,
when, and why) necessary for the students to acquire about each targeted strategy (see
section 2, chapter 2), and 'the immediate practice' which follows it directly. The latter takes
the form of exercises intended to manipulate the newly acquired information via actual
implementation of each individual operation in isolation.
This period has begun with a broad introduction of notions related to reading and
metacognition. Then, it moves to talk about guessing from context and word analysis
strategies, and ends up with main idea detection and finding details strategies.
'Metacognitive knowledge and immediate practice period' has lasted five (5) weeks that
equals fifteen (15) sessions. The latter are outlined in the following sections with the
corresponding details and appendices.
3.1.4.3.1.1 Lecture1: Introduction
An initial lecture has been devoted to a general introduction of learners to the language
skill of reading and how it relates to metacognition. Based on the participants’ responses to
the questionnaire (appendix c), the researcher attempts to guide the participants to become
more aware and knowledgeable about the reading skill. Hence, they are told that some of
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their beliefs need to be adjusted or altered. They are informed that reading is not a
receptive and passive skill; it is rather productive and active. They are also made aware
that reading is a process which requires them to show some understanding of its meaning,
complex nature and the many mental strategies it appeals for to be achieved successfully.
The overall objective of this introduction is to pave the way for the upcoming instruction.
Thus, teaching the selected strategies has started subsequent to this preliminary lesson
following the sample lesson plan described underneath.
- The sample lesson plan
In this study, the researcher has tried to follow the model discussed in chapter two
(section two). According to this model, metacognitively-oriented teaching includes the
ingredients of explicit instruction, modelling, coached practice, interaction, feedback, and
gradual release of responsibility to trainees, which are documented powerful and
successful to training the learners in using comprehension strategies. The researcher has
also tried to go through the phases suggested by Israel (2007: 10-12) which consist of
introducing the strategy, immediate practice, and further practice (see figure 6, chapter 2).
But, the researcher has delayed the third stage (which concerns further practice) until all
the targeted strategies are presented so that learners are enabled to implement them in
combination. In this way, the trainer and trainees have gone through the following steps to
instruct each strategy:
a- Introduction of the strategy
Via an opening statement (examples of these are provided later in this chapter), the
researcher acquaints the students with the desired behaviour. This provides a general
description of what the strategy is, how to implement it, when to utilise it and why it is
necessary to make recourse to it.
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Next, more data is communicated through the handouts furnished to the learners. The
presentation of the targeted strategy, there, is completed by means of worked-out
examples. These are sample sentences or texts analysed to show how the theoretical
information can be brought into practice in concrete readings; they are explained in a way
that raises the subjects’ awareness towards the strategy and its utility for the processing of
texts. The researcher exploits the worked-out examples, to model the behaviour before the
trainees. Furthermore, the handouts are studied in the classroom via the teacher’s
explanations, classroom discussions, modelling and think-aloud activities (see section 2
chapter 2 for more information about modelling and think-aloud activities).
b- Immediate practice of the strategy
Direct rehearsal follows the MK acquisition phase. The trainees start to put into effect
what they have just learnt about the strategy by applying it to their own reading acts. To
whatever extent a trainer can be successful in explaining and modelling the behaviour, it
does not replace the trainees’ personal involvement in performing it; in the course of
repeating the same behaviour several times, the learners gain more awareness of its
significance, instances of use and successful application (Pressley et. al., 1998: 49). Heavy
scaffolding or guidance is offered by the teacher in early stages of the learners’ actual
experience with the strategy. When familiarity with strategy employment is established,
the teacher’s assistance is withdrawn progressively; less and less trainer’s prompts are
given whilst more and more trainees’ initiated applications are taken and free practice is, at
that moment, possible (ibid.).
c- Further practice of the strategy
More practice of the strategy is made in the second period of the treatment which is
described later in this chapter.
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The sample lesson portrayed above is applied to every individual strategy targeted in
the study. The next section accounts for how training, feedback on strategy utility, and
progressive release of responsibility in the strategy use to the trainees have taken place.
3.1.4.3.1.2 Lectures 2-8: Training in guessing vocabulary meaning
The questionnaire (appendix C) indicates that the students problemsolve encountering
new lexical items in one prominent way: to check the dictionary, so the researcher has had
to draw their attention to other possible ways which have been proved practical and
frequently used by good readers. Since a dictionary is neither available nor possible to
check in all reading events, learners should know how to rely on themselves to find
explanations for unknown words they meet here and there when reading print (Boke, 2004:
50); nonfiction in particular (Block and Pressley, 2007: 226). ‘Metacognitive instruction’
or ‘training with awareness’ in determining word meaning from context and/or
morphology is a means that can aid learners to develop such ability (Boke, 2004: 51). It is
worth mentioning that the researcher has decided to start the intervention with word-attack
strategies (guessing from context and word analysis) for the reasons that follow:
•

It is wiser to teach learners to tackle and solve problems at word level as a first step
to handle those faced at text level. By comparison, they are mentally less
demanding than text-attack strategies.

•

Compared with main idea detection and finding details, the metacognitive
knowledge related to them is much less in amount and easier to grasp by
participants.

•

Subjects read a great number of sentences in exercises related to word-attack
strategies (appendix D) which paves the way to reading longer and more complex
selections when time comes to take in hand text-attack strategies.
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•

To allow for more practice of guessing at meaning when participants read texts
intended for the ‘overall practice’ period; here again, they ought to answer
questions about unfamiliar words’ meanings, in conjunction with the other
instructed strategies (appendix H).
Recall that the opening statement presents the what, how, when and why knowledge

[shown in italics between square brackets] (2) pertinent to the strategy in general terms;
the researcher has told the learners that they make a lot of readings of informational
texts under different modules such as 'Methodology', 'Langue de Spécialité' and
'Culture de la Langue', and that sometimes they face the problem of unknown words
without which adequate comprehension is impossible. Furthermore, there are
circumstances where they cannot use the dictionary, because it is not handy or they are
not authorized to as in case of tests and exams [when and where to use the strategy].
They are also informed that they
need to find ways to handle this problem if they want to perform better in their day to day
reading or in tests and exams [why to use it], and that among the ways to circumvent this
obstacle is to study the context where the new item appears and look for clues or hints to
guess its meaning [what the strategy is]. They are told that they will receive training in this
strategy to help them not only overcome critical situations like the aforementioned but also
improve their comprehension of different materials they must or would wish to read
because knowing a language is knowing its vocabulary [why to learn the strategy]. They
are informed the handouts delivered to them (then) supply the necessary data about how to
study the surrounding words with the intention to get the meaning of a new word [how to
use the strategy].

(2)

The researcher draws attention to the type of metacognitive knowledge presented to the learners by
writing it between brackets in italics.
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Once teaching and training on guessing from context (appendix D) is over, learners
move to contend with word analysis strategy (appendix E). Their attention is drawn to the
fact that examining a word’s parts, or root and affixes, is another strategy very useful in
defining the sense of novel vocabulary items to be utilised, generally in complementary
way, with contextual clues. The lists of stems and affixes (appendix E) are studied through
the steps of the sample lesson explained above.
When practice with word-attack strategies is completed, participants have proceeded to
deal with text-attack strategies in the following lessons.
3.1.4.3.1.3 Lectures 9-15: Training in detecting main ideas and finding details
Distinguishing important from less important information is at the same time a vital tool
of print comprehension (Baker and Brown 2002: 354; Boke, 2004: 83) and a vivid signal
of that comprehension (Pressley, 2002b: 295; Wagner et. al., 2001: 49). Besides, basic to
teaching the reading skill is teaching the ability of differentiating the levels of information
importance in a passage via training the subjects to be aware of and practise the
mechanisms that allow for the detection of main ideas and their supporting details. These
are vital means without which satisfactory text comprehension fails (Fry, 2000: 52). That is
why, they have been chosen at the heart of the current study.
To introduce the new strategies, the researcher makes an opening statement taking
account of the declarative, conditional, and procedural types of metacognitive knowledge
allied to them. Consequently, students are told that they read words to comprehend ideas
and sometimes it is not only a single word that is ambiguous but a part of or the entire text
is unclear. They cannot capture what the passage is about; i.e., its main idea is difficult to
detect/or distinguish it from its supporting points, let alone ranking the information in order
of importance. They are informed that these are basic abilities to learn if they wish to
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comprehend texts [what the strategy is], especially that they are learning a foreign
language where reading plays a central role in its acquisition [why to use it]. Knowing and
mastering how to arrange the ideas of a passage from most to least important via
instruction is indispensable for them [why to learn it] to read with success for information,
pleasure, application or answering tests and exams’ questions [when and where to use it].
At this point, in additional handouts (appendix F), the participants are supplied with
more information about detecting main ideas, and real-life examples of how this
knowledge can be implemented in every reading experience they go through. Next, the
learners shift to finding details strategy (appendix G). Here again, instruction has pursued
the stages of the sample lesson presented earlier.
It is very important to mention that in the ‘immediate practice’ exercises the researcher
has tried to link theory with practice by asking some questions. As far as determining
meaning from context/morphology is concerned, typical questions are:
•

What should you do to figure out the sense of the italicised word?

•

Which strategy is better to apply in this specific case?

•

Have you well examined the surrounding ideas and words to discover the sense of
the new item? How about examining the parts of the word?

•

Is it necessary to get an exact synonym of the italicised word or would an
explanation be enough?

Similarly, questions relevant to main idea detection are:
•

What is the subject of the passage under study?

•

Which sentence tells something about that very subject?

•

Which sentence is general enough to encompass all the other sentences in the
passage?
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•

Which sentence is an assertion that needs evidence?

Archetypal questions about finding details are:
•

Is sentence n° 1, 2, 3…..a general statement or specific information about the
subject of the passage?

•

What type(s) of support is (are) used by the writer? Give examples.

•

Is sentence 1, 2, 3 … a topic sentence? Why? Why not?

•

What are the transitions the author used in the passage?

•

What relationships do they express?

The importance of these questions lies in the fact that the researcher employs them to
release responsibility of strategy use to learners. At the beginning, she frequently asks
them while the students read sentences (appendices D and E) or passages (appendices F
and G). After that, she only reminds them to ask themselves these questions in order to be
successful in implementing the strategies while reading and comprehending what they
read.
Furthermore, to make sure that now the participants are able to distinguish between
main idea and trivial details in a concrete form, they are required to outline some of the
passages (from appendices F and G) in the classroom or as homework following the model
provided in appendix G. This is done in an attempt to prepare them for the second period
of the treatment: 'The overall-practice period'.
3.1.4.3.1.4 Lectures 16-26: The overall-practice period
Metacognitively-oriented reading strategy instruction favours a lot of practice extended
over a long period of time (Gourgey, 2001: 27). Baudoin et. al., (1997: xv) also argue that
much rehearsal is required "before students are expected to perform on their own". On
account of this, the participants have undertaken a series of additional exercises where they
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should utilise the repertoire of the operations seen so far to treat a number of selections
(appendix H). The aim is to confirm, consolidate and hopefully automate their use.
Nonetheless, the teacher takes advantage of the supplementary practice to re-teach, reexplain, think aloud again and re-model problematic steps in the execution of any taught
strategy, as suggested by Block and Pressley (2007: 229).
Throughout nearly the whole second month of the intervention (about 4 weeks; i.e., 11
sessions), subjects have carried out the same operations with eight (8) expository texts of
varying topics, length and difficulty (Appendix H). These have been studied in no linear
way. They are not presented, for example, from shortest to longest, or easiest to most
difficult, or from most to least familiar topics because, in real-life situations, reading acts
do not take this linear fashion.
It is inevitable to mention that the selections of the overall-practice period (appendix H)
are informational texts used in the department of English official syllabi. First-year LMD
students, from which the sample of this study is taken, have to study most of the texts
(Acquiring Information, To Tip or not to Tip, Marriage Customs, and Computers) in the
module of 'Methodology', two selections (Supply and Demand, The Brain) in ‘Langue de
Spécialité’ while the two remaining passages (Working Mothers, Classroom Etiquette)
within ‘Culture de la Langue’ lectures. The amount of expository texts the learners have to
handle in the course of their studies justifies the choice of this type of writings, not the
narrative one, in the present study. Additionally, using texts from diverse modules is
projected to make learners aware of the possibility of generalising the use of the strategies
learnt in 'Methodology' over the other modules and not to encapsulate them within it only.
Each lecture in the overall-practice period is devoted to the study of a given text from
appendix H. It opens with a review of the what, how, when and why of each of the
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instructed strategies, and a discussion of the goals (see appendix H) set for attainment at
the end of the reading lesson. There is a fixed set of goals (see appendix H) which appeals
for the use of guessing from context and/or word analysis and distinguishing main ideas
from details via outlining. In order to be made lucid for the learners, the teacher elicits
explanations on how these aims can be achieved thanks to the use of the taught strategies.
With these goals and ways to realise them in mind, the students begin reading the passage.
During reading, the learners are invited to outline it as presented earlier in the lectures
(Appendices F and G). Outlining, which is a form of notetaking, is referred to by Pressley
(2002b: 295) as an active reading task that metacognitively-accomplished readers use
frequently. Besides, “Virtually all informational texts can be semantically mapped in this
way” (Block and Pressley, 2007: 234). The researcher considers outlining information as
optimally suitable for practising the text-attack strategies targeted in this study. An outline
is the best way to demonstrate that participants do really master (or not) the act of
distinguishing essential points from trivia. Learners are allowed the most of the lecture’s
time for reading and outlining the passage under consideration (some passages are handled
in more than one session). When they finish, a student’s outline is reported on the board for
discussion and collective correction if needed. Here again, learners are recommended to
justify their answers vis-à-vis the use of the learnt strategies in a kind of think-aloud
activity to ensure that the gained metacognitive knowledge about strategies is brought into
play by the subjects. When an agreement upon an acceptable outline is reached, the
learners make it part of their notes.
Finally, the participants have to answer some comprehension questions (true/false
statements, yes/no questions and those that link text to self and life) designed by the
researcher herself. These are proposed for two reasons: to check participants'
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understanding of the text, and to give feedback on strategy utility. Stated differently,
learners are guided to see for themselves how learning about and applying strategies help
comprehension to take place.
Feedback is completed stopping at interrogations and instructions such as:
•

Which strategy have you applied to find the explanation to the italicised word?

•

Which clues (contextual, morphological or both) have you studied to find the
word's sense?

•

What words/affixes have you exactly used to guess the meaning of this word? Can
you explain?

•

How have you successfully found the main idea of the passage?

•

Why sentence n° 1 cannot be the topic sentence?

•

Why do you think sentences nº1, 2, 3…. are specific details and not topic
sentences?

•

Can you explain how you have made the difference between main ideas and
supporting ones?

•

Use the outline and not the text to answer the comprehension questions.

These interrogations are, afterwards, followed by annotations and comments like:
•

Notice how you reach correct or at least approximate descriptions of the italicised
words when you employ the strategies you have learnt.

•

X has succeeded (or not) to get a correct description of the word because he has (or
not) been sensitive to the cues in the context/word itself.

•

Notice how your knowledge about how to detect the main idea of a passage helps
you identify its right main ideas and in consequence answer correctly the relevant
questions.
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•

Notice how you can differentiate trivia from main ideas thanks to what you have
learnt about them and thus you can organize text information in a good outline.

•

Using these strategies can be transferred to a variety of topics and texts you meet in
varying modules helping you to understand them.

•

Notice how a good outline helps you in answering the comprehension questions
easily, quickly and correctly.

•

Notice how the outline refers you to the part of the text where you can look for an
answer effortlessly if this does not appear in full in the outline.

Once all the texts assigned for the overall-practice period have been studied the same
way explained earlier, participants have to complete the posttest.
3.1.4.4 The posttest: measuring participants’ improvement
To verify to what extent the participants’ reading comprehension performance has
improved as a result of the intervention, a posttest (appendix I) is administered in the final
step of the present experiment. Like the pretest, the posttest consists of a reading passage
followed by 10 multiple-choice comprehension questions with 4 alternatives each. The
posttest (appendix I) is an extract from the same source of the pretest. In a usual class
meeting, the participants have responded to the posttest requirements consuming
approximately 60 minutes after which their answer sheets are collected for correction,
analysis, and comparison of results with the pretest.
3.1.4.4.1. The posttest results:
The first impression the researcher gets while correcting the participants’ papers is that
there is an obvious improvement in the scores. This improvement needs to be displayed
qualitatively and quantitatively via descriptive and statistical analyses. First, the following
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table has been constructed to have a plain presentation of the participants’ performance in
the posttest in terms of scores, their frequency and relevant number of correct answers.
Table 3: The posttest scores, their frequency and the number of correct answers
Scores

Frequency

N° of correct answers

06

01

03

08

04

04

10

07

05

12

11

06

14

11

07

16

11

08

18

04

09

20

01

10

Taking into consideration that each correct answer is rated 2 points, the table above
reveals that only 5 participants out of 50 have failed to obtain acceptable scores; they
scored between 6 and 8 with 3 or 4 right answers (out of 10). The average, however, is
obtained by 18 participants (out of 50) who have succeeded in reaching 10-12 with 5 or 6
correct replies. The remaining participants, fortunately, have been able to achieve the
grades 14 and more. 27 subjects have scored between 14 and 20; that is, they have
provided from 7 to 10 right answers (out of 10).
Bearing in mind that each correct answer represents 10% of text understanding and that
full comprehension (100%) is reached only if all 10 answers are exact, the outcomes may
be transferred to the following table which makes things clearer and clearer with
percentages of students and their corresponding percentages in comprehension.
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Table 4: The percentages of participants and comprehension in the posttest
Percentage of Students

Percentage of comprehension

02 %

30 %

08 %

40 %

14 %

50 %

22 %

60 %

22 %

70 %

22 %

80 %

08 %

90 %

02 %

100 %

Hence, solely 10% of the sample has not been capable of getting more than 30% or 40%
of the total comprehension. 36% of the participants have realised either 50% or 60% of text
comprehension; this is not an excellent percentage but still an acceptable one. More than
half of the subjects; i.e., 54% have achieved an amount of comprehension equal to or
greater than 70%, as it is hoped for. Their distribution is the following: 22% of the
participants have ended up with 70% of comprehension; another 22% have gained 80% of
comprehension; 08% have realised 90% of text understanding, and 02% have reached the
top percentage of 100% with full comprehension of the passage.
These results may be further analysed by saying that they indicate the existence of three
categories of readers among the participants: poor, average and good. Poor or lowachieving readers are those who have got less than 50% of text comprehension. They
represent 10% of the sample. Average or middle-achieving readers are the students who
have processed successfully 50% or 60% of text information. Good or high-achieving
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readers are those who have accomplished 70%, 80%, 90% or optimal 100% of text
processing.
3.1.5 Reporting the results: comparison of the means
The present study has followed a repeated measures or pretest-posttest design, That is
why,,, the researcher finds it inevitable to analyse the accumulated data of the participants’
performance prior and post to the treatment by way of comparing the means obtained
under both tests; then, by computing the t-test which allows for more reliable analysis of
the results and makes it possible to attribute them to the IV and not to any possibility of
chance interference.
3.1.5.1 Presenting the raw data
The purpose of this study is to examine whether metacognitively-oriented instruction of
the targeted comprehension strategies (guessing word meaning, and finding central and
trivial information in text) would yield positive improvement in the participants’ outcomes
in reading comprehension obtained in the posttest scores in comparison with those of the
pretest. Table 5, in the following page, represents the participants’ results in the pre and
post tests along with the number of more correct answers gained by each participant so that
performances under the two conditions are contrasted.
A first look at each participant’s scores under both conditions (table 5) demonstrates
that almost everyone has scored better in the posttest. Indeed, out of the 50 posttest takers,
44 have gotten better. There are only a very few exceptions to this general observation: 6
participants have not improved; nonetheless, 5 among them have made proof of no
improvement (they have not drawn back), and 1 subject has stepped back by scoring worse
in the posttest.
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Table 5: The Participants’ scores in the pre and post tests
Participants

Pretest

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

10
12
08
12
04
08
06
12
12
10
06
12
04
06
04
12
02
06
06
04
06
12
12
04
02
06
06
04
08
08
06
06
02
04
04
04
08
02
06
12
08
12
04
06
06
04
04
10
08
04

Posttest
10
14
16
10
14
12
12
14
12
10
16
14
12
16
08
20
16
18
14
16
06
16
18
14
18
12
12
16
16
16
10
08
14
12
14
08
10
10
16
12
14
14
10
12
08
14
12
12
18
16

Improvement
00
2
8
-2
10
4
6
2
00
00
10
2
8
10
4
8
14
12
8
12
00
4
6
10
16
6
6
12
8
8
4
2
12
8
10
4
2
8
10
00
6
2
6
6
2
10
8
2
10
12
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Converting the improvement into concrete digits, it can be said that there is one
participant whose performance has slightly decreased with -2 in the score of the posttest. A
little number of participants (5) has maintained the same pretest score; i.e., there is no (00)
difference between pre and post tests’ levels. Numerous among them (20) have realised
modest improvement from 2 to 6 more points. The rest (24), however, were successful in
attaining an increase of 8 to 16 more points in the posttest.
To represent these scores in a graphic way so as it would be visually easier to grasp the
differences between each participant’s performances before the beginning of the
intervention (pretest score) and after it is over (posttest score), the histogram, in the
following page, is drawn.
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Figure 8: Histogram of the individual scores in the pre and post tests
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3.1.5.2 Calculating the means:
To be more concise, the above results need to be treated in corresponding central
tendency and dispersion of scores so that the image of the participants overall behaviours
under both conditions (pre and post tests) gets more obvious. Central tendency is displayed
in two indicators: the mean (or the average: is the result of dividing the sum of all
measurements by the number of participants) the mode (the point on the scale of
measurements with maximum frequency in a distribution) and the median (or medium: is
the middle point of measurements above which there are half of the scores and below
which are other half). Dispersion is shown in the lowest and highest scores with their
respective frequencies (Fr.). After the computations of the median and the mean (by adding
all participants’ scores and dividing them on their number 50), the results are displayed in
the following table:
Table 6: The participants' overall behaviours during the pre and post tests
Central Tendency
Mode

Mean

Dispersion
Median

Low

Fr.

High

Fr.

Pretest

6

6.88

06

02

04

12

10

Posttest

14

13.2

14

06

01

20

01

Glancing at table 6 above, one can notice a great difference between the indicators of
the central tendency: mean and median of the two tests. The mean of the posttest (13.24) is
higher than that of the pretest (6.88). It is nearly the double, which indicates that the
subjects have outperformed themselves. The mode shows that the most frequent score is 06
in the pretest, but it has gone up to 14 in the posttest, which is a remarkable progress of
twice as much as that of the pretest mode.
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The dispersion indicators, also, confirm that participants proved to be poorer readers
during the pretest. The lowest score in the pretest (02) is obtained by 4 participants (08%
of the sample) who have provided only one right answer representing 10% of text
comprehension. In contrast, the lowest score in the posttest is 06, and it is gotten by a
single participant (02% of the sample). It is worth mentioning that though 06 is far from
being a good mark, it is three times better than 02 (the lowest score in the pretest); it is
scored only by one posttest taker who has provided 3 right answers with 30% of text
comprehension. The highest score, the other dispersion indicator, is very significant as far
as the amelioration of the participants post to the treatment is concerned. In the pretest, the
top grade is 12 (6 right answers equivalent of 60% of text comprehension) reached by 10
participants (20% of the sample). On the other hand, in the posttest there is one subject
(02% of the sample) who touched 20 out of 20 (with 10 right answers or 100% of
comprehension). The difference between the best scores in the two tests (12 and 20) is very
high. No subject, prior to the treatment, has exceeded 12 whereas 27 (54% of the sample)
have succeeded in getting 14 and more (14 - 20), following it ( with 7 to 10 right answers
equivalent of 70% and 100% of comprehension).
Comparisons of the means, central tendency, and dispersion aspects are in favour of a
general indication that the participants have performed better under the posttest condition
which may imply that the research results move in the direction of our hypothesis. Yet, the
above interpretations remain descriptive if they are not supported by a statistical test which
gives them more scientific validation. Consequently, a subsequent section is necessary:
that of the t-test.
3.1.5.3 The t-test: testing the hypothesis
3.1.5.3.1 The t-test choice
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The conclusion that the participants have outstandingly improved is due to the
manipulation of the independent variable (metacognitive training of the targeted strategies)
over the dependent variable (performance in reading comprehension) needs necessarily to
be built on a more solid statistical test. The latter leaves no room to suspecting that the
amelioration in participants’ posttest performance may be attributed to pure chance factors.
The choice of a statistical test is dictated by the experimental means followed in the
study. Statistical testing for pretest-posttest design is made possible via three tests: the ttest, the Wilcoxon test, and the sign test. The choice among these options, in fact, has not
put the researcher in embarrassment because of two reasons. In addition to its robustness,
“...the t-test is the most powerful of the available alternatives and should be considered
first.” Miller (1975: 93) asserts.
The computation of the t-test requires from the researcher to consider the fact that there
are no independent samples (experimental and control). Instead, there is only one group of
participants which takes both tests. One common solution for a researcher in a similar
situation is “...to devise the students test papers randomly into two groups and then use the
pretest scores from one group and the posttest scores from the other group in the analysis.
This procedure would mean that each student would be found in either the pretest or
posttest groups but not in both” (Brown 1988: 167) then carrying on the calculation of the t
value using its known formula.
To randomly assign students’ papers to either the pretest or posttest group, the
researcher has enumerated them from 1 to 50, and then she assigned odd numbers to the
pretest group and the even digits the posttest one. In this way, the researcher ends up with
two independent sets of scores whose scorers belong either to the pretest or the posttest
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group. To these two separate groups (called group 1 and group 2) of scores the t-test
statistic is applied.
After justifying the choice of the t-test for the statistical testing of the hypothesis in the
present study and before carrying its computation out, it would be wise to say a word about
the application of the t-test in general, and to the population of scores under consideration
in particular.
3.1.5.3.2 The t-test application and computation
The t-test is calculated to confirm or not the cause-effect relationship between two
variables: the independent variable (IV) and the dependent variable (DV). Applied to this
study, the value of the computed/observed t will let us know that the improvement in the
posttest participants’ reading comprehension scores (DV) is caused by the influence of the
metacognitive teaching of the targeted comprehension strategies (IV) uncontaminated by
chance. By extension, the hypothesis around which this study is built is either validated or
not. As far as the t computation and interpretation are concerned, there are some steps and
conditions to be respected. What follows is a detailed explanation of the t value broad
computational procedure as suggested by Miller (1975: 80f). Here are the meanings of the
abbreviations needed for the calculation of the t value:

N 1 : Number of the participants in group 1.

N 2 : Number of the participants in group 2

X 1 : The mean of group 1.

X 2 : The mean of group 2.

S12 : Variance of group 1.

S 22 : Variance of group 2.

df: degree of freedom.

I. Calculation of the means of the two groups using the formulas:
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X1 =

∑X

and

1

X2 =

N1

∑X

2

N2

S2 =

II. Computation of the variances of each group using the rule:

∑X

2

N

−X

2

III. Calculation of the observed t for independent samples through the formula:

t

N

1

+ N

2

−2

=

(X

1

− X

(N

2
1

)

(N 1

+ N

S 12 + N 2 S 22

2

− 2 )( N 1 N

)(N

1

+ N

2

)

2

)

IV. Finding the number of degrees of freedom via the computational procedure:
df = N1 + N2 – 2

V. Interpretation of the observed t for independent samples:
To make inferences from the value of the observed/calculated t for independent
samples, the researcher must look for the critical/tabulated value of t for the desired level
of significance. The critical value depends on:
• The number of degrees of freedom df (N1 + N2 – 2) in this test.
• The direction of the hypothesis whether it is one or two tailed. A one tailed
hypothesis predicts the effect of the IV on the DV, be it negative or positive whereas a two
tailed hypothesis does not predict the type of effect of the IV on the DV.

VI. Comparison of the t tabulated and observed values and relevant conclusion
If the computed value of t is equal or greater than the tabulated (critical) value, the null
hypothesis (which states that the difference of improvement between the pre and post tests'
sets of scores is due to mere chance) is rejected in favour of the alternate hypothesis (which
states that the improvement in the posttest set of scores is due to the treatment), and thus
the conclusion that the IV has actually affected the DV can safely be made.
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The necessary data to compute the t value specific to the present study particular
population of scores is provided in appendix J; thus, the earlier steps are applied as
follows:
X1 =

I/

∑X

1

N1

=

166
= 6.64
25

X2 =

I/

II/

S

2
1

2

− X1

II/

2

N1
1356
=
− 44.08
25
= 54.24 − 44.08

t

N1 + N 2 − 2

S 22 =

∑X
N2

2
2

=
=

(X

2

/

5184
− 198.245184
=
− 198.24
25
25 X 2
∑ 2 − X.242
= 207.36 − 198S.24
2
= .36 − 198
=2207
2
N2

S22 = 9.12

=

I

− XI 2

=

S12 = 10.16

III/

N2

X 2 = 198.24

2

X 1 = 44.06

∑X
=

2

X 2 = 14.08

X 1 = 6 .64

2
1

∑X

1

− X

(N

1

2

)

(N 1 +

S22 = 9.12

N 2 − 2 )( N 1 N 2 )

S 12 + N 2 S 22

)(N

1

+ N2)

(6 . 64 − 14 . 08 ) (25 + 25 − 2 )(25x25 )
[(25x10.16 ) + (25x9.12 )](25 + 25 )
(− 7.44 )(173.20 )

482x50
− 1288.608
=
= − 8.300
155.241

t 48 = – 8.300
The negative sign (-) of the t value is of no significance because when compared with the
tabulated value it is treated as positive; i.e., the absolute and not the signed value is taken
in consideration while reporting the results.

IV/ df = N1 + N2 – 2 = (25 +25) – 2
df = 48
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V. For 48 degrees of freedom corresponding to 0, 01 level of significance, for one tailed
hypothesis, the value of the tabulated t for independent samples is 2.423 (tabulated t from
Brown 1988: 168 and Miller 1975: 133)

VI. Conclusion
The observed value of t 8.300 is greater than the critical one 2,423 (8.300 ≥ 2,423)
which signifies that the results are statistically significant and the null hypothesis is
rejected in favour of the alternate hypothesis. That is to say, there is only a 1% probability
that chance alone resides behind the result of the experiment, and 99% probability that the
IV (metacognitively-oriented comprehension strategies instruction in the targeted
strategies) is responsible for the improvement witnessed in the DV (participants’
performance in comprehension as measured by the posttest scores) at the end of the
intervention.

3.1.5.4. Overall results analysis
Metacognitive instruction in determining word meaning from context and/or
morphology, identifying key ideas and locating supporting details has led to advancement
in the trainees’ performance in overall reading comprehension. This development is
illustrated in table 7, in the following page, in terms of the number of more correct answers
gained by each participant and its related percentage of improvement.
The gained progress, as table 7 details, has stretched over a large span. It may be
described as weak and undesirable in 12% of incidences where -16.67% or no
improvement in comprehension has taken place; 6 participants have given either one less
correct answer in the posttest or kept the same number of correct answers as the pretest.
Nonetheless, it is average and satisfactory in 60% of the cases where 30 subjects have
improved comprehension from 16.67% to 75% by providing 1 to 4 more right answers. In
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28% of the occasions where 14 participants have gained 5 to 8 more right answers, and
thus have ameliorated their text understanding with a percentage ranging from 100% to
800%, here, the progress can be classified as remarkable and heartening.
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Table7: The participants’ improvement in comprehension performance.
Participants
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

N° of more correct answers Percentage of improvement
0
2
4
-1
5
4
3
1
0
0
4
1
4
5
2
4
7
6
4
6
0
2
3
5
8
3
3
6
4
4
2
1
6
4
5
2
1
4
5
0
3
1
3
3
1
5
4
1
5
6

00%
16.67%
100%
-16.67%
250%
50%
100%
16.67%
00%
00%
166.67%
16.67%
200%
166.67%
100%
66.67%
700%
200%
133.34%
300%
00%
33.34%
50%
250%
800%
100%
100%
300%
100%
100%
66.67%
33.34%
600%
200%
250%
100%
25%
400%
166.67%
00%
75%
16.66%
150%
100%
33.34%
250%
200%
20%
125%
300%
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The results discussed above are grouped and transferred into a graph (figure 9) which
better puts on view the distribution of the subjects’ improvement in percentages. Actually,
it shows a small amount of improvement under or equal to zero per cent (00%) but all
remaining cases testify a progress greater than 16.67% at least.

Figure 9: Improvement distribution in the postest
Figure 9: Improvement distribution in the posttest
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The discussion of the participants’ outcomes suggested to this point answers,
positively, the major question of the present study which concerns the assumption that their
overall text comprehension would be enhanced if they are subjected to metacognitive
training in determining the sense of novel lexis from contexts and/or morphology, finding
key concepts in a passage and setting apart their support details. The answer to the
auxiliary interrogation about the level of progress in each instructed strategy distinctively
is, however, examined in the next section.
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3.1.5.5 Discussion of the findings in individual strategies
For more detailed analysis and comparison of the subjects’ achievements in terms of
individual strategies, tables 8, 9 and 10 are drawn. They sum up the outcomes of the
subjects under both pretest and posttest conditions in every strategy dealt with during the
intervention. A thorough study of the data provided in these tables necessitates different
headings corresponding to the various strategies.

3.1.5.5.1 Guessing word meaning
It is worthwhile to remind that in the two tests there are four (4) questions about
unfamiliar words requiring participants to look for their explanations using the two wordattack strategies instructed, that is contextual clues and word parts (stems and affixes)
analyses. Because a combination of both strategies is necessary to achieve this aim, table 8
represents them under one general heading: guessing word meaning. It shows the mean of
guessing word meaning strategy, the subscores obtained and their matched frequencies in
the pre and post tests.

Table 8: The results of guessing word meaning strategies in the pre and post tests.
Guessing word meaning
subscores

Frequency in the pretest

Frequency in the posttest

0

10

02

1

24

08

2

09

17

3

07

19

4

00

4

The mean

1.30

2.34

The mean of this type of strategies is 1.30 in the pretest, but it jumped to 2.34 in the
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posttest (nearly the double) which stands for the fact that prior to the treatment guessing
word meaning was problematic for a lot of participants. Indeed, 68% (34) of the pretest
takers have found no or just 1 right guess. Among them, 20% (10 subjects) have showed a
complete failure; they scored 00 in these strategies. Only 32% (16 participants) could find
2 or 3 equivalent descriptions for unknown words. None of them, however, has been
successful in reaching full right answers. In other words, no pretest taker has guessed right
the 4 unknown words altogether. These results confirm the findings of the questionnaire
discussed near the beginning of this chapter, and which have demonstrated that instead of
being resourceful and relying on their capacities, learners prefer to make recourse to the
dictionary or someone else to tell them the significance of vocabulary items they do not
know.
Opportunely, the picture gets righter after the intervention. In the posttest, 80% of the
participants (40) have unfolded the sense of 2, 3 or 4 unknown words. Furthermore, there
are only two posttest takers who have failed to guess all unfamiliar words’ meanings at
once as they have scored (0) in this type of strategies. Moreover, the highest subscore
recorded is 4 (against 3 in the pretest). 08% of the subjects (4), after the treatment, have
proved to be able to estimate right the 4 unknown words at the same time, in contrary to
the pretest takers who, without exception, have failed to reach this ceiling: 4 out of 4
correctly guessed words.
All in all, the differences between pretest and posttest results in guessing word meaning
are considerable. In terms of dispersion indicators lowest and highest subscores and their
frequencies, the pretest has witnessed a zero value ten times (20% of participants have got
0) against two zeroes in the posttest (04 % of participants have got 0). The posttest,
however, has seen 4 times the top subscore (4 out of 4) opposed to none in the pretest. As
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far as central tendency is concerned, 80% of the sample has scored more than the average
from 2 to 4 in the posttest whilst only 32 % of them realised 2 or 3 in the pretest. In general
terms, the participants’ guessing word meaning abilities have seen a noteworthy
improvement of 80%.

3.1.5.5.2 Main idea detection
Both the pre and post tests include one question about the main idea of the whole
passage requiring the implementation of main idea detection strategy and the MK acquired
in this regard. Analysing the relevant results leads to deducing that this behaviour has
witnessed the most spectacular advance, as it is displayed in table 9 which reports the mean
of this strategy, its subscores and their relevant frequencies in the two tests.

Table 9: The results of main idea detection strategy in the pre and post tests.
Main idea detection
subscores

Frequency in the pretest

Frequency in the posttest

0

46

1

1

4

49

The mean

0.08

0.98

Comparison of the means of main idea detection demonstrates that the mean of the
posttest (0.98) is more than twelve (12) times better than the mean of the pretest (0.08). In
digital figures of dispersion, the lowest subscore zero (0) is recorded 46 times (92% of the
sample size) in the pretest, but only once (02% of the subjects) in the posttest. The highest
subscore 1 appears in 4 occasions (08% of the participants) before the treatment whereas it
skyrockets to 49 (98%) after the intervention.
These results put in evidence the findings of the questionnaire where the majority of the
students have shown little awareness of how the main ideas of a selection can be identified,
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and thus call for remediation. The latter has been achievable thanks to the training with
awareness the participants have received.

3.1.5.5.3 Finding details
In addition to the questions about word meaning and main idea determining, the two
tests include five (5) other questions needing diving into the text and looking for particular
pieces of information to answer them, and thus making recourse to finding details strategy.
Table 10 below exhibits participants' performance in this particular operation. It contains
the subscores of this strategies and their frequency of occurrence in the pre and post tests.

Table 10: The results of finding details strategy in the pre and post tests.
Finding details subscores

Frequency in the pretest

Frequency in the posttest

0

3

00

1

13

01

2

18

10

3

10

14

4

05

21

5

1

04

The mean

2.06

3.40

A high mean in this strategy should be equal to or greater than 2.5. By comparison, the
mean of finding details under the first condition (2.06) is less than required; it is also
inferior to that of the second condition (3.40). In fact, 34 participants (68% of the sample
size) have failed to answer more than 2 specific information questions in the pretest
opposite to 11 subjects (22% of the sample) in the posttest. The minority of the participants
(16 or 32%) have been able to give 3, 4 or 5 right detailed answers prior to the training
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against 39 (78% of the subjects) following it. On the whole, this means that subjects have
arrived at 65.04% improvement in this particular behaviour.

Conclusion
When responding to the questionnaire at outset of the experimental work conducted in
this study, the participants furnished evidence that they have little awareness of the battery
of reading comprehension strategies readers can exploit to understand as much as possible
from texts they read all along years. Then, the pretest results came to confirm these
findings. The participants’ scores revealed meagre comprehension levels; this implies that
they are in need of instructional intervention.
The latter consisted of training them metacognitively in a number of reading behaviours
helpful in getting an author’s message. Guessing word meaning from contextual and/or
morphological clues, detecting main ideas and spotting their supporting details formed the
core of the treatment which served the subjects to win through many comprehension
problematic areas. Eventually, when tested again the same participants displayed sizeable
change. In the posttest, the majority among them excelled. Their achievements in overall
comprehension as well as in the instructed individual strategies were remarkable.
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Introduction:
The findings of the present study have some implications for instruction, which may
assist reading teachers in the task of training their learners to grow into autonomous
readers who are metacognitively aware of and use effective comprehension strategies. This
task is achievable thanks to the metacognitive reading instruction. Those implications are
presented here. Limitations of the study at hand along with some recommendations and
suggestions for further research are depicted in this chapter too.

4.1 Pedagogical implications
Evidence from the findings of the present research work favours 'metacognitivelyoriented instruction of comprehension strategies' because it leads to improved performance
in reading comprehension, in general, and in the instructed individual strategies, in
particular. For this very reason, teachers are urged to introduce and implement 'training
with awareness' in their reading classes. In effect, little teaching of reading comprehension
strategies takes place in our classrooms. For one thing, reading as an independent module,
is not available in the English department at Constantine University. For another, the
minute teaching of reading comprehension tends to be much more a kind of testing
students’ understanding of texts rather than equipping them with necessary plans of action
to get through print on their own. Wherefrom comes the eager appeal for devoting a
separate module for the skill of reading in the English Department curricula which allows
designing reading lessons based on training learners in text processing strategies following,
among others, metacognitively-oriented instruction.
The mistaken knowledge about the nature of the reading process and the incomplete
understanding of comprehension strategies, the participants made proof of previous to the
intervention via their responses to the questionnaire, have been altered into more
convenient conceptions and actual measures taken to succeed with reading print. The
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performance of the same participants' post to the treatment displayed this; which suggests
that metacognitive reading strategies instruction has been prolific for the learners.

4.1.1 Merits of metacognitively-oriented reading strategies instruction
The merits of 'metacognitively-oriented reading strategies instruction' are numerous. It
aims at producing independent readers who rely on themselves to cope with different texts.
The means, ways and stages this type of training adopts and follows to attain this objective
have been attested to be very effective.
One merit of metacognitive instruction of reading strategies is that it renders learners as
knowledgeable as teachers via the metacognitive knowledge it affords. Theoretical
information about the targeted behaviours and factual data on their constituent steps, stages
of application and the conditions under which it is favourable to implement them raise the
students’ awareness not only to the existence of an arsenal of comprehension operations
but also to their usefulness in processing script in an active manner.
Awareness as such does not suffice to turn out learners into strategy users; practice is
compulsory. As many rehearsal opportunities as possible are required. Indeed,
metacognitive instruction focuses on offering a variety of occasions for exercising the
learnt strategy. Over multiple use instances, responsibility and control of strategy
application is progressively released from the teacher’s hands to the learners’. In this way,
self-confidence with strategy deployment is created and developed steadily in learners.
This feeling influences positively students’ motivation. They experience more interest and
will to take part in an increasing number of reading acts.
An additional advantage of 'training with awareness' is the emphasis it puts on feedback
about two things: the strategy utility and the trainees’ ability in strategy application. First,
the strategy value is predominantly clarified through data about the ‘when’ and ‘why’ the
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strategy is useful and in which ways it eases comprehension. A mass of studies have
illustrated that this type of feedback drives learners to use the presented operations,
especially those learners who know them but do not use them because they are not
cognizant of their worth for comprehension to occur. Second, feedback about the trainees’
effectiveness in strategy implementation is made by stating how well they are performing,
uncovering weaknesses, approving strengths along with suggesting corrections to
misapplications of strategies.
Good strategy execution is the end product of intensive rehearsal. 'Training with
awareness' makes from practice one foundation stone to form insightful print
comprehenders. Success in strategy choice, activation and actual utilisation depend on
adequate exposure to concrete examples, frequent modelling and repeated exercises.
Thanks to considerable amount of experience with the desired operation, learners are
enabled to discover their weaknesses, remedy them, and finally master the strategy use. Put
simply, extensive coached and free practice is critical to skilfulness in strategy
employment which, in its turn, is a means to adequate text comprehension.
Teaching with awareness the basic strategies of determining vocabulary meaning from
its context and/or parts (stems and affixes), and recognizing central concepts and auxiliary
information in expository texts has resulted in notable changes in the trainees’ performance
in these strategies per se as well as in overall reading comprehension. Almost all of them
have witnessed improvement in overall comprehension scores.

4.1.2 Guessing word meaning strategy
Since research has reported, at several times, the positive correlation between
vocabulary knowledge and comprehension, it becomes of paramount import to teach
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learners how to build and enrich their stocks of lexis. Metacognitive vocabulary instruction
is such a powerful means to reach this purpose.
Learners’ gains in guessing at lexis meanings imply that training has been beneficial.
Generally speaking, learners’ performance on this specific operation, in the posttest, is two
times better than it was in the pretest. It can be deduced that a lot among them have
surmounted their problems when coming across novel words. Now, they are capable to
look for cues in the word itself or the surrounding context and unlock its sense. Providing
learners with lists of stems and affixes along with their meanings, like those in appendix E,
adds to their knowledge of the English vocabulary and broadens their perspectives as how
to use this knowledge to comprehend words they meet for the first time. Similarly,
inspecting neighbouring words and how they relate to the unknown lexical item, the way
portrayed in appendix D, helps them envisaging its exact synonym, approximate definition
or -at least- broad explanation so that comprehension is not broken down and the reading
of the text is carried on.

4.1.3 Main idea detection strategy
Research assumes that identifying the main ideas of a passage is “the essence of reading
comprehension”, and a discerning characteristic between beginner and expert readers
(Paris et. al., 1991: 612). This ability is teachable thanks to instructional methods like
'training with awareness' which can assist novice readers to grow into astute ones.
As a matter of fact, metacognitive instruction in the present study has realised its
superlative results in this very reading behaviour. The hazy conceptualisation the learners
possessed about main ideas, as revealed by the questionnaire and the pretest outcomes, gets
clearer thanks to the MK they attained during the intervention. This change is
communicated via the increase seen in the mean of main idea detection which reflects the
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success learners have experienced in recognizing key concepts in the posttest text. Indeed,
raising students’ awareness to features that make an idea central in a passage and to its
position therein assists them in locating it and getting the gist of what they are reading. For
example, when learners are informed that a main idea is a general and an assertive
statement (see appendix F) and they are trained in using this information to spot major
ideas, they become more competent in this ability.

4.1.4 Finding details strategy
While detecting main ideas helps in getting the essence of a selection, identifying
details and facts leads to inclusive comprehension. Distinguishing levels of importance of
information in a text signifies efficient reading.
Learners’ outcomes, with regard to this operation, have witnessed a substantial change.
Their blurred understanding of the characteristics basic to finding out fine points of a
passage expressed prior to the intervention becomes more explicit and unambiguous after
the metacognitive knowledge and training they have gone through. A high percentage of
participants can provide right responses to detailed comprehension questions in the
posttest.
Teachers can safely instruct their students to differentiate principal and peripheral ideas
when reading informational texts in a metacognitive fashion. They can enlighten the
students about how details work, how they differ from main ideas, what their types and
levels are and how they should be organised in an outline, as it is suggested in appendix G.

4.2 Limitations and recommendations
As any piece of research work, this dissertation has its limitations. First of all, this study
is limited in that it focuses on a small number of comprehension strategies. Benefit from
metacognitively-oriented reading instruction is optimal if a repertoire of behaviours larger
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than the instructed one has been at work, particularly in our EFL context where students
are less exposed to this type of teaching. In fact, it would be preferable if more strategies
have been involved in the study, especially as far as word-attack operations are concerned.
The study of cognates makes a good example of such additional strategies.
Time constraints proved to be another restricting condition for the present research
work. Time is needed not only to learn new strategies but also to practise the ones already
taught. Although the training tasks have been relatively considerable, more rehearsal and
extra exercises would be desirable for internalisation and automatisation of strategy use to
take place.
Using expository texts solely is also a restriction in this study. One cannot feel certain
about the transfer of strategy application from informational to narrative writings
eventhough the latter -with almost a universal structural prototype- are considered much
easier to process than the former. It would be feasible for learners to shift strategy
application from informational to narrative texts through transfer exercises if
supplementary opportunities for teaching reading metacognitively were available.
Last but not least, it should be acknowledged that the most important restriction which
resides at the root of most of the abovementioned limitations is the absence of ‘reading’ as
a module standing for its own in the Department of English, at Mentouri University, where
the current experimental study has been carried out. In view of that, comes the call for an
itemised module for teaching reading: “the mother of all study skills” (Fry, 2000: 20).

4.3 Suggestions for further research
The present study has provided answers to the questions posed at the outset of the
experiment and has added confirmation to the argument that advocates metacognitivelyoriented comprehension strategies instruction to be an effective teaching model to follow
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when seeking promoting learners’ comprehension and success with print. Nonetheless, it
raises many other questions and opens more horizons for future research.
1. Metacognitively-oriented comprehension strategies instruction of guessing word
meaning from contextual and/or morphological cues, detecting main ideas and
identifying details has been proved helpful in improving trainees’ performance in
these abilities per se, and in reading comprehension altogether. But, wondering
whether metacognitive training in each of these strategies individually or in
isolation would lead to the same outcomes or not is an unresolved issue demanding
more inquiry and experimentation.

2. Success of metacognitively-oriented reading instruction with strategies other than
the ones dealt with in the present piece of research in promoting trainees’
competence in print processing is a matter requiring future study. Researchers,
educators and teachers are in need for more substantive data about the role
metacognitive training in strategies like summarising, inferring, predicting…etc
plays in good text understanding.

3. The transfer of strategy use among the different language macroskills is a topic that
necessitates further examination. Once a learner gets used to the implementation of
a behaviour in a given area of literacy, reading, for example, does he apply it to
handle situations in other contexts of language learning like listening and writing?.
Another cases in point are the following: after a trainee becomes capable of
executing anticipating the sense of novel lexical items while reading, does he try to
guess at meaning when listening to people talking? Or if he succeeds to recognise
main ideas of a passage thanks to its pertinent body of metacognitive knowledge,
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does he apply this knowledge to construct the main ideas when producing a piece
of writing? Numerous similar questions call for answers in further research.

4. For the considerations of the level the student population (upper-intermediate) and
the context (EFL setting) where the experiment is carried out, and given that
metacognitive knowledge is ‘prerequisite’ for metacognitive control (Brown et. al.,
1986: 67), the present study has investigated the impact metacognitive knowledge which is only one aspect of metacognition- about the instructed operations has on
fostering the trainees’ reading comprehension. Metacognitive control is a salient
component worthwhile investigation. Hence, to investigate the relationship
between metacognitive control and achievement in comprehension is an issue
worthy of consideration. To research to what extent our learners can be successful
in self-regulating their reading through metacognitive assessment tools, such as
checklists and inventories, is another issue.

Conclusion
The improvement in reading comprehension the learners have gained at the end of this
experiment implies that 'metacognitive reading strategies instruction', or 'training with
awareness', can be a fruitful teaching method to adopt, and adapt, in our reading classes.
The sample strategies treated in the study at hand should be enlarged and consequently our
learners’ array of word- and text-attack operations enriched. In this vein, particular
attention should be given to the strategies attested essential for learners to grasp the most
of what they read throughout their academic and daily lives.
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General Conclusion
Reading is a contentious phenomenon, and so is metacognition. There is no
convergence among researchers about their definitions, components, learning and
instructing methods. Accordingly, the debate becomes more and more intense when the
two phenomena are brought together. ‘Reading metacognition’ is a research field rich in
controversies.
The present study is a humble attempt to shed light on the relation between reading
instruction and metacognition. The concern lying behind this research work is the search
for a teaching reading methodology that best assists learners to become autonomous text
comprehenders, especially that reading is the most important skill for learning English at
the university. This study aims at investigating the potential positive effects of
metacognitive instruction on the participants' performance in reading comprehension.
Training has included the reading strategies of guessing the meaning of an unfamiliar word
by using its context and/or morphology, detecting main ideas and finding details. It is
conducted at Mentouri University in Constantine during the academic year 2007-2008. A
sample of fifty first-year students has been randomly involved. There are two data
collection means used in this research work: a questionnaire and a pretest-posttest
experiment.
The theoretical foundations on which this work of research is backed are numerous.
Reading, here, is discussed as being an interactive process where the reader relies on his
past knowledge and the elements of the text to digest its content. Consequently, he needs
both lower and higher level strategies to process print successfully. Bottom-up (e.g. letters'
and words' identification) along with top-down (background knowledge) processes are
used at once to reach comprehension which is the ultimate goal of reading. In this study,
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Comprehension is defined as the interaction between the text and its processor to construct
meaning. The reader's metacognitive awareness about how comprehension works is the
key factor in this interface. Thus, teaching reading should provide learners with this
metacognitive knowledge, and train them in its implementation in tangible readings.
'Training with awareness' or 'Metacognitive instruction' in comprehension strategies is a
good method to raise students’ awareness to the operations necessary for fruitful
understanding to take place. It helps students acquiring factual data about the targeted
strategies and practising using them under the teacher’s guidance initially, then
independently at the end.
Experimenting this methodology has gone through many stages. First, the participants
are pretested to get an idea about their reading comprehension level before they are
submitted to the treatment. Next, they receive training in some reading strategies, namely
guessing word meaning from contextual and/or morphological clues, detecting main ideas
and finding details. Finally, they are posttested to assess their improvement in text
comprehension.
The findings of the intervention confirm that metacognitively-oriented instruction in the
aforementioned reading strategies has enhanced learners’ performance in reading
comprehension. The trainees’ scores in the posttest show that they have considerably
improvedin their achievements in text overall
Eventually, some instructional inferences are made. The most important pedagogical
implication is that metacognitive teaching of comprehension strategies should be applied in
reading classrooms to give students support in meaning making. Likewise, several research
suggestions are presented to be deemed probable hypotheses for further enquiries. For
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instance, we propose to investigate the second component of metacognition which is
metacognitive self-regulation of the reading process for good comprehension of print.
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Appendix A
Metacognitive Awareness of Reading Strategies Inventory
Listed below are statements about what people do when they read academic or school- related materials such as text
books or library books. Five numbers follow each statement (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) and each number means the following:
-1 means "I never or almost never do this."
-2 means "I do this only occasionally."
-3 means "I sometimes do this."
-4 means "I usually do this."
-5 means "I always or almost always do this."
After reading each statement, indicate the response that is appropriate for you by ticking the appropriate box.
Please note that there are no right or wrong answers to the statements in this inventory.

N°

Statements

Never
1

Occasionally
2

Sometimes
3

Usually
4

1
2

I have a purpose in mind when I read.
I take notes while reading to help me understand what I
read.
3
I think about what I know to help me understand what I
read.
4
I preview the text to see what it is about before reading
it.
5
When text becomes difficult, I read aloud to help me
understand what I read.
6
I summarize what I read to reflect on important
information in the text.
7
I think about whether the content of the text fits my
reading purpose.
8
I read slowly but carefully to be sure I understand what
I'm reading.
9
I discuss what I read with others to check my
understanding.
10 I skim the text first by noticing characteristics like
length and organization.
11 I try to get back on track when I loose concentration.
12 I underline or circle information in the text to help me
remember it.
13 I adjust my reading speed according to what I'm
reading.
14 I decide what to read closely and what to ignore.
15 I use reference materials such as dictionaries to help me
understand what I read.
When text
16 when the text becomes difficult, I pay closer attention to
ttention to what I'm reading.
17 I use tables, figures, and pictures in text to increase my
understanding.
18 I stop from time to time and think about what I'm
reading.
19 I use context clues to help me better understand what
I'm reading.
20 I paraphrase (restate ideas in my own words) to better
understand what I read.
21 I try to picture or visualize information to help me
remember what I read.
22 I use typographical aids like boldface and italics to
identify key information.
23 I critically analyze and evaluate the information
presented in the text.
24 I go back and forth in the text to find relationships
among ideas in it.
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Always
5

25
26
27
28
29
30

I check my understanding when I come across
conflicting information.
I try to guess what the material is about when I read.
When text becomes difficult, I reread to increase my
understanding.
I ask myself questions I like to have answered in the
text.
I check to see if my guesses about the text are right or
wrong.
I try to guess the meaning of unknown words or
phrases.
Scoring Rubric
1-Write your response to each statement (i.e., 1, 2, 3, 4,or5) in the appropriate blanks below.
2-Add up the scores under each column and place the result on the line under each column.
3-Divide the subscale score by the number of statements in each column to get the average for each subscale.
4- Calculate the average for the whole inventory by adding up the subscales scores and dividing by 30.
5-Compare your results to those shown below.
6-Discuss your results with your teacher or tutor.

Global Reading Strategies

Problemsolving Strategies

1-……….……
3-………….…
4-………….…
7-………….…
10-…………..
14-……………
17-……………
19-……………
22-……………
23-……………
25-……………
26-……………
29-……………

8-………….
11-…………
13-…..…….
16-…………
18-…………
21-…………
27-…………
30-…………

Support Reading Strategies
2-……..
5-……..
6-……..
9-……..
12-……..
15-……..
20-……..
24-……..
28-……..

………Glob Score
/ 13

……..… Prob Score
/8

………. Sup Score
/9

Overall Score...……
/ 30

……… Glob average

……..… Prob average

….…... Sup average

Overall average…....

KEY TO AVERAGES:

3.5 or higher = high

2.5 – 3.4 = medium

2.4 or lower = low

Student's name: ……………………………………………… Group: …….…
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Appendix B: The Questionnaire
Name:………………………
Group:………….
Repetitive:

Yes

No

English speaking pupil:

Yes

No

Read the following questions then answer them as freely as possible
1- Should you do anything, to comprehend a text very well, before you actually start reading it?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
2- Is there anything you have to do while you are reading a text to comprehend it better?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
3- What should you do if what you are reading gets difficult to understand?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
4- What should you do if you encounter a new word you do not understand?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
5-How can you distinguish between main ideas and details while reading?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
6- What should you do when you finish reading?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
7- What else can you to do understand very well what you read?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Appendix C
The pretest.
Experiments have shown that in selecting personnel for a job, interviewing is at best
a hindrance, and may even cause harm. These studies have disclosed that the judgment
of interviewers differ markedly and bear little or no relationship to the adequacy of job
Line
5

applicants. Of the many reasons why this should be the case, three particular stand out.
The first reason is related to an error of judgment known as the halo effect. If a person
has one noticeable good trait, their other characteristics will be judged as better than
they really are. Thus, an individual who dresses smartly and shows self-confidence is
likely to be judged capable of doing a job well regardless of his or her real ability.
Interviewers are also prejudiced by an effect called the primacy effect. This error

10

occurs when interpretation of later information is distorted by earlier connected
information. Hence, in an interview situation, the interviewer spends most of the
interview trying to confirm the impression given by the candidate in the first few
moments. Studies have repeatedly demonstrated that such an impression is unrelated to
the aptitude of the applicant.

15

The phenomenon known as the contrast effect also skews the judgment of
interviewers. A suitable candidate may be underestimated because he or she contrasts
with a previous one who appears exceptionally intelligent. Likewise, an average candidate
who is preceded by one who gives a weak showing may be judged as more suitable than
he or she really is.

20

Since interviews as form of personnel selection have been shown to be inadequate,
other selection procedures have been devised which more accurately predict candidate
suitability of the various tests devised, the predictor which appears to do this most
successfully is cognitive ability as measured by a variety of verbal and spatial tests.

Question : Circle the right answer A, B, C or D
1/This passage mainly discusses the
(A) effects of interviewing on job applicants
(B) inadequacy of interviewing job applicants
(C) judgments of interviewers concerning job applicants
(D) techniques that interviewers use for judging job applicants

2/The word "hindrance" in line 2 is closed in meaning to
(A) encouragement
(B) assistance
(C) procedure
(D) interference
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3/The word "accurately" in line 21refers to
(A) judgments
(B) applicants
(C) interviewers
(D) characteristics

4/According to the passage , the hallo effect
(A) stands out as the worst judgmental error
(B) takes effect only when a candidate is well dressed
(C) exemplifies how one good characteristics colors perceptions
(D) helps the interviewer's capability to judge real ability

5/ According to the passage, the first impression
(A) can easily be altered or changed author discuss
(B) is the one that stays with the interviewer
(C) is unrelated to the interviewer's prejudices
(D) has been repeatedly demonstrated to the applicant

6/ The word ‘skews’ in line 15 is closest in meaning to
(A) biases
(B) opposes
(C) improves
(D) distinguishes

7/ The word ‘confirm’ in line 12 refers to
(A) devise personal selection
(B) measure cognitive ability
(C) predict candidate suitability
(D) devise accurate tests

8/ The author mentions all of the following reasons why interviewing is
not an accurate way to predict candidate suitability EXCEPT the
(A)- hallo effect
(B) primacy effect
(C) contrast effect
(D) cognitive effect
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9/ The paragraphs following the passage most likely discuss which of the following?
(A) other reasons for misjudgments of applicants
(B) more information on the kinds of judgmental effects
(C) more information on cognitive ability tests
(D) other selection procedures including interviewing

10/ Where in the passage does the author discuss the effects of comparing two
candidates?
(A) Lines 5-7
(B) Lines 11-13
(C) Lines 16-17
(D) Lines 20-22

From Gear and Gear, 1996: 344

Name : ………………………..
Group : …………
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Appendix D

DETERMINING MEANING
FROM CONTEXT
What do you do when you come across unfamiliar words but you don’t have a
dictionary? This chapter will show you how to use context to figure out what
unfamiliar words mean.

Imagine you’ve applied for a job that requires a written test. You answer all the math
questions with no problem, but the reading comprehension section gives you trouble. In the
first passage alone, there are several words you don’t know. You’re not allowed to use a
dictionary. What should you do?
a. Pretend you’re sick, leave the room, and go find a dictionary somewhere.
b. Panic and leave everything blank.
c. Take random guesses and hope you get them right.
d. Use the context of the sentence to figure out what the words mean.
While you might be tempted to do a, b, or c, the smartest choice is clearly d. That’s
because unless the exam is specifically testing your vocabulary, you should be able to use
the context of the sentences to help you determine the meaning of the word. That is, the
words and sentences surrounding the unfamiliar word should give you enough clues to
determine the meaning of the word. You simply need to learn how to recognize those
clues.

What is context?
Context refers to the words and ideas that surround a particular word or phrase to
help express its meaning.

LOOKING FOR CLUES
As you read, you may come across unfamiliar words. You don’t need to look these words
up because if you do a little detective work, you can figure out what these words mean
without the help of a dictionary. This is called determining meaning through context.
Like a detective looking for clues at the scene of a crime, you can look in the context for
clues or surrounding words that will tell you what the unfamiliar words mean. The next
clue is to find out what part of speech each of the new words is. This will make your trips
to the meaning far more productive. You are to use context clues to help you provide a
word that is appropriate in terms of grammar and meaning.

Adapted from Chesla, 2000 : 41-48
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Examples
Each of the sentences in this exercise contains a blank in order to encourage you to look
only at the context provided as you attempt to determine the possible meanings of the
missing word.
Read sentence and supply a word for each blank. There is no single correct answer.
1. I removed …………… from the self and began to read.
2. Harvey is a thief; he would ………he gold from his grandmother’s teeth and not feel
guilty.
3. Unlike his brother, who is truly a handsome person, Hogartty is quite…………
4. The Asian…………, like other apes, is specially adapted for life in trees.
5. But surely everyone knows that if you step on an egg, it will………….

.

6. Tom got new………… for his birthday. It is sports model, red, with white interior and
bucket seats.
1. I removed ………….
from the self and began
to read.

2. Harvey is a thief; he would
………the gold from his
grandmother’s teeth and not
feel guilty.
3. Unlike his brother,
who is truly a handsome
person, Hogartty is quite
…………
4. The Asian……….,
like other apes, is
specially adapted for life
in trees.

5. But surely
everyone knows
that if you step on
an egg, it
will………..
6. Tom got a new……
for his birthday. It is a
sports model, red, with
white interior and bucket
seat

paper
book
newspaper
paper

steal
take
rob

ugly
homely
plain

The number of things that can be taken from a
shelf and read is so few that the word book
probably jumped into your mind at once. Here,
the association between the object and the
purpose for which it is used is so closed that
you have very little difficulty guessing the
right word.
Harvey is a thief. A thief steals. The sentence
that follows contains an explanation of the first
statement. Further, you know that the definition
of thief is: a person who steals
Hogartty is the opposite his brother, and
since his brother is handsome, Hogartty
must be ugly, the word unlike signals the
relationship between Hogartty and his
brother.

gibbon
monkey
chimp
Ape

You probably didn’t write gibbon, which is the
word the author used. Most native speakers
wouldn’t be familiar with this word either. But
since you know that the word is the name of a
type of ape, you don’t need to know anything
else. This is an example of how context can teach
you the meaning of unfamiliar words.

break

You recognized the cause and effect
relationship in this sentence. There is only one
thing that can happen to an egg when it is
stepped on.

car

The description in the second sentence
gave you all the information you needed
to guess the word car

From Baudoin et. al., 1997 : 3-4
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IN SHORT
You can often figure out what unfamiliar words mean from the context in which they are
used. Look for clues in the words and sentences surrounding unfamiliar words to help
determine what they mean. Even if you can’t figure out the exact meaning of a word, you
should at least be able to determine whether the word means something positive or
negative.
From Chesla, 2000: 48

PRACTICE 1
In the following exercise, do NOT try to learn the italicized words. Concentrate on
developing your ability to guess the meaning of unfamiliar words using context clues.
Read each sentence carefully, and write a definition, synonym, or description of the
italicized word on the line provided.
1.

2.

3.

WeWe
watched
asasthe
throughthrough
the grass
watched
thecatcatquickly
came quickly
thetoward
thegrass
bird. When it just a few feet from the victim, it
gathered
its legs under itself, and pounced.
o
Some people have no difficulty making the necessary
changes in their way of life when they move to foreign
country; others are not able to adopt as easily to anew
environment.
In spite of the fact that the beautiful egret is in danger of
dying out completely, many clothing manufacturers still offer
handsome prices for their long, elegant tail feathers, which are
used as decorations on ladies hats.

4.

When that the club was planning to admit women, the colonel
began to inveigh against all forms of liberalism; his shouting
attack bean with universal voting and ended with a protest
against divorce.

5.

The snake slithered through the grass.

6.

The man thought that the children were defenseless, so he
walked boldly to the oldest and demanded the money.
Imagine his surprise when they began to pelt him with rocks.

7.
.

Experts in kinesics, in their study of body motion as related to
speech, hope to discover new methods of communication.

8.

Unlike her gregarious sister, Jane is a shy, unsociable person
who does not like to go to parties or to make new friends.

9.

After a day of hunting, Harold is ravenous. Yesterday, fore
example; he ate two bowls of soup, salad, a large chicken, and
a piece of chocolate cake before he was finally satisfied.
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10.

After the accident, the ship went down so fast that we weren’t
able to salvage any of our personal belongings.

From Baudoin et. al., 1997 : 5

PRACTICE 2
Determine the meaning of the italicized words in the sentences below using contextual
clues.
1.

The major points of your plan are clear to me, but the details are still
hazy.

2.

By anticipating the thief’s next move, the police were able to arrive
at the bank before the robbery had occurred.

3.

All the palace laundry, when gathered for washing, formed a massive
bundle that required the combined efforts of all the servants to carry.

4.

“Give me specific suggestions when you criticise my work,” said the
employee. “Vague comments do not help me improve.”

5.

The apple appeased my hunger temporarily, but I could still eat a big
dinner.

6.

After the attacks on civilians by army troops, a committee met to try
to discover could have provoked such action.

7.

The king manifested his pleasure with a hearty laugh.

8.

The nation’s highway death toll has increased every year since the
invention of the automobile.

9.

The workers’ lives were wretched; they worked from morning to
night in all kinds of weather, earning only enough money to buy their
simple food and cheap clothes.

10.

In a series of bold moves, government attorneys attacked the
mammoth auto industry, saying that the size of the business
endangered the financial freedom of the individual buyer.

From Baudoin et. al., 1997 : 92
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Appendix E

Stems and Affixes
Using context clues is one way to discover meaning of an unfamiliar word. Another
way is word analysis, that is, looking at the meanings of parts of words. Many English
words have been formed by combining parts of older English, Greek, and Latin words. If
you know the meaning of some of these word parts, you can often guess the meaning of an
unfamiliar English word, particularly in context.
For example; reports is formed from re, which means back, and port, which means
carry. Scientist is derived from sci, which mean know, and ist, which means one who. Port
and sci are called stems. A stem is the basic part on which groups of related words are
built. Re and ist are called affixes, that is, word parts that are attached to stems. Affixes
like re, which are attached to the beginning of stems, are called prefixes. Affixes attached
to the end, like ist, are called suffixes.
Generally, prefixes change the meaning of word and suffixes change its parts of speech.
Here is an example:

Stem

pay (verb)

honest (adjective)

Prefix

repay (verb)

dishonest (adjective)

Suffix

repayment (noun)

dishonestly (adverb)

Word analysis is not always enough to give you precise definition of a word you
encounter in a reading passage, but often along with context it will help you to understand
the general meaning of the word so that you can continue reading without stopping to use a
dictionary.
Below is a list of some commonly of occurring stems and affixes. Study their
meanings. Give examples of other words you know that are derived from these stems and
affixes. Then do the exercises that follow.

Prefixes
com-, con-, col-, cor-, cotogether, with
in-, im-, il-, ir- in, into, on
microsmall
prebefore
re-, retroback, again
antebefore
circum- around
contra-, antiagainst
interbetween
intro-, intrawithin
postafter
sub-, suc-, suf-, sug-, sup-, susunder
superabove, greater, better
transacross
in-, im-, il-, irnot

cooperate, connect
invade, insert
microscope, microcomputer
prepare, prehistoric
rerun, retrorocket
anterior, ante meridiem(A.M)
circumference
anti-war, contrast
international, intervene
introduce, intravenous
post-game, post-graduate
subway, support
superior, supermarket
trans-Atlantic, transportation
impolite, illegal
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Stems

-chron-dic-, -dict-graph-, -gram-log-, -ology-phon-scrib-, -script-spect-vid-,-vis-audi-, -audit-ced-duc-flect-mit-, miss-pon-, -pos-port-sequ-, -secut-spir-ven-, -vene-voc-, vok-

time
say, speak
write, writing
speeh, word, study
sound
write
look at
see
hear
go, move, yield
lead
bend
send
put, place
carry
follow
breathe
come
call

chronology, chronological
dictator, dictation
telegraph, telegram
biology
telephone
describe, script
inspect, spectator
video, vision
auditorium, auditor
precede
introduce
reflect, flexible
remit missionary
postpone, position
portable
consequence, consecutive
inspiration, conspiracy
convene, convention
vocal, revoke

Suffixes
-er, -or
-ist
-tion, -ation
-able, -ible, -ble
-ous, -ious, -ose

one who
one who
condition, the act of
capable of, fit for
full of, having he quality of

worker, spectator
typist, biologist
action, celebration
trainable, defensible
poisonous, anxious, verbose

From Baudoin et. al., 1997: 9-10 and 53

Practice 1
1. In each item, select the best definition of the italicised word.
a. He lost his spectacles.
…….. 1. glasses
…….. 2. gloves

…….. 3. pants
…….. 4. shoes
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b. He drew concentric circles.
1.

3.

2.

4.

c. He inspected their work.
…….. 1. spoke highly of

……. 3. Examined closely

……... 2. did not examine

…….. 4. did not like

2. Circle the words where in- means not. Watch out; there are false negatives in this list
Inject

inside

insane

inspect

Invaluable

inflammable

inactive

invisible

In current usage, the prefix co is frequently used to form new words (for example, co+
editor becomes coeditor). Give another example of words that uses co in this way.

The prefix re- (meaning again) often combines with simple verbs to create new verbs
(for example, re- + do becomes redo). List three words familiar to you that use re- in this
way.

From Baudoin et. al., 1997: 10

Practice 2
Following is a list of words containing some of the stems and affixes introduced in this
unit. Definitions of these words appear on the right. Put the letter of the appropriate
definition next to each word.
1.

microbe

a. an instrument used to make soft sounds louder

2.

phonology

b. not to be seen

3.

audience

c. a group of listeners

4.

chronicler

d. the study of speech sound

5.

chronology

e. not normal
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6.

irregular

7.

microphone

8.

invisible

f. a historian; one who records events in the order in
which they occur
g. an organism too small to be seen with the naked
eye
h. a listing of events arranged in order of their
occurrence

9.

anteroom

a. characterized by a noisy outcry or shouting

10.

antecedent

b. a room forming an entrance to an other one

11.

vociferous

c. the career one believe oneself called to;
one’s occupation or profession

12.

vocation

d. something that happened or existed before
another thing

13.

subsequent

14.

subscript

e. following in time, order or place

a. the observation or examination of one’s
thought process

15.

superscript

b. a letter or a symbol written immediately
below and to the right of another symbol

16. .

intervene

c. a logical result or conclusion; the relation
of effect to cause

17.

introspection

d. a letter or a symbol written immediately
above and to the right of another symbol

18.

convene

e. to come between people or points in time

19.

consequence

f. to come together as a group

From Baudoin et. al., 1997: 12, 55 and 56
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Practice 3
In each item, select the best definition of the italicized word or phrase or answer the
question.
1. The first thing Jim did when he got off the train was look for a porter.
a. a person who sells tickets
b. taxi cab

c. person who carries luggage
d. door to the luggage room p53

2. No matter what Fred said, Noam contradicted him.
a. said the opposite

c. laughed at him

b. yelled at him

d. didn’t listen to him

3. The doctor is a specialist in the human respiratory system. She is an expert on
a. bones.
b. lungs

c. nerves.
d. the stomach

4. He circumvented the problem.
a. described

c. went around, avoided

b. solved

d. wrote down, copied

5. Which is a postscript?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Dear

ÇÇÇÇÇÇÇ
ÇÇÇÇÇÇÇ
Sincerely

nnnn

RS

m.r John Smith
nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
nn
nnnnnnnnn n n

6. Use what you know about stems and affixes to explain how the following words were
derived:
a. telephone
b telegram
c. television
7. When would a photographer use a telephoto lens for his camera?
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8. Use world analysis to explain what support means

9. What is the difference between interstate commerce and intrastate commerce?

10. Atone time many, European tons depended on the system of aqueducts built by the
Roman for their water supply. What is an aqueduct?

11. If a person has a receding hairline, what does he look like?

12. The abbreviation A.M. ( as in 10.30 A.M) stands for ante meridian. What do you think
P.M. (as in 10.30 P.M.) stands for?

13. Consider these sentences:
a. He subscribes to Time magazine.
b. He subscribes to the theory that the moon is made of green cheese?
Explain how these meaning of subscribe developed from the meaning of sub and scribe.

From Baudoin et. al., 1997: 53-55

Practice 4
Word analysis can help you to guess the meaning of unfamiliar words. Using context clues
and what you know about word parts, write a synonym, description, or definition of
italicized words.
1.

Despite evidence to the contrary, Mark really
believes that he can pass an exam without studying.

2.

I haven’t finished the report you asked for yet; let’s
postpone our meeting until next Tuesday.

3.

Ask your supervisor if you can take your vacation
next month.

4.

Please remit your payment in the enclosed envelop.
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5.

Something must be wrong with that machine. It
won’t type superscript correctly.

6.

Antibiotics, such as penicillin, help the body fight
bacterial but not viral infection.

7.

Nowadays, very little mail is transported by train.

8.

Don’t invite Frank again; his behaviour tonight was
inexcusable.

9.

Scientist study the interaction between parents and
their babies to better understand how infant learn.

10.

After the plane crash, the pilot had to fix his radio
before he could transmit his location.

11.

The committee decided to stop working at noon
and to reconvene at 1: 30.

12.

The State of Texas revoked his driver’s license
because he had too many accidents.

13.

This material is very useful because it is strong yet
flexible.

14.

Barbara wanted to buy a portable typewriter.

15.

The Portuguese sailor Magellan was the first
person to circumnavigate the word.

16.

The king imposed a heavy tax on his people to
pay for his foreign wars.

From Baudoin et. al., 1997: 55-56
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Practice 5
Words analysis can help you to guess the meaning of unfamiliar words. Using context
clues and what you know about word parts, write a synonym, description, or definition of
the italicized words.
1.

The doctor asked Martin to inhale and hold his
breath for 10 seconds.

2.

Many countries import most of the oil they use.

3.

Three newspaper reporters collaborated in writing
these series of articles.

4.

It is Joe’s prediction that by the year 2000 there
will be a female president of the United States.

6.

Historians use the inscription on walls of ancient
temples to guide them in their studies.

7.

You cannot sign up for class first day it meets in
September; you must preregister in August.

8.

After his long illness, he didn’t recognize his own
reflection in the mirror.

9.

I dictated the letter to my secretary over the phone.

10.

I’m sending a sample of my hand writing to a
graphologist who says he can use it to analyse my
personality.

11.

That university has a very good microbiology
department.

12.

Phonograph recordings of early jazz musicians
are very valuable now.

13.

At the drug store, the pharmacist refused to give me
my medicine because she could not read the
doctor’s prescription.

14.

He should see a doctor about his chronic cough.

15.

Maureen was not admitted to graduate school this
year, but she reapplied and was admitted for next
year.
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16.

I recognize his face, but I can’t recall his
name.

17.

Ten years ago, I decided not to complete high
school; in retrospect I believed that was a bad
decision.

18.

She uses audiovisual aids to make her speech
more interesting.

19.

Some people believe it is immoral to fight any
war.

20.

Barbarian are born healthier when their mother
good prenatal care.

From Baudoin et. al., 1997: 11-12
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Appendix F

FINDING
THE MAIN IDEA
Finding and understanding the main idea of a text is an essential reading skill. This
chapter will show you how to distinguish the main idea from its support.
Imagine that one of your coworkers has just handed you something to read. “What’s it
about?” you ask. You’d like to know what to expect when you sit down to read. But your
question won’t really get you the answer you’re looking for. That’s because you’ve only
asked about the subject of the text. The subject—what a text is about—is only half the
story. When writers write, it is always for a reason. They have something they want to
write about, and they have something they want to say about that subject. When you look
beyond the facts and information to what the writer really wants to say about his subject,
you’re looking for the main idea.
Thus, you can have ten different things to read about home computers, but each of these
texts can be as different as New York City is from Wakita, Kansas, because they can all
have completely different main ideas.

HOW THE MAIN IDEA WORKS
Let’s take a look at a sample paragraph to see exactly how the main idea works. Read the
passage below carefully and answer the question that follows:
The demand for health care workers is on the rise. The government’s Bureau of Labor
Statistics (BLS) reports that employment in health service industries through the year
2005 will grow at almost double the rate of all other (nonfarm) wage and salary
employment. In sheer numbers, about 9 million American workers are now employed in
health services. By 2005, that number is expected to be at about 13 million—an increase of
nearly 4 million jobs.
1. What is the main idea of this paragraph?

If you answered “jobs in health care,” it is a good start, but not quite right. You’ve
identified the subject of this passage. But you’ve also confused the subject with the main
idea. “Jobs in health care” is what the paragraph is about, but it is not what the writer
wants to say about that subject. It is not the main idea. The main idea is what the writer has
to say about jobs in health care. Thus, the correct answer to the question, the main idea of
the paragraph, is this: The demand for health care workers is on the rise. This sentence
expresses the main idea because it shows both what the subject is and what’s important or
interesting about that subject. It also tells readers that they should expect to learn about this
increased demand for health care workers in the rest of the paragraph.

What’s a Main Idea?
A main idea is the overall
fact, feeling, or thought a
writer wants to convey
about her subject.

A writer’s job is not only to make his or her main idea
clear but also to support that main idea.
A main idea says something about the subject, but there’s
more. A main idea must also have the following
characteristics:
1. It must be general enough to encompass all of the ideas
in the passage.
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2. It must be an assertion.

Main Ideas Are General
The main idea of a passage must be something that is general enough to encompass all of
the ideas in the passage. That is, it should be broad enough that all of the other sentences in
the passage fit underneath it like people under an umbrella. For example, look again at the
paragraph about the demand for health care workers above. The first sentence states the
general main idea. Then each sentence that follows gives specific facts and statistics to
support that main idea. These sentences provide specific evidence to show that the main
idea is valid or true. They all fit under the “umbrella” of the larger idea—that the demand
for health care workers is on the rise. The demand for health care workers is on the rise.

PRACTICE 1
In each group of sentences below, which sentence is general enough to be the main idea?
Group A
1. Hundreds of thousands of people were killed during the decades of fighting.
2. The African country of Angola is still feeling the effects of its long and bloody civil war.
3. The civil war, which lasted 19 years, finally ended in 1994.
4. Though the government is officially in control, UNITAS rebel forces still hold over half
of the country’s territory.
Group B
1. There were only 15 work-related accidents last year.
2. Previous years show an average of 30 accidents per year.
3. This drop is largely due to the new “Checks and Balances Safety System.”
4. The number of work-related accidents has dropped by 50 percent this year.

Answers
Group A
In group A only sentence number 2 is general enough to be the main idea. Notice how the
other sentences give specific details about the Angolan civil war and therefore fit under
sentence 2’s umbrella.
Group B
In Group B, only sentence number 4 is general enough to be the main idea. It does provide
a specific percentage (50 percent). But notice how all the other sentences give specific
details about how and why the number of accidents dropped by 50 percent. Thus, sentences
1–3 fit under the umbrella of sentence 4.

Main Ideas Are Assertions
The main idea must also be some kind of assertion about the subject. An assertion is a
claim that needs to be supported with specific details or evidence. Even matters of fact
(things that are known to be true) can be assertions. The assertion “The demand for health
care workers is on the rise” works as a main idea because it is a general assertion that
needs some supporting details to show that it is true. In other words, the main idea tells
readers that something is true. The supporting sentences, on the other hand, show that it is
true by providing specific facts and details.

What’s an Assertion?
An assertion is a claim that requires evidence or support in order for it to be
accepted as true.
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PRACTICE 2
Which of the following are assertions that require evidence or support?
1. Red is a primary color.
2. Red is the prettiest color.
3. Employees may work overtime.
4. Company policy states that employees must have permission to work more than 10
hours of overtime.
5. We should get paid more for overtime.
6. Fewer employees working more overtime hours would cost more than more employees
working fewer overtime hours.

Answers
Sentences 2, 5, and 6 are assertions that require support. Sentences 1, 3, and 4, on the other
hand, are simple statements of fact that do not require support.

TOPIC SENTENCES AND WHERE TO FIND THEM
Writers often state their main idea in one or two sentences so that readers can be very clear
about the main point of the text. A sentence that expresses the main idea of a paragraph is
called a topic sentence. In the paragraph about health care workers, the first sentence
expresses the main idea; it is the topic sentence for the paragraph. Topic sentences are
often found at the beginning of paragraphs. But not all paragraphs begin with a clear topic
sentence. Sometimes writers begin with specific supporting ideas that lead up to the main
idea. In this case, the topic sentence is often found at the end of the paragraph. Here’s an
example:
When I was in kindergarten, I wanted to be an astronaut. When I was in junior high school,
I wanted to be a doctor. When I was in high school, I wanted to be a teacher. Today, I’m
35 and I’m a fire fighter. I had a lot of career goals when I was growing up, but none of
them correspond to what I actually turned out to be.

What’s a Topic Sentence?
A sentence in a paragraph that
clearly expresses a writer’s main
idea is called a topic sentence.

Notice how the last sentence in the paragraph is the
only sentence that serves as an umbrella for all of
the other sentences in the paragraph. Sometimes the
topic sentence is not found at the beginning or end
of a paragraph but rather somewhere in the middle.
And in still other cases, there won’t be a clear topic
sentence at all. But that doesn’t mean there is no
main idea. It is there, but the author has chosen not
to express it in a clear topic sentence. In this case,
you have to look carefully at the paragraph for clues
about the main idea.

MAIN IDEAS IN PARAGRAPHS AND ESSAYS
When readers talk about a text (an article, memo, or book, for example), they generally
claim it has one main idea. But if it has more than one paragraph, shouldn’t it have as
many main ideas as it has paragraphs? Yes and no. Each paragraph should indeed have its
own main idea. In fact, that’s the definition of a paragraph: a group of sentences about the
same idea. At the same time, however, each paragraph does something more. It works to
support the main idea of the entire passage. Thus, there is an overall main idea (often
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called a theme or thesis) for the text. The main idea of each paragraph should work to
support the overall main idea of the entire text (you’ll find a diagram of this structure in the
next chapter).

PRACTICE 3
Look again at the following passage. (The paragraphs are numbered to make the questions
easier to follow.) Read the passage carefully to find the main idea. Remember that the
main idea should both make an assertion about the subject and be general enough to hold
together all of the ideas in the paragraph.
(1) According to a recent study conducted by Elmont Community College, distance
learning is a legitimate alternative to traditional classroom education. (2) In February, the
college surveyed 1,000 adults across the country to see if distance learning programs were
meeting the needs of the students. Five hundred of those surveyed were enrolled in
traditional, on-campus classes and 500 were enrolled in “virtual” classes that “met” online
through the Internet. These online classes were offered by 29 different universities. All
students surveyed were in degree programs. (3) A large majority of the distance learning
students -87 percent- said they were satisfied with their learning experience.
“This was a much higher percentage than we expected,” said Karen Kaplan, director of the
study. In fact, it was just short of the 88 percent of traditional classroom students who
claimed they were satisfied. (4) In addition, many distance learning students reported that
the flexibility and convenience of the virtual environment was more important to them than
face-to-face interaction with classmates and instructors. While they missed the human
contact, they really needed the ability to attend class any time of day or night. This is
largely due to the fact that nearly all distance learning students -96 percent- hold full-time
jobs, compared to only 78 percent of adult students enrolled in traditional classes.
1. What is the subject of this passage?
2. What is the main idea of paragraph 2?
3. What is the main idea of paragraph 3?
4. What is the main idea of paragraph 4?
5. What is the overall main idea of the passage?

Answers
1. The subject of this passage is distance learning.
2. The main idea of paragraph #2 is: The College surveyed 1,000 students to see how
distance learning compared to regular classroom learning.
This idea is expressed in the first sentence of that paragraph.
3. The main idea of paragraph #3 is: 87 percent of the distance learning students were
satisfied. This idea is expressed in the first sentence of that paragraph.
4. The main idea of paragraph #4 is: The flexibility and convenience were very important
to distance learning students. This idea, again, is expressed in the first sentence of that
paragraph.
5. The overall main idea of the passage is expressed clearly in the second part of the very
first sentence: “distance learning is a legitimate alternative to traditional classroom
education.” This is the idea that the main ideas from all of the other paragraphs add up
to. Just like the main idea in a paragraph has to be general enough to cover all the ideas
in the paragraph, the overall main idea has to be general enough to encompass all of the
ideas in the passage. The main ideas in paragraphs 2, 3, and 4 all work to support this
overall main idea.
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HOW MAIN IDEAS HELP YOU REMEMBER
The main idea is the most important part of a paragraph or passage, and it is therefore the
most important thing to remember. That is why,, it is so important to be able to identify the
main idea of whatever you read. The main idea gives you a context in which to place the
specific facts and ideas expressed in the rest of the paragraph. That is, it gives you a
framework for understanding the rest of the passage—a sense of “here’s what it all adds up
to.”

What’s a Paragraph?
A paragraph is a group of sentences about the same idea.

What’s a Thesis?
The overall main idea for a whole text (such as an article, essay, or memo) is
often called a thesis.

IN SHORT
Main ideas have three characteristics:
1. They say something about the subject.
2. They make an assertion about the subject.
3. They are general.
Main ideas are often expressed in clear topic sentences and are accompanied by
sentences that offer specific support. In longer texts, each paragraph has a main idea,
and each main idea works to support the main idea of the whole passage. Finding the
main idea will help you focus on what to remember and give facts and details a context.

From Chesla, 2000 : 67-78

More practice
Read the following paragraphs. Concentrate on discovering the main idea. Remember;
don’t worry about the details in the selections. You only want to get the general message.
After each of the first five paragraphs, select the statement that best expresses the main
idea. After paragraphs 6 and 7, you will not see the multiple-choice format. Instead, you
will write a sentence that expresses the main idea on your own words.

Paragraph: 1

The first invention of human beings was the wheel. Although no wheel forms
are found in nature, undoubtedly the earliest “wheels” were smooth logs which were
used for moving weights over the earth’s surface. No one recorded who he or she was
or when it happened, but when “the first inventor” placed a wheel on an axle, people
began to roll from one place to another. Records of this type of wheel have been
found among the Egyptian relics dating back to 2,000 B.C. and earlier Chinese
civilisation are credited with independent invention of the same mechanism. The
wheel so fascinated the human mind that people have spent centuries building
machines around it: yet in over 4,000 years its basic design has remained unchanged.
All about us we see the spinning shafts, gears, fly wheels. The roaring propeller of an
aircraft engine, the whirling wheel of a giant steam turbine, and the hairspring of a
tiny watch are examples of the rotary motion which characterizes our mechanical
world. It is hard to conceive of continuous motion without the wheel.
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Select the statement that best expresses the main idea of the paragraph.
...........a. The wheel is used today in industry and transportation.
……...b. One of human beings’ first inventions, the wheel, has remained important for
4,000 years.
……...c. The basic design of the wheel has been changed to meet the needs of industrial
society.
……...d. Although we don’t know exactly who invented the wheel, it is evident that the
Egyptians and Chinese used it about 4,000 years ago.

Paragraph: 2

At the University of Kansas art museum, investigators tested the effects of
different coloured walls on two groups of visitors to an exhibit of paintings. For the
first group the room was painted white; for the second, dark brown. Movement of
each group was followed by electrical system under the carpet. The experiment
revealed that that those who entered the dark room walked more quickly, covered
more area, and spent less time in the room than the people in the white environment.
Dark brown stimulated more activity, but activity ended sooner. Not only the choice
the choice of colours but also the general appearance of a room communicates and
influences those inside. Another experiment presented subjects with photographs of
faces that were to be rated in terms of energy and well-being. Three groups of
subjects were used: each was shown the same photos, but each group was in a
different kind of room. One group was in an “ugly” room that resembled a messy
storeroom. Another group was in an average room- a nice office. The third group
was in a tastefully designed living room with carpeting and drapes. Results showed
that subjects in the beautiful room tented to give higher rating to the faces that did
those in the ugly room. Other studies suggest that students do better on tests taken in
comfortable, attractive rooms than in ordinary-looking or ugly rooms.

Select the statement that best expresses the main idea of the paragraph.
………a. People in beautiful rooms tend to give higher ratings to photographs of faces than
people in ugly rooms.
………b. The color and general appearance of a room influence the behaviour and attitudes
of the people in it.
………c. The University of Kansas has studied the effects of the color of a room on
people’s behaviour.
………d. Beautifully decorated, light-colored rooms make people more comfortable than in
ugly, dark rooms.

Paragraph: 3

Teaching is supposed to be a professional activity requiring long and
complicated training as well as official certification. The act of teaching is
looking upon as a flow of knowledge from a higher source to an empty container.
The student’s role is one of receiving information; the teacher’s role is one of
sending it. There is a clear distinction assumed between one who is supposed to
know (and therefore not capable of being wrong) and another, usually younger
person who is supposed. However, teaching need not be the province of a special
group of people nor need it be looked upon as a technical skill. Teaching can be
more like guiding and assisting than forcing information into a supposedly empty
head. If you have a certain skill you should be able to share it with someone. You
do not have to get certified to convey what you know to someone else or to help
them, in their attempt to teach themselves. All of us, from the very youngest
children to the oldest members of our cultures should come to realize our own
potential as teachers. We can share what we know, however little it might be,
with someone who has need of that knowledge or skill.
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Select the statement that best expresses the main idea of the paragraph.
………a. The author believes that it is not difficult to be a good teacher.
………b. The author believes that every person has the potential to be a teacher.
………c. The author believes that teaching is a professional activity requiring special
Training.
………d. The author believes that teaching is the flow of knowledge from a higher source
to an empty container.

Paragraph: 4

Albert Einstein once attributed the creativity of a famous scientist to the fact
that he “he never went to school, and therefore preserved the rare gift of thinking
freely.” There is undoubtedly a truth in Einstein’s observation: many artists and
geniuses seem to view their schooling as a disadvantage. But such a truth is not a
criticism of schools. It is the function of schools to civilize, not to train explorers.
The explorer is always a lonely individual whether his or her pioneering be in art,
music, science, or technology. The creative explorer of unmapped lands shares
with the geniuses what William James described as the “faculty of perceiving in
an unhabitual way”. Insofar as schools teach perceptual patters they tend to
destroy creativity and genius. But if schools could somehow exist solely to
cultivate genius, then society would breakdown. For the social order demands
unity and widespread agreement, both traits that are destructive to creativity.
There will always be conflict between the demands of society and the impulses of
creativity and genius.

Select the statement that best expresses the main idea of the paragraph.
………a. Albert Einstein and other geniuses and artists have said that schools limit schools
and genius.
………b. Schools should be designed to encourage creativity.
………c. Explorers can be compared to geniuses because both groups look at the world
differently from the way most people do.
………d. Schools can never satisfy the needs of both geniuses and society as a whole.

Paragraph: 5

Perhaps the most startling theory to come out of kinesics, the study of body
movement, was suggested by Professor Ray Birdwhistell. He believes that
physical appearance is often culturally programmed. In other words, we learn our
looks- we are not born with them. A baby has generally unformed facial features.
A baby, according to Birdwhistell, learns where to set eyebrows by looking at
those around- family and friends. This helps explain why the people of some
regions of the United States look so much alike. New Englanders or Southerners
have certain common facial characteristics that cannot be explained by genetics.
The exact shape of the mouth is not set at birth, it is learned after. In fact, the
final mouth shape is not formed until well after permanent teeth are set. For
many, this can be well into adolescence. A husband and wife together for a long
time often come to look some what alike. We learn our looks from those around
us. This is perhaps why in a single country there are areas where people smile
more than those in other areas. In the United States, for example, the South is the
part of the country where the people smile most frequently. In New England they
smile less, and in the Western part of New York state still less. Many Southerners
find cities such New York cold and unfriendly, partly because people on Madison
Avenue smile less than people on Peachtree Street in Atlanta, Georgia. People in
densely populated urban areas also tend to smile and greet each other in public
less than do people in rural areas and small towns.
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Select the statement that best expresses the main idea of the paragraph.
………a. Ray Birdwhistell can tell what region of the United States a person is from by
how much he or she smiles.
………b. Ray Birdwhistell is a leader in the field of kinesics.
………c. Ray Birdwhistell says that our physical appearance is influenced by the
appearance of people around us.
………d. People who live in the country are more friendly than people who live in densely
Populated areas.

Paragraph: 6

There is a widespread fear among policy makers and the public today that
the family is disintegrating. Much of that anxiety stems from a basic
misunderstanding of the nature of the family in the past and a lack of
appreciation of its resiliency in response to broad social and economic changes.
The general view of the family is that it has been a stable and relatively
unchanging institution trough history and is only now undergoing changes: in
fact, change has always been characteristic of it.

Write a sentence that expresses the main idea of the paragraph………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Paragraph: 7

Enough is now known about the ancient Maya, those sophisticated artists and
architects, astronomers and calendars keepers of South America, to realize that
much remains to be learned before all the mysteries can be unravelled. Once
considered peaceful stargazers, they are now suspected of being bloodthirsty and
warlike. Dogged and brilliant scholars are wrestled with the problems for a century
and a half. There has been a steady revision of ideas, regular expansion of the
boundaries of knowledge, and there is certain to be more.

Write a sentence that expresses the main idea of the paragraph………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

From Baudoin et. al., 1997: 15-20
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Appendix G

FINDING THE
SUPPORTING
IDEAS
Because main ideas are assertions, they need support. This chapter explains the
types of support writers use. You’ll also learn how to distinguish between major
and minor supporting ideas, which will help you focus on what to remember.

The main idea of a paragraph is like an umbrella

that “covers” the rest of
the sentences in the paragraph. The other sentences in the paragraph offer support for the
main idea. But what exactly is that support? How does it work? And why does it matter?
You might think of a piece of writing as a table. The top of the table is the main idea—
what the writer thinks, believes, or knows about her subject. But the table won’t stand
without legs to support it. In writing, those “legs” are the specific facts and ideas that
support the main idea. They are the “proof” or “evidence” writers provide to show that
their main idea is valid.

TYPES OF SUPPORT
Writers support their ideas in a variety of ways. They often use a combination of the
following types of specific support:
• details
• facts
• examples
• explanations
• definitions
• comparisons
• quotations
• statistics
• descriptions
• reasons
For example, read it carefully the following article regarding tuition reimbursement at
work; and then look at the way it is outlined below. The sentences are numbered to make
the passage easier to analyze.

(1) Due to increasing costs, there will be two changes in the tuition reimbursement
program that will significantly reduce employee benefits. (2) First, reimbursement has
been reduced from 100 percent to 60 percent of tuition costs for each course in which the
student earns a “C” or better. (3) For example, if you pay $1,000 for a course, and earn at
least a C in that course, you will be reimbursed in the amount of $600. (4) Second,
employees will now be limited to $2,000 in reimbursement expenses per year. (5) Thus, if
your tuition per course equals $1,000, you will be reimbursed $600 per course for each of
your three courses but only $200 for the fourth course because you will have reached the
$2,000 limit. (6)Any additional courses in that year will not be reimbursed.
This paragraph follows a very common pattern. It starts with the topic sentence
(sentence1). Then it offers support for that topic sentence in the form of details and
examples. Sentences 2 and 4 give the details of the change in the tuition reimbursement
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program. Sentences 3, 5, and 6 give specific examples of those changes. Thus, the
organization looks like this (sentence numbers are in parentheses):
Main idea (1)
Detail (2)
Example (3)
Detail (4)
Example (5, 6)

DISTINGUISHING MAIN IDEAS FROM SUPPORTING IDEAS
If you’re not sure whether something is a main idea or supporting idea, ask yourself
whether the sentence is making a general statement or providing specific information. In
the tuition reimbursement memo, notice how all of the sentences besides Sentence 1 are
making very specific statements. They are not general enough to serve as an umbrella for
the whole paragraph. Therefore, they must be working to support the main idea.

Signal Words
You can often tell whether a sentence is expressing a main idea or providing support by
looking for certain clues. Notice how each supporting sentence from the memo begins:
Sentence 2: First,…
Sentence 3: For example,…
Sentence 4: Second,…
Sentence 5: Thus,…
These words and others like them are signal words: They tell you that a supporting fact or
idea will follow. The following list shows some of the most common words and phrases
that signal supporting ideas.

Transitions
Accordingly, however, next,
Also, in addition, on the other
hand,
as a result, indeed, secondly,
first, in fact, since, first of all, in
other words, specifically, thus,
for example, in particular, then,
for instance, likewise, therefore,
furthermore, nevertheless,
……etc

What are Transitions?
Transitions are words and
phrases that signal a shift from
one idea to the next or show
how ideas are related.

These signal words and phrases are often called
transitions. Transitions are words and phrases that
writers use to move from one idea to the next. They
show the relationships between ideas so that readers
can see how ideas are connected. In other words,
these transitions help show readers how ideas work
together to support the main idea in a passage. For
example, the transitional word likewise shows that the
ideas before and after it are similar; they have
something in common. The transitional phrase for
example tells readers that what comes next is an
example of what came before. That’s how transitions
work: Sentence A likewise Sentence B Shows that
there are similarities between the ideas in Sentences
A and B. Sentence A for example Sentence B Shows
that Sentence B provides an example of the idea in
Sentence A.
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PRACTICE 1
Read the paragraph below carefully. Underline any words or phrases that signal a
supporting idea.
Our new marketing campaign has been a tremendous success. In fact, since we’ve been
advertising on the radio, sales have increased by 35%. Likewise, our client references have
doubled, and we’ve improved our client retention rates. Furthermore, we’ve had to hire
five new sales representatives to meet demand.

Answers
In fact, Likewise, Furthermore.

Two Questions to Ask
To help you distinguish between main and supporting ideas, then, there are two questions
you can ask:
1. Is the idea general enough to be a main idea, or is it a specific detail?
2. Is there a transitional word or phrase indicating that it is probably a supporting idea?
Sometimes just one question will make it clear, but be careful. Not every sentence will
have a signal word or phrase to tell you that it is a supporting sentence. Also, you need to
be careful to distinguish which main idea a supporting idea actually supports.

PRACTICE 2
Read the following passage carefully and then answer the questions that follow (the
paragraphs are numbered to make the questions easier to follow).
(1) Citizens of Montgomery County, vote no on the referendum for local tax reform! The
referendum will actually do the opposite of what it promises.
(2) First of all, the referendum will not reduce taxes for middle income families. In fact,
middle income families with children will pay 10 percent more per year, and 20 percent
more if they don’t have children.
(3) Second, the referendum actually decreases taxes for the wealthiest tax bracket. In fact,
taxpayers in the highest bracket will pay 10 percent less per year if the referendum is
passed.
(4) VOTE NO on Tuesday!
1. In this passage, what is the sentence “Second, the referendum actually decreases taxes
for the wealthiest tax bracket”?
a. It is the main idea of the whole passage.
b. It is the main idea of paragraph 3.
c. It is a supporting idea for the main idea of the whole passage.
d. It is a supporting idea for paragraph 3.
2. In the passage, what is the sentence “In fact, middle income families with children will
pay 10 percent more per year, and 20 percent more if they don’t have children”?
a. It is the main idea of paragraph 2.
b. It is a fact that supports the main idea of paragraph 2.
3. What is the other sentence that supports the overall main idea of the passage?

Answers
1. The correct answer is both b and c. “Second” is a signal word that indicates the
sentence has a supporting idea. But what is it supporting? Is it supporting the main
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idea in paragraph 3? No. It can’t be, because it is the main idea of paragraph 3. So
what is it supporting? It must be supporting the main idea of the whole text: “The
referendum will actually do the opposite of what it promises.
2. b. The second sentence in paragraph 2 is a fact that supports the main idea of
paragraph 2. The transition “in fact” should signal this relationship.
3. The first sentence of paragraph 2, “First of all, the referendum will not reduce taxes
for middle income families,” is the other idea that directly supports the overall main
idea.

LEVELS OF SUPPORT
As you can see by now, there are often several different levels of support in a passage. A
major supporting idea is one that directly supports the overall main idea. A minor
supporting idea, on the other hand, offers support for a major supporting idea. Look at it
this way:

I. Overall main idea (thesis)
A. Major Supporting Idea (directly supports thesis)
1. Minor supporting idea (supports idea A)
2. Minor supporting idea (supports idea A)
3. Minor supporting idea (supports idea A)
B. Major Supporting Idea (directly supports thesis)
1. Minor supporting idea (supports idea B)
2. Minor supporting idea (supports idea B)
3. Minor supporting idea (supports idea B)
C. Major Supporting Idea (directly supports thesis)
1. Minor supporting idea (supports idea C)
2. Minor supporting idea (supports idea C)
3. Minor supporting idea (supports idea C)
This pattern can work in a single paragraph as well as in a larger text. That is, within the
same paragraph, there can be major and minor supporting ideas for that paragraph’s main
idea. Whether a passage has only major supporting ideas or both major and minor
supporting ideas often makes a difference in how strong or helpful that passage is. For
example, look at the version of the article regarding tuition reimbursement that is reprinted
here. This time, it includes only major supporting ideas:
(1) Due to increasing costs, there will be two changes in the tuition reimbursement
program that will significantly reduce employee benefits. (2) First, reimbursement has
been reduced from 100 percent to 60 percent of tuition costs for each course in which the
student earns a “C” or better. (3) Second, employees will now be limited to $2,000 in
reimbursement expenses per year.
Notice how this paragraph gives readers the major details they need— the changes in the
tuition reimbursement program. This is the most important information readers need to
know. But minor supporting details make the paragraph more effective by providing
specific examples. Notice how much more helpful the paragraph is with the minor
support—the specific examples—reinserted. Not only is it more helpful to have minor
supporting ideas, it also makes the information about the changes easier to remember by
making the ideas more concrete.
Here’s the complete paragraph once more. The major supporting sentences are in italics
and the minor supporting ideas are in bold:
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(1) Due to increasing costs, there will be two changes in the tuition reimbursement
program that will significantly reduce employee benefits. (2) First, reimbursement has
been reduced from 100 percent to 60 percent of tuition costs for each course in which the
student earns a “C” or better. (3) For example, if you pay $1,000 for a course, and earn
at least a C in that course, you will be reimbursed in the amount of $600. (4) Second,
employees will now be limited to $2,000 in reimbursement expenses per year. (5) Thus, if
your tuition per course equals $1,000, you will be reimbursed $600 per course for
each of your three courses but only $200 for the fourth course because you will have
reached the $2,000 limit. (6) Any additional courses in that year will not be
reimbursed.
Here’s the same paragraph in outline form:

I. Due to increasing costs, there will be two changes in the tuition reimbursement program
that will significantly reduce employee benefits.
A. First, reimbursement has been reduced from 100 percent to 60 percent of tuition costs
for each course in which the student earns a “C” or better.
1. For example, if you pay $1,000 for a course, and earn at least a C in that course,
you will be reimbursed in the amount of $600.
B. Second, employees will now be limited to $2,000 in reimbursement expenses per year.
1. Thus, if your tuition per course equals $1,000, you will be reimbursed $600 per
course for each of your three courses but only $200 for the fourth course because
you will have reached the $2,000 limit.
2. Any additional courses in that year will not be reimbursed.

PRACTICE 3
Here’s another passage with major and minor support. Read it carefully and answer the
questions that follow. As you read, see if you can determine:
1. The overall main idea
2. The main idea of each paragraph (major supporting ideas)
3. Minor supporting ideas
Be careful—the overall main idea is not where you might expect it to be. The sentences are
numbered to make the questions easier to answer.

(1) A new mandatory drug testing policy will take effect at our Detroit office on July 1st.
(2) Under this new policy, all employees will be required to take a urine test four times
throughout the year. (3) These tests will be unannounced. (4) Employees who refuse to
take the tests will be automatically suspended without pay. (5) An employee who tests
positive for substance abuse will face several consequences. (6) To start, the employee will
be immediately suspended without pay. (7) In addition, the employee must issue a
statement explaining how he or she tested positive for illegal substances. (8) Then, a three
member employee panel will be assigned to review the employee’s case. (9) A “typical”
violator might be permitted to return to work on probationary status and be required to
attend counseling.(10) The new drug testing policy may seem strict, but it is designed to
improve the health and safety of all employees of Data Management Co. (11) Indeed, our
attempt to create a drug-free workplace is modeled after the programs that have improved
overall workplace safety for other companies around the country. (12) Furthermore, we
feel that a drugfree workplace will improve employee morale while it reduces sick days
and down time. (13) As part of the policy, we have added a counselor to our staff. (14) Dr.
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Jennifer Jenkins has extensive experience as a workplace counselor, particularly in dealing
with substance abuse. (15) Her office is located next to Denise Robinson’s in Human
Resources.
1. What is the overall main idea?
2. Which sentences contain major supporting ideas?
3. Which sentences contain minor supporting ideas?
4. Circle or underline all signal words and phrases you can find.

Answers
1. The overall main idea of this passage is found in sentence 10: “The new drug testing
policy may seem strict, but it is designed to improve the health and safety of all employees
of Data Management Co.” This sentence makes a general statement about the mandatory
drug testing policy and its purpose. It is an idea that can serve as an umbrella for the whole
text. All of the other ideas in this passage give specific details about how the policy will
work, how violators will be tested, and how the policy will improve safety.
2. Sentences 1, 5, and 13 express major supporting ideas.
3. Sentences 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, and 15 all offer minor supporting details.
4. Here are the signal words used in the middle paragraphs written in bold:
To start
In addition
Then
Indeed
Furthermore

IN SHORT
Supporting ideas “hold up” their main ideas like legs support a table. They offer facts,
examples, definitions, and so on to support the main idea. That is, supporting ideas
serve as “evidence” that the main idea is valid or true. Supporting ideas are often
introduced by specific transitional words and phrases like “for example”. Writers often
use a combination of major and minor supporting ideas to support their main idea.

From Chesla, 2000: 67-78

More PRACTICE
Go back to the unit about finding the main idea; now, reread the paragraphs carefully.
This time, concentrate on and explain how details support the main idea of each
selection. In addition, say what types of support are used.
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APPENDIX H
OVERALL PRACTICE TEXTS
Questions :
1- Suggest an outline in which you identify the overall main idea, the main idea of each
paragraph (major supporting ideas) and minor supporting ideas of the selection below.
2- Write a synonym, a definition or a description of the italicised words.
3- Underline all the signal words used in the selection.

TEXT 1
Acquiring Information
What are the ways in which a student can acquire information? Firstly, he will acquire information from
his tutors, in three main ways – by lecture, by tutorial and by handouts which the tutor may give him.
Secondly, he may acquire information from “other experts” outside this college: principally by reading and
also perhaps by listening to the radio, listening to cassette recordings, or watching educational TV
programmes. Thirdly, he will get information from his fellow students: perhaps in student-led seminars,
perhaps in the contributions of other students in tutorial, or perhaps just in informal conversation. Lastly, he
can acquire information from himself! By thinking about his subject and linking together what he has heard
and seen, he may come up with new ideas, which are his alone.

From Wallace, 1980: 56

Text 2
Supply and Demand
The expression “demand” means the wish of a number of people to buy certain articles. “Supply” is the
quality of articles put on sale to satisfy these wants.
The prices of goods in market move upwards and downwards in accordance with changes in supply and
demand. The supply of any commodity is not always constant and changes in supply come often from causes
outside human control. Climatic influences, for example, may affect the supply of food and agricultural
products. The world prise of wheat alters from one year to another; falling, when harvests are good, and
rising, when they are poor. Fish is another commodity whose supply changes considerably because of
changes in weather. The supply of manufactured goods is more constant than that of natural products such as
wheat and fish, and tends to fall as people more or less of them.
If supply and demand are sensitive to changes in the prices, they are said to be ‘elastic’, if not they are
called ‘inelastic’. If the price of some manufactured goods goes up, and their manufacture therefore becomes
more profitable than it was, it is usually fairly easy to for their manufacturers to turnout more of it, and thus
to increase the supply coming on the market. But in the short run at any rate, it is not easy to increase the
supply of, say, wheat or meat.

From lectures of ‘Langue de Spécialité’
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Questions :
1- Suggest an outline in which you identify the overall main idea, the main idea of each
paragraph (major supporting ideas) and minor supporting ideas of the selection below.
2- Write a synonym, a definition or a description of the italicised words.
3- Underline all the signal words used in the selection.

TEXT 3
To Tip or not to Tip?
Canadians and Americans usually tip in places like restaurants, airports, hotels, and hair saloons because
many people who work in these places get low salaries. A tip shows that the customer is pleased with the
service.
At airports, porters usually get a dollar tip for each bag. Hotel bellhops usually get a dollar for carrying one
or two suitcases. A hotel door attendant or parking valet also gets about a dollar for getting a taxi or for
parking a car. Many people also tip hotel room attendants, especially when they stay in a hotel for several
days. They usually leave a dollar for each day.
The usual tip for other kinds of services – for example, for taxi drivers, barbers, hairdresser, waiters, and
waitresses – is between 10 and 20 percent of the bill. The size of the tip depends on how pleased the
customer is. In most restaurants, the check does not include a service charge. If the group is large, however,
there may be an added service charge. There is no tipping in cafeterias or fast-food restaurants.

From lectures of ‘Methodology’
Text 3
The Brain
The brain controls both conscious behaviour (walking and thinking) and involuntary behaviour (heartbeat and
breathing). It functions by receiving information, evaluating the data, and then sending directives to muscles and
glands or simply storing the information.
The brain receives information via the nervous cells, the neurons. Information has the form of electrical and
chemical signals. The information moves through a complex network of billions of nerve cells in the nervous system.
A single neuron receives information from 1,000 other neurons.
The brain occupies the skull cavity. It is protected by three membranes called meninges. The adult brain weighs 1 to
1.5 kgs. It has several parts, each with a function.
The brainstem controls involuntary activity (breathing), and the cerebellum coordinates muscular movements. The
forebrain regulates higher functions. It is composed of limbic system and the cerebral cortex.
The limbic system includes the thalamus, hypothalamus, pituitary, amygdale and hippocampus and olfactory cortex.
It is associated with vivid emotions, memory, sexuality and smell. The forebrain’s cerebral cortex is concerned with
muscle control, the senses and others with language.
The cerebral cortex is split into two hemispheres. The right hemisphere controls the left side of the body and is
associated with perception of melody and emotions. The left hemisphere controls the right side of the body and is
associated with verbal skills.

From lectures of ‘Langue de Spécialité’
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Questions :
1- Suggest an outline in which you identify the overall main idea, the main idea of each
paragraph (major supporting ideas) and minor supporting ideas of the selection below.
2- Write a synonym, a definition or a description of the italicised words.
3- Underline all the signal words used in the selection.

Text 5
The Working Mothers
In 1931 less than 10 per cent of married women were in employment over the last thirty years the
proportion of married women working has increased from 21 per cent to over 50 per cent. More
than a quarter of women with children under the age of five and about two thirds of women with
school-age children go out to work.
Women generally are spending a larger proportion of their lives in paid employment. It is now
normal for a woman to be in a full time work until the birth of the first child, and an increasingly
high proportion of women return to work after having a child, although this may be a part-time job.
Women are also returning to work more quickly after having a child. Britain has a high percentage
of working mothers compared to some other countries (for example Italy, Ireland and Japan) but
provisions for maternity leave and child care are amongst the lowest in Europe.

From ‘Culture de la Langue’ lectures

Text 6
Classroom Etiquette
The relationship between student and teacher is less formal in U.S. than in many other countries,
especially at the college level. American college students do not stand up when their teacher enters
the room. Students are generally encouraged to ask questions during class, stop by the professor’s
office, phone, or e-mail if they want to discuss something. Most teachers let students enter class
late or leave early when necessary.
Despite the lack of formality, students are still expected to be polite and considerate of their
teacher and classmates. When students want to ask questions, they usually raise a hand and wait to
be called on. But if a professor is giving a lecture, that is the wrong time to interrupt with a
question. When the teacher or a student is speaking to the class, it is rude to begin whispering to
another classmate. When a test is being given, talking to a classmate is not only rude but also risky.
Most American teachers assume that students who are talking to each other during a test are
cheating. The result may be a test grade of zero.

From ‘Culture de la Langue’ lectures
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Questions :
1- Suggest an outline in which you identify the overall main idea, the main idea of each
paragraph (major supporting ideas) and minor supporting ideas of the selection below.
2- Write a synonym, a definition or a description of the italicised words.
3- Underline all the signal words used in the selection.

TEXT 7

Computers
We have been discussing how a computer works. Now let us turn to another topic: what are the
uses of the computer? Many laymen have an exaggerated picture of what computers are capable of.
Sometimes computers are called ‘electronic brains’ and this is confusing, because no computers so
far built can compete with the human brain in all respects.
Let us take a look at the applications of computers in commerce and industry. Today, I shall
discuss three of the main areas, and I shall give some examples of each. I think you should note the
examples, but don’t bother too much about the details of each example.
Firstly, clerical work. Computers are very good for handling repetitive clerical work efficiently.
We can take two examples of this. The first is the widespread use of computers in handling
payrolls, that is, paying employees. Details about each employee (his salary, his tax-code etc) are
fed into the computer. The computer makes the necessary calculation and prints out a pay slip.
Another example of the same sort of process has been the use of computers by banks to provide
up-to-date records of clients’ accounts. The most successful use of these is perhaps the use of
computers by airlines to control seat reservation and provide information about flights. British
Airways BOADICEA system has 200 terminals in 70 different countries. The main computer store
for BOADICEA has a constant record of the details of every flight, including the number of seats
available and the names of passengers who have already booked.
Thirdly, the computer as an aid to design planning. My first example has to do with predicting the
cost of a design if one were planning to build a road. One could take a series of photographs of the
area; from these, the amount of rise and fall of the landscape can be fed into a computer, along with
details about what different areas would cost to buy etc. From all this, the computer can be
programmed to work out the cheapest route between two points.
My second example has to do with predicting faults in a design. It is possible to produce by
computer methods pictures of what the road will look like at one metre intervals. It is possible to
film each of these as a separate frame, and film them in sequence. In this way, one can spot design
faults before the actual construction of the road ever begins.

From Wallace, 1980: 214
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Questions:
1- Suggest an outline in which you identify the overall main idea, the main idea of each
paragraph (major supporting ideas) and minor supporting ideas of the selection below.
2- Write a synonym, a definition or a description of the italicised words.
3- Underline all the signal words used in the selection.

TEXT 8
Marriage Customs
Today we are going to look at the social custom of marriage from a sociological point of view. All societies
make provisions for who may mate with whom. The benefits of the social recognition of marriage for
children are obvious. It gives them an identity, membership of a socially recognised group and some
indication of who must support them and their mother.
Now almost all societies have marriage, but there are wide variations in marriage systems. I will give three
of the important areas of variation, and some details of each area. The three areas I shall deal with are: firstly,
the number of mates each marriage partner may have; secondly, the locality of the marriage (that is, where do
the newly married partners set up homes?); and thirdly, what arrangements there are for the transfer of wealth
after the marriage. Let me deal wit each of these in turn.
First, how many mates? In existing human societies there are three possibilities. Most societies recognise
polygamy, or the right of a man to take more than one wife. In a few societies (not in Africa) there is
polyandry, in which a woman is married to two or more men at the same time. Finally, especially in Europe
and societies of European origin, there is monogamy. Monogamy limits one man to one wife and vice-versa.
The second area of variation is, as we have said, the locality of the marriage. Here there seems to be three
possibilities: at the husband's home, at the wife's home, or in some new place. The old term for the
arrangement when a wife moves to her husband's family's household is a patrilocal marriage; a more modern
term is virilocal. The opposite, when the man moves, is termed matrilocal or uxorilocal marriage. The third
possibility when they set up a new household somewhere else is called neolocal marriage.
The last area of variation is transfer of wealth on marriage. Here, once more, we seem to have three
possibilities. Firstly, we have bridewealth. In this system wealth is transferred by the husband or his relatives
to the bride's family. This, of course, is the system familiar in Africa. We should remember that the bride
wealth may take the form of the husband's labour services to his family-in-law rather than giving cattle or
money. In some other societies the opposite system prevails and the wife brings with her a portion or dowry
in the form of money or other wealth such as land. This was the system of, for example, traditional European
societies, and is still practised in the Irish countryside. The third possibility is for the transfer of wealth to
take the form of gifts to help the young couple set up the new household. This system is associated with the
neo-local type of marriage. In England, these gifts are called wedding-presents. The near kin (that is, the near
relatives) of both bride and groom contribute and so do friends, neighbours, and workmates. The presents
customarily take the form of useful household goods, such as saucepans, tea sets or blankets.

From Wallace, 1980: 212
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Appendix I
The posttest.
Reading

Test

Diamond value is based on four characteristics: carat, color, clarity, and cut. A
diamond’s size is measured by carat weight. There are 100 points in carat and
142 carats in an ounce. Each point above 1 carat is more valuable than each
Line
5

point below 1 carat. Thus, a stone that weight more than 1 carat is more
valuable per point than a stone that is smaller than 1 carat.
The scale used for rating a diamond’s color begins with D, which means the
stone is absolutely colorless and therefore most valuable. ‘E’ and ‘F’ are almost
colorless. All three are good for investments. A stone rated between ‘G’ and ‘J’ is
good for jewelry. After that the stone take on a slightly yellowish color, which gets

10

deeper as the grade declines.
The clarity of a stone is determined by its lack of carbon spots, inner flaws, and
surface blemishes. While most of these are invisible to the unaided eye, they do
affect the diamond’s brilliance. For jewellery, a diamond rated VVSI (very very
slight imperfections) is as close to flawless as one will find. After that the scale

15

goes to VVS2, VS1, VS2, SI1; SI2, I1, I2, and so on.
The final characteristic is cut. When shaped (round, oval, emerald, marquise,
pear, or heart), the diamond should be faceted so that light is directed into the
depths of the prism and then reflected outward again. A well-cut diamond will
separate the light into different colors when the light is reflected. Only stones of

20

similar shape should have their reflective qualities compared, as some shapes are
more reflective than others. For example, the round shape is the most reflective.

Question: Circle the right answer A, B, C or D
1/ The passage is mainly about
(A) the cost of diamonds
(B) qualities affecting diamond values
(C) how to judge an expensive diamond
(D) buying diamonds for jewellery

2/ What can be said about a 1-carat diamond?
(A) it has 100 points
(B) it weight an ounce
(C) it costs twice as much as a smaller one
(D) it has the same quality as a half-carat diamond
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3/ The word “absolutely” in line 7 is closet in meaning to
(A) actually
(B) positively
(C) greatly
(D) completely

4/ A stone that has no color at all is rated
(A) A
(B) Z
(C) D
(D) J

5/ All of the following ratings refer to the clarity of a stone EXCEPT
(A) perfection
(B) very slight imperfection
(C) slight imperfection
(D) imperfection

6/ Diamonds reflect
(A) the prism
(B) the depths
(C) facets
(D) light

7/ It can inferred from the passage that a stone rated “H” is
(A) good for jewelry
(B) good for investment
(C) very colorful
(D) deep yellow

8/ Clarity of a stone
(A) is invisible to the unaided eye
(B) affects the diamond’s brilliance
(C) has spots, flaws, and blemishes
(D) is determined by imperfections
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9/ The word “flawless” in line 14 is closet in meaning to
(A) unblemished
(B) unsaturated
(C) unrefined
(D) unbruised

10/ The word “faceted” in line 17 is closet in meaning to
(A) split
(B) turned
(C) cut
(D) set

From Gear and Gear, 1996: 493

Name:………………………………

Group:……...
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Appendix I
The needed data for the calculation of the t-test

Participants

Pretest
2

Participants

Posttest
X2

X 22

2

18

324

36

4

12

144

04

16

6

16

256

7

08

64

8

10

100

9

06

36

10

14

196

11

04

16

12

14

196

13

04

16

14

10

100

15

02

04

16

16

256

17

12

144

18

14

196

19

12

144

20

10

100

21

06

36

22

08

64

23

04

16

24

12

144

25

10

100

26

18

324

27

10

100

28

16

256

29

08

64

30

14

196

31

04

16

32

10

100

33

06

36

34

12

144

35

12

144

36

12

144

37

10

100

38

16

256

39

12

144

40

16

256

41

04

16

42

20

400

43

04

16

44

18

324

45

02

04

46

16

256

47

06

36

48

16

256

49

06

36

50

14

196

Sum

166

1456

352

5184

X1

X1

1

04

16

3

06

5
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Résumé
La lecture est la compétence la plus importante pour l’apprentissage de la langue
Anglaise au sein de nos universités, de ce fait l'emploi d'une méthode efficace pour
enseigner la lecture devient indispensable. Le présent travail de recherche propose une telle
méthode: l’enseignement métacognitif des stratégies de la lecture qui a pour finalité de
produire des lecteurs autonomes et efficients.
L'objectif visé par ce travail est de tester l'effet, présumé positif, que cette méthodologie
a sur le niveau de compréhension à réaliser par les apprenants de la première année LMD
au Département d’Anglais à l’université de Constantine pour l’année universitaire 20072008. Les stratégies de lecture choisies et examinées sont notamment: comment le lecteur
peut inférer le sens d’un nouveau mot à partir du contexte où il apparaît, et distinguer une
idée générale d’un détail précis dans un passage de lecture.
Pour vérifier cette hypothèse, une expérience à plusieurs phases a été menée sur un
échantillon de 50 étudiants. Initialement, un questionnaire a été dressé pour juger l’état
actuel des participants vis-à-vis la lecture et pour évaluer la convenance des stratégies
prédestinées pour l’intervention. Ensuite, les participants ont été testés en matière de
compréhension de texte. Puis, ils ont subit un entraînement de deux mois dans l’utilisation
des stratégies mentionnées ultérieurement. Finalement, ils ont été testés encore une fois
pour évaluer leurs progrès.
Les résultats obtenus ont confirmé l’hypothèse et ont prouvé que l’enseignement
métacognitif des stratégies de la lecture présentées dans ce travail de recherche est
avantageux. Par conséquent, la plus importante implication pédagogique résultante est que
cette méthode peut être adopté pour enseigner la lecture et aider nos étudiants à évoluer en
lecteurs dynamiques et efficients.
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